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Interest in wind energyand in its application to the managementof water supply has been
growing Many opportunities exist, especiallyin developingcountries, for wiuifi power to be used
effectively and economicallyto pump water. This is particularly of interest in areaswhere other
forms of energyare difficult or expensiveto obtain. As a result, wind ;jumping in many instances
representsthe most effective and economicalternative.
This comprehensivehandbook is meant to provide energy and water supplyprofessionals
and economistsas well as field officers with an easily acces&le source of information on wind
pumping It consolidatesinformation acquiredby institutions, professionals,and researchcenters
in an easily eztractableform. The first chapter is specificallydedicated to the question Is wind
pumping for you?“. Chapter 2 then providesan overviewof the characteristicsof the technology.
Chapter 3 discussesthe techniquesfor sizing of wirrd pumps,while chapter 4 discussesthe sizing
of alternative small pumps. Chapter 5 providesguidelutesfor financial and economicasseament
of wind pumping Finally, chapter 6 providesptiirticulars on installation, maintenance,and other
logistical matters. Severalannexesprovide supporting details and examples.
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Foreword

Many rural areasof tbe world have an acute needfor reliable inexpensivesystemsfor
pumping water for domesticuse, for livestock, and for small-scaleirrigation. The wind
pump, usedfor centuriesto lift water, but lar ely abandonedafter the introduction of
engd-driven pumps(generallyfuelled by dies9 or kerosene)and electric pumps,is now
being reconsideredas one of severalalternative technologiesthat can be usedto assure
that rural water pumpingneedsare met.
The classicmultibladedwindmill that was a familiar sight in the Great Plains of the US
until the 1940sis still being manufacturedtoday. However, engineershave recently
begunto make improvementsto the designof thesepumps, and adapt them for usein
developingcountries.
Sincethe oil crisis in 1973that led to a substantial increasein the price of oil-based
fuels, there has beengreat interest in renewableenergysourcessuch as wind and solar.
In the last ten years, considerableeZ!ort has been spent on the developmentand
promotionof wind pumps.A few thousand“modem” wind pumpshavebeeninstalled in
pilot projects in developingcountries. Someimportant lessonshave beenlearned from
these projects. First, it has been proven in a number of casesthat, where the right
conditionsexist, the useof wind pumpsis economicallyfeasible. Second,the feasibility
of manufacturingthe pumps locally, without the use of expensiveimported parts, has
been demonstrated.Third, the generalconclusionfrom the studies is that sufficient
scopeexists for further developmentof wind pumping.And it is expectedthat as moreis
learnedabout makingwindmills, and moreare made,the costsof wind pumpingwill fall.
The publication of this handbookcameabout as the result of an international workshop
on wind pumping held in October 1984in Amersfoort, NetherlandsI.Followin up on
proposalsmadeat the workshop,the World Bank and the United Nations DevP opment
Programme(UNDP) initiated a Global Wind Pump Evaluation Programme GWEP).
The primary objectiveof the GWEP is “to generateand disseminatethe i d ormation
and analyseswhich water users,national pobcymakersand national and international
financingagenciesneedto assessthe technicaland economicmerits of wind pumping”.
In 1986,the World Bank and UNDP assignedto ConsultaucyServicesWind Energy
DevelopingCountries(CWD) the task of realizing the initial phaseof the GWEP. This
initial project is supportedby contributions from the Governmentof the Netherlands,
the EuropeanCommunity, the OPEC Fund for International Development,the British
Overseas Development A ency, the United States Agency for International
Development,and the UN%P Ener Account. Donor contributions were provided
through cost-sharing arrangementst‘$:ough the UNDP Energy Accouut. The World
Bank servesas the program’sexecutingagencyand providesoverall coordination and
technicalguidance.

1

The workshop wlu qcmod
wao w
by Comhmy

by the World Bant, UNDP and the Netberlandr Government and
Servicer Wind Energy Developing Countries (CWD).

- xvi
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Besidespreparing this handbook,CWD was askedto preparestudieson:
a the current position and prospectsfor wind pumpingin a numberof countriesand
IIb wind pump testing and monitoring procedures.
An annex has beenaddedto the handbookentitled “Testing and monitoring of wind
pump systemsin field conditions‘I. This is Part Two of a report by Peter Oostendorp
and Dick Veldkamp entitled “Recommendedpractices for testing of water pumping
windmills”.
The handbookis intended as an equivalent of the excellent “Solar Water Pumping
Handbook” by Kenna and Gillet, published in 1985 by Intermediate Technolo
Publication@,and usesthe samegenerallayout. Where appropriate, the texts of t f e
SolarHandbookare quoted and referredto.
However,the authorsof this handbookcould not draw on the test resultsof a worldwide
monitoring program,as was the casewhen the Solar Water Pumping Handbook,which
more or less finalized the preceding UNDP/World Bank project “Testin and
Demonstrationof Small ScaleSolar Pumping Systems”,was written. They have%ad to
rely on the experiencegained by CWD in the field and that obtained from personal
contactsand extensivereading.
They anticipate that the handbookwill need to be updated once the results of field
measurements
and experiencebecomeavailable. Suggestionsand criticisms from readers
are welcomed,and shouldbe addressedto:
CWD, ConsultancyServicesWind EnergyDevelopingCountries
PO BOX 85
3800AB AMERSFOORT
The Netherlands

2 Ja KennaandBi
US,and Sir William

Gitt,
So&r W&r Pumping,Q&mdboo&,
the World Bank, Wwhington,
Halcrow and Partnera, UK, pub.Intermediste Technology Publication, 1985.

-
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Conversion of units

Power

W
1 kWh/day
1 MJ/day
1 ml/day*
*

W

kWh/day

M J/day

ml/d&y*

1
41.67
11.57
0.1134

0.024
1
0.2778
0.002722

0.0864
3.6
1
0.0098

8.816
367.3
102.04
1

Conversion based on 9.80 m/a? an average value between latitudes from -500 to i 500.

Pumping rate
m3/hr

l/s

1
0.2778
0.01157

mS/hr
m3/h
1 US &ion

1 m/s
1 km/hr
1 mph
1 knot

3.6
1
0.4167

ms/day
86.4
24
1

1 Imp. gallon = 4.546 1

= 3.785 1

1.000
0.278
0.447
0.514

3.600
1.000
1.609
1.852

mph

LnOtS

2.237
0.622
1.000
1.151

1.944
0.540
0.869
1.000

I
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INTRODUCTION

Purpose of the Handbook
This handbookhasbeenpreparedto give an insight into the merit8 of usingwind energy
for small-scalewater pumping and to enable a comparisonbetweenthe use of wind
pump8and use of the small-scaletechnologies,specifically solar pump8,engine-driven
pumps,animal traction and hand pUmp8.
The handbookis intended a8 a referencesourcefor a diverse group of peoplewho are
involved in lifting and distributing water in rural areas.It is written for policymakers,
who must considerwhat u8ecan be madeof wind pumpsin a certain area,as well a8for
peopleinvolved directly in water supply and irrigation (farmers, engineers,etc.), who
must decidewhetherto usewind pumpsin specificcase8.
The methodsof assessing
the viability of wind pumpingare more complexthan for other
small-scaletechnologies.One of the problemsis in determininghow muchwind energyis
availableat a given location to run a pump and supply the quantity of water needed.
Wind potential variesconsiderably,not only from region to region, but evenover very
short distances.Accuratewind data are neededto determinethe availablewind power.
Once wind power ha8 been determined,other steps have to be taken involving other
calculations.The authors adviseconsultinga local expert if accuratewind data is not
readily available.
Though the handbookcontains a large amount of technical information, the general
reader should still find it useful, at least in making a first decisionon whether to
considerusing a wind pump.

Organization
The handbook is divided into six sections. Chapter 1 is an introduction to wind
pumping. It looks at the wind a8 an energy re8ource,describestypical water pumping
applications, and discusses the viability of wind pumping under the various
circumstancesthe reader might encounter. Chapter 2 is devoted to wind pump
technology.It describe8the various types of wind pumps, give8 the componentsand
characteristicsof the mechanicalwindmill and the piston pump, considersthe important
que8tionof how to match windmill and piston pump, and discusseswater Storageand
distribution. Chapter 3 describe8the steps involved in sizing a wind pump for a
particular situation and location. It also give8 technical specificationsfor system
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configuration and performance.Chapter 4 give8 sizing procedure8for solar pump8,
enginedriven pumps, animal-traction and hand pumps, 80 that the reader can later
comparethe costsand benefitsof usingone of thesepump8with the cost8and benefit8of
usinga wind pump using the financial analysisdescribedin Chapter 5. Chapter 6 will be
mainl of interest to managersof large-ecale projects. It discussesprocurement,
insta19
ation, operationand mamtenance,monitoring and testing of wind pump8 as well
as the needfor training in wind pump u8eand maintenance.
Further technical details, sampleprocurementdocuments,etc., a8 well as a glossaryof
terms used,are providedin the appendices.Theseare followed by a list of the reference8
usedby the author8in writing this book. An annexentitled “Testing and Monitorin of
Wind Pump System8in Field Conditions” edited by Peter Costendorpis attached a!!ter
the referencesand can be read separately.

Chapter 1
IS WIND PUMPING FOR YOU?

This chapter describe8the information neededand the calculationsthat muat be madein
order to decide whether wind pumping might be a viable option at a given site.
Section1.1 givesa brief history of windmills, and suggeetsthat more will be usedin the
future as prices fall. Section 1.2 discllsseswater output and ener requirements.
Section1.3 describesfactors involved in evaluating a wind site, anF gives a rule of
thumb for calculating the wind power neededto pump water. Section 1.4 describe8
typical water pumping application8for rural areas,the type8 of pumping systemsthat
are appropriatefor each,and ‘ve8typical costsof providing water for eachapplication.
of
Section1.5 give8simplerules tf at canbe followed in making a preliminary a88essment
the viability of usingwind pumps.
After reading Chapter 1, the readercan decidewhether or not it is worthwhile, in the
light of his requirements,to go through the detailed analysis given in subsequent
chapters.

1.1. A brief history of the use of windmills
Water is a basic need for mankind, be it for domesticpurposes,for livestock or for
irrigation. In man rural areasof the world, water ha8to be lifted from rivers and wells
usingsomekind or pumpingsystem.
For severalcenturiesin Europe,and during the 19th century in the United States,wind
energywaswidely usedto pump water. Historically, wind energywa8first usedto propel
boat8through rivers and acro8socean8.The idea of the sail, which capture8the wind,
was then adaptedfor useon land, and windmills werebuilt to mill flour. In Europe,the
earl&t record of horizontal axis windmill8 goesback to the 12th century in England.
The technologyspreadall over Europein subsequentcenturies.
In Holland, from the 15th century onwards,windmills were used to drain swampsand
lake8and reclaim new lands. Wind energywas usedto lift water and pump it out of an
area. By reclaiming low-lying land for agriculture, windmill8 contributed greatly to
Holland’seconomicdevelopment.By the beginningof the 19th century there were about
10,000lar e windmills with rotor bladesup to 28 meter8in diameterin operationin that
country.
& the rest of Europe there were severaltens of thousandsmore, used for a
numberof purpo8es.
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Useof windmills declinedin Europefollowing the introduction of steamengines.But a8
Europeanmills begainto disappear,a different type of windmill enteredinto wide useon
the Great Plains of the U.S. The multibladed “American” wind pump wa8 developed,
consistingof rotor blades to catch the wind, a transmissionto transfer the energy to a
piston pump, and the pump itself, which raised the water. Million8 were usedto pump
water for domesticuseand for livestock. They were essentialto the rapid development
on the plains. Many of these windmills, referred to in the text a8 the “classic”
multibladed windmill, fell into disusewhen they werereplacedby oil-poweredor electric
pumps.
Though the useof windmills in the industrialized countriesha8now greatly declined,it
ha8 not stopped. The classic multibladed windmill is still being manufactured and
probablyabout a million are in u8etoaday,particularly in the U.S., Argentina, Australia
and South Africa. They provide water for households,for livestock, and sometimesfor
irrigation.
Besidesthe multibladedwindmill, other types havebeendevelopedbut their application
ha8 been restricted to the local situation for which they were made. The whitmailed
mills used for irrigation on the Lassithi plain on the Greek island of Crete are well
known. In Holland thousands of small four-bladed all-steel windmills
centrifugalpump) are still in useto drain the polders.In Thailand very
woodenconstructionwith triangular bamboo“blades” are usedto pump seawater into
salt ponds.
Between1920and 1940the classicmultibladed windmill wa6 introduced in quite large
numbers in many developing countries, including Morocco, Tunisia, Somalia,
Mozambique and Mali. However, most of them fell into disuse in the 1950s a8
petroleum-basedfuel8becameavailablein large quantitiesand at very low prices.
With the rise of oil price8 in the early 19708,the interest in wind pumps revived.
However,the introduction of the existing classicmultibladed windmills in the developing
mntnes ha8 been hampereddue to the cost of importing them (or importing the
materialsneededto makethem) and to maintenancerequirements.
Since1974a numberof organisationshave beenworking along new lines of designand
constructionto developwind pump8that lift water at lower cost8than the traditional
multiblades. In addition much attention has been paid to the po88ibihtie8of local
manufacture by avoidin specializedparts in the design that require complicated
machineryfor their mand acture.
Theseefforts are starting to bear fruit. Currently a few thousandof thesenew mills are
operating all over the world, in placeslike Kenya, Sri Lanka, Cape Verde, Pakistan,
Mozambique,Tanzania,Sudan,Botswana,Tunisia, Brazil, China). They are being used
experimentallyin pilot projects,and alsoin disseminationprograms.
As new and more efficient windmill designsare developed,and a8 production cost8are
loweredthrou the u8eof material8obtained locally, the costsof pumping water with
wind pumps8Pould go down. It i8 expectedthat they will reduceby a factor of 2 to 4 in
the foreseeablefuture. The trend in this direction ha8alreadybegun.
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1.2. Water output and energy requirements
It may seemthat all that needsto be done when one decidesto purchaseand install a
water pumping system is to calculate how much water is neededand then find a
pumpingsystembig enoughto supplythat amount of water, at a price onecan afford.
In the caseof a wind pump, there are other things to consider. The wind is hi hly
variable. The usecannotcontrol whenit will start and stop or how strongly it will bf ow.
A strong wind may provideenoughwater to overflow a storagetank, or to spill water on
the ground if there is no tank. A weak wind might not provide enoughwater for the
$;;$ee&
Al80, the user’sneedsmay vary dependingon o-bat the water will mainly
.
The technical output of a wind pump of a given size can be calculated,if the available
wind resourcesare known. The efktive output depend8on the need8of the user. For
instance,a farmer usingwater for irri ation will not needwater during the harvest,even
thoughthe wind may be strong enoug%for the windmill to pump water.
The relationshipbetweentechnicaland effectivewater output is shownin Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1. Tcclmicd

and dbtive

water output.

The effective output of a wind pump will dependstrongly on local condition8and the
kind of applic&ion the pump is usedfor. Figure 1.2 show8two typical layout8 of a wind
pumpingsystem.Beside8the wind pumpitself, the systeminclude8a well or other water
source,suction and delivery lines, a storagetank, a distribution system,and, in the ca8e
of irrigation, a field applicationsystem.
For wind pump systems,one must calculatefairly exactly the amount of water needed.
The investment cost for a wind pump systemis roughly proportional to its rotor area.
The total energy production of a wind pump (amount of water pumpedover a given
height) is directly proportional to the rotor area. The&ore, the amountof water needed
influencesthe size of rotor one must select, which influencesthe cost of the windmill.
The cost of water storagemuat be induded in tb cost of the system, since the wind
pump, unlike enginedriven pumps, electric pumps, or even hand pump8, cannot be
countedon the providewater on demand.

point

Figure 13r

Schematk hyowit of a village water supply mydan ahowing the five majar components.

water source
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Once the effective output, the actual amount of water the user needs, has been
determined,one must then calculatethe amount of energyneededto pump this volume
of water. The net amount of hydraulic (pumping) energy required to lift a volume of
water over a total headH is given by:
E = P~HQ

(Joules)

(l.la)

where:
required hydraulic) ener in Joules
density o1water (1000kgPma)
gravitational acceleration(9.8 m/G)
total headin meters
Q= volumeof water in m3

E
P
g
H

=
=
=
=

Doublin the water volumedoublesthe energyrequirement.Increasingthe headby a
factor oPtwo likewisedoublesthe energyrequirement.
In this publication we will very often usethe kilowatt hour (kWh)as the unit for energy.
We prefer to useit instead of the megajouIe(MJ) for reasonsof simplicity and easeof
calculations. If we specificaUyconsiderhydraulic energy, we wiII use the subscript h:
kWhhi.
Instead of the kWhh we can also introduce the hydraulic energy equivalent, being the
product of the volumeof water Q times the headH (Q x H). From (l.la) it follows that:

1 kWhh is equivalentto 367m4
This means:
Lifting 367 m3over 1 m head,or 36.7m3 over 10 m heador 3.67m3over 100m head
are in terms of hydraulic energyall equivalentand equal to 1 kWhh.
In reality more ener than indicated above is needed to lift water. Figure 1.3a
illustrates the energyf ows in a pumpingsystem.The input energyfor the pump system
undergoesseveralconversionsbefore it is made available as useful hydraulic energy.
Each conversionhas an associatedloss of energy which means that the input energy
requirementsfor pumping are generaIIyfar greater than the useful hydraulic energy
output. For example,if the ower source(prime mover) is a diesel engine, the input
energywiII be in the form oP diesel fueI: the ener content of 1 liter of diesel fnel is
approximately equivalent to 38 MJ (10.5 kWh). #he fuel is convertedto mechanical
ener with an efficiency of 15% then 1 liter of fuel wiII produce 38 x 0.15 = 5.7 MJ
(1.6k;‘wn) of mechanicatenergy. A pump may then convert the mechanicalenergy to
pt;au$ energy with an efficiency of say 60% giving a useful hydraulic energy of
.
= 3.42 MJ (0.95 kWhh) for 1 liter of fuel. In a similar way lossesoccur when
solarradiation, musclepower or wind energyis convertedto hydraulic energy.

l

The Joule is the International System (S.I.) unit of energy. It b bat expread in miilio~,
(UI
Megdouleo (MI) beawe this in a more practical unit. The coavemion rate to the more familiair
kWh ia 3.6 MJ = 1 LWh. For convenion of unitr: see Appendix G.

7l-F

-
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In addition to energyconversionlosses, a proportion of the pumpedwater may be lost in
the processof delivering the water to it8 point of use.This will have a direct effect on
the energyrequiredfor pumping and since,a8 will be shownin later chapters,the input
energy requirement8have a large influence on water costs, the efficiencieswith which
’
energyis convertedand with which water is distributed, are of major importance.
Power is the energyspentper unit of time. In other word8 power is the rate of ener
supply, so the formula for hydraulic power is simply obtained from the formula Por
energy(1.12) by replacingvolumeQ with flow rate q, in cubic meter8per second.
Ph = p gH q (Watts)
in which:
Ph is the hydraulic powerin Watts
q is the flow rate or volumeof water lifted per secondin ma/s.
so:

Ph = 9.8 103 H q

(Watts)

(l.lb)

Ph = 9.8
Hq
= 0.113 H q
ph

if q is expressedin liter8 per second
if q is expressedin m3 per day

(l.lc)
(l.ld)

Example:q = 1 l/s (10-s m3/s), H = 10 m gives P = 98 W or a8 a rule of thumb
approx. 100W. With this small power (98 W), and at the given height, an
amountof water can be pumpedduring a day equal to 86.4ma/day. This is
approximately the daily water requirement for crop irrigation of one
hectare (2.5 acres. The correspondinghydraulic energy requirement is
8.47megajoules(ld J) or 2.35kilowatt hour8(kWh).
Both energy and power are important characteristicsto describe a pumping system.
Energy determinesthe total amount of water that is pumpedagainst a given head,the
amount of fuel or human labour that has to be paid for. Power representsthe rate at
which energyis used.The averagepower demandin a period is an indication of the size
of a water pumping devicethat is required to fnlfil the demandin that period (a 3 kW
dieselor a 1 kW peak solar panel or a 5 m diameter wind pump), assumingthat solar
and wind condition8are known.
The head, as we have seen,ha8 a proportional effect on the power requirementsand
likewise on the cost of water. It is the sum of the total static head and the headloss due
to friction 1088es
in the piping (Figure 1.3-b). The static head is simply the physical
height over which the water has to be lifted, including the sHalled drawdown of the
water level in the well due to pumping. The head loss related to the pressurelossesin
suction and delivery line8 depend8on the flow rate through the pipes.It can be limited
by an appropriate sizing of the piping system that is to say, the diameter of the pipes
shouldbe madelarger to adjust for the headloss.
Note The hydraulic ener equivalentwhich wa6 introduced in this paragraph,is used
to indicate the net Pydraulic energyoutput. In that senselifting 367m3 over 1 m
head is equivalent to lifting 3.67 m3 over 100 m. However,in practice the real
input requirement8arc not the same.The type of pump neededfor a low
iiyf&
vo1ume application i8 completely different from that for high lift/low
volume pumping.Thesepumpsdo not havethe sameefficiency.
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1.3. Evahating a wind site
An ideal site for a wind pump is an open, exposedarea, where the wind blow8 freely.
Shelteredlocation8(in wood8or valleys) are generallyunsuitable.
The problem in calculatin how much wind is available at a site is that existing wind
is essential
speed data are often unreai*able.But the correct evaluationof wind resources
to determinethe economicviability of usingwind energyfor water pumping.The cost of
water from a wind pumpis very sensitiveto monthly averagewind speed.
The amount of wind available at a site i8 influenced by overall wind patterns, by the
generaltopo raphy of land surroundingthe site, and by whether a site is open or ha8
obstacles8uc % a8tree8or buildings.
Comparedto solar energy,wind energyis very unevenlydistributed in spaceand time.
In tropical areas,daily solar irradiation differ8 by a factor of three: 24 MJ per day for
very sunny spot8 against 8 MJ per day for poor locations. On a day-today basic at a
site, the differencesare at most a factor of 4.
Variation8 in wind power are of another order of magnitued. Very windy region8(e.g.
trade wind8 have a potential 100 times higher than very low wind regions. On a
day-today basis at one site the wind potential can vary by a factor of 10 to 100 (or
moreif storms are included).
Becausewind patterns are 60 varied and complex, the task of evaluatingwind potential
is alsocomplex(seeAppendix A).
Global wind patterns are really the movementsof air massesgeneratedby the uneven
distribution of solar irradiation over the earth’s surface.In the region8surroundingthe
equator, there is a net gain of energy.At the North and South pole8there is a net loss.
To obtain equilibrium, heat is transported from the equatorial regions to the polar
regionby the largeatale circulation of the atmosphereand partly by oceancurrents. The
global wind pattern8are further strongly affectedby the rotation of the earth.
A world wind map (Figure 1.4)sgivesannualaveragewind speedsand wind potential for
all areasof the world. However,one cannot rely on such a map for calculating the wind
energyavailable at a given site. The presenceor absenceof mountain8and valleys, the
transition from land to water, the type of terrain (forest, desert,etc.) will have a strong
influenceon local wind patterns.
Seasonaland daily temperaturevariations can greatly affect the wind patterns at a site.
For example, along part8 of Lake Victoria in East Africa, the wind regime is greatly
influencedby the transition from land to lake. During the ni ht and morning, the wind
blows weakly from the land toward8 the lake. Owing to the %eating of the land during
the day time, the wind direction swaysaround midday and quite strong winds build up,
blowing inwards from the lake over the land in the afternoon.

'Figure
p. 274.

1.4, Worldwide Wind Energy Resource Distribution
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Calculating the powerin the wind
The power in the wind blowing with a wind &peed(velocity) V through an area A,
perpendicularto V, is
Pwind = 4 p v3 A (WattB)

(1.2a)

where:
Pwind is the powerin the wind in Watt8
is the densityof air (approx. 1.2kg/m3 at sealevel)
e
is the wind speedin m/s
A
is the areaunder considerationperpendicularto the wind velocity in m?
If the wind speeddoubles,the wer is eightfold. From 2 to 3 m/s the power is more
than threefold. From 4 to 5 mTs it almost doubles. On a stormy day the hourly wind
speedscan changefrom 1 to 10 m/s, meaningthat the power in the wind than es by a
factor 103= lOOO!A changeof this magnitudedoesnot occur daily, but it reffects the
large variations in wind power to be expectedat different placesand times.
Normally the wind power potential is given as the specificwind power, the power per
unit of area. so
Pwind =

4 P v3

w/mz)

(1.2b)

in which pwindis expressedin Watts per m?
Examplesof hourly, daily and monthly variations are shown in Figure 1.5 (see also
Figure A.4, Appendix A).
The valuesgiven in Figure 1.5 are representativefor openterrain at 10 m height, which
is an international meteorologicalstandard. If a windmill, installed in the region for
which the wind data are representativeis shaded by trees in the prevailing wind
direction, or if the surroundingsare coveredby bushesor other obstacles,the power in
the wind will be reduced.

Rule of thumb wind powerfor pumpingwater
Notwithstanding the difficulties, associatedwith the variability of the wind, of
evaluating a wind site, it is possibleto estimate the averagepower effectively available
for lifting water on the basis of the average wind speedat a site. Supposethe average
wind speedover a month or year is V, then the useful average hydraulic power output P
in that sameperiod canbe eskimatedby
ph = 0.1 Vs A (Watts)

(1.4a)

in which A is the sweptareaof the wind rotor. This can be expressedin anotherway
Ph = 0.177~ (W/ma)

I$ denotingthe specificaveragehydraulic power output per ma rotor area.

(1.4b)
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Wuter supply in Kenya (photo courtesy of Peter Fraenkel, IT Power).
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Again the sensitivity to the value of the (average) wind speed is noticeable. As an
example,Table 1.1 showsthe hydraulic power and energyoutput of a 5 meter diameter
wind pump.
Combining (1.1~) and (1.4a) relates the averagehydraulic power requirementsto the
useful averagepower output of a wind pump; from this the required rotor diameter can
be determinedif the averagewind speedis known. Figure 1.6 showsthe results. As will
be shownlater the factor 0.1 in formula (1.4) is a very rough estimate. In reality, as will
be shown,this factor variesfrom 0.05 to 0.15 dependingon the type of wind pump and
applicationat hand.
Note also that the values given in Table 1.1 and Figure 1.6 are potential values as
indicatedin Section1.2: the usernormally cannot makefulI useof all the water that the
wind pump delivers.

Average wind speed

in a month or year

Average hydraulic power output &, in Watts
1 Average daily hydraulic energy output in kWhh/day

Average daily water output for a total lifting
head of 10 m iu ma/day
T&k

1.1.

(V in m/e)

2

3

4

5

7

15.7

53.0

126

245

673

IO.38

1 1.3

1 3.0

1 5.9

1 16.2

13.8

46.7

216

593

111

I

Hydraulic power and energy output of a 5 meter diam&r
wind pump for merent
avcqe wind qmd8. Rotor area 19.6 ml (+ K S2).
At v = 5 m/x p = 0.1 x 125 x 19.6 = 245 W&B.
Note tbe stroag innuencc of the averap wind Irpe& Goii fiom 4 to 5 m/a doubka the
output, from 2 to 3 m/s more than tripk8 it!

-
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1.4. Typical water pumping applications
Wind pumpsare usedto pump water for a variety of applications.
-

Domesticwater suply
Water supplyfor livestock
Irrigation
Drainage
Salt ponds
Fish farms

Dependingon the type of application, different kinds of systemsare used.The choiceof
the type of pump is quite varied (piston pump, centrifugal pump, screwpump, air lift
pump) as will be explainedin moredetail in Chapter 2.
The size of mechanicalwind pumps runs from 1 to 8 m diameter. Dependingon the
pumping height and averagewind speeds,the avera e power output rangesfrom a few
watts to about 1 kW. For higher power demanf s wind electric pumping systems
WEPS) can be applied, incorporating a wind generator (available in larger diameter)
6,‘ving an electric motor-pump combination throu h an electrical transmission.They
are alreadyin incidental usein developingcountriesf e.g. CapeVerde) for avera e power
outputs of up to 10 kilowatts. There is no reason why such systemscould not be
technically and economicallyfeasiblefor power outputs of tens of kilowatts and up. It
could be anticipated that at suchpower levels the pumpin systemis integrated with a
small electric grid, supplyingelectricity for other purposest%an water pumpingalone.
For mechanicalwind pumps the averagedaily output rangesfrom 30 to 10.000rn4 per
day, or roughly from 0.1 to 30 kWhh per day. It is probablethat wind-electric pumping
systemseventually will partly overlap this range, say from 10 to a few hundred kWhh
per day. This correspondsto rotor diametersfrom about 5 - 30 m diameter.
Rural water snpply
Water demandfor livestock and domesticpurposesis more or less constantthroughout
the year. Typical water demandsfor a village of 500 inhabitants are of the order of 20
m3 per day. At a head of 20 m the daily hydraulic energy requirementsare 400 m4 or
just over 1 kWhh per day, equivalentto an averagepowerrequirementof 40 W. In many
caseswater depthsare much greater,up to 100meters.
Reasonablecosts of pumping water run up to US $ l,- per ma, especiallyin very arid
zones;in exceptional casescosts can be even higher. In rural water supply systems
storagetanks are normally included, even for engine-drivenpumps (becauseof the risk
of breakdownsor lack of fuel), but not for hand pumps.
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Demandsfor water for irrigation are seasonal.Averagedemandin a peakmonth can be
2-5 times higher than the averagedemandover a year. In general unit water costs for
irrigation should be well below $ O.lO/ms. This implies that pumping water by any
pumpi device from great depths, say more than 30 m, is normally not economically
viableI?or small-scaleirri ation. If wind pumps are used for irrigation, normally a
storagetank must be included in the system.

1.5. Viability of wind pumping
Assuming that different options for pumping water are available (solar pumps,
engine-drivenpumps,hand pumpsetc.), the choiceof a particular systemcenterson the
question:
Which systemprovideswater reliably at the lowest cost?”
For the purposeof this handbookthe questionwould run:
“Does a wind pump provide water at a cost competitive to the cost of water
providedby alternative methods?’
It is impossibleto answerthesequestionsin generalterms, as an analysisof the financial
viability involves so many parametersthat differ from place to place: interest rates,
import duties, fuel costs, labor costs, material costs, subsidies.Besidesthe costs, the
availability of certain assetscan be of paramountimportance:e.g. foreign currency,fuel,
spareparts. All theseaspectscannotbe treated in depth in this handbook.
Table 1.2 gives the reader a rough indication of the comparative cost effectivenessof
different pumping methods.It may help to eliminate certain options at a first glanceand
showwhich options merit further study. It is basedon the economicassessment
of wind
pumpsgiven in Chapter4 and Appendix C.
To be able to useTable 1.2 the following data shouldbe available:
1. Average daily hydraulic energy requirements for each month of the year,
expressedin m4 per day. To find these valuesmultiply the averagedaily water
demand (in ms/day) with the total head (in m). For the latter take the total
static lifting headand add 20%.
2. Averagemonthly wind speedsV over the year asshownin Figure 1.5.
3. The critical month - that month in which the ratio of the daily hydraulic ener

e
demandto the availablewind potential of that month is largest. To determinet %Y
critical or “design” month, for each month divide the daily hydraulic energy
demand by the cube of the averagewind speedof the samemonth (V3). The
highest value determines the critical month. For rural water supply with a
constant water demand the critical month is obviously that with the lowest
averagewind speed.

r

AVERAGE
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1.2. Preiiminary
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Always consider hand pumps below 100 m’
Electric pumping is nearly always the besf option if:
- a regular supply of electricity is guaranteed by the utility
- the distance between the pumping location and a normal grad connectron is small

of u&g

wind pump

1.

This table only gives a very quick, rough first indication. For example, the advice to consider various options does not necesuariiy mean that the
owions arc equivalent. only that none of the options can be disregarded beforehand.
Wind pumps are inaicated in a general way without making a distinction between clacpical and modern wind pumps. When performing a detailed
analysis each type of wind pump will prove to have different rang- of applicability, also depending on local conditiont (loans, import duties, erc.)
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The division into three classes:20-500,500-2000and 2000-100.000rn4 day is related to
‘nt+driven pumps. The smallest diesel pump availabIe on the market
the siee of
(about 2.5 kvdetermines the transition at 2000md/day. Below that value the diesel
pump is too large for the job and becomesless attractive, partly owing to the relative
increaseof its aunual capital costs, partly owing to its lower efficienciesat partial
loading. Similarly the transition at 500 rn4 day is explained by the smallest kerosene
pump availableon the market of about 0.5 kc .
Below 20 md/day hand pumps are probably always the best solution. Very large
requirementsabove 100.000md/day are excluded in the table, since standalonewind
pumpsare not a very realistic alternative for this range.
The reasonfor making a distinction between“rural water supply” and “irrigation” is the
following:
The water requirementsover the year for a rural water supply are moreor lessconstant,
implying that the wind pump is usedall the year around. In contrast, the demandof
water for ini ation is seasonal,so the wind pump will stand idle during part of the year.
Consideringt%e high capital investmentinvolved, this puts the wind pump for irrigation
at a high disadvantagevia-a-via diesel.
Table 1.2 shouldbe usedwith caution, as the following observationsmakeclear:
1. The critical month may coincide with a period of rain. If rain water can be
collected for rural water supply, then there may be less needto pump water in
that month and anothermonth may become“critical”.
2. If fuel is not regularly and sufficiently availableat far away places,owing to costs
of transport or accessibility,then solar and wind are at an extra advantage;they
may in fact be the only effectivepossibilities.
3. A regnhu diurnal wind pattern - the courseof the wind speedduring the day with strong winds during a few hours per day favors the useof a wind pump even
at low averagewind speeds(Figure 1.5).
4. Wind pumpingis favoredif there are other viable locationsin the sameregion.
5. If by usin a wind pump, the pumping requirementscan effectively be met in all
months of a year except for one critical month, it is worthwhile consideringa
supplementarypumping devicefor that particular month (e.g. a hand pump),
beforerejectingwind pumpingaltogether.
6. The costsof water storagehavea pronouncedeffect on the resulting water costs.
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Conclusions
Somegeneral conclusionsabout the viability of wind pumping can be summarizedas
follows:
la. Becausethe averagepower in the wind is proportional to the averagewind speed
cubed,a small error in estimating the wind speedleadsto a relatively large error in
estimating wind energy potential. Therefore, correct calculation of wind speedis
essential.
lb. Available wind resourcesmust be correctly assessed.
If necessary,consultan expert.
2a. The economicsof using wind pumpsfor rural water supply is less critical than for
irrigation. The seasonalrequirementof water for irrigation puts the capital cost of
the wind pump at a disadvantagecomparedwith the diesel-poweredpump.
2b. Wind energy seemsthe best option for water pumping in all casesif the average
wind speedin the critical month is 5 m/s or above.
2c. Modern wind pumps, especiallyif manufacturedlocally, will generallypump water
at lower coststhan imported classicalmultibladed windmilIs. This distinction should
be consideredin assessingthe potential of wind energyfor water pumping. It should
be noted that the long experiencewith classicalwind pumps presently guaranteesa
higher reliability than for modernwind pumps, although maintenanceitself could be
more difficult owing to the needto import spareparts. After making a preliminary
assessmentof the viability of wind pumping, it is advisablein most casesto make a
more detailed analysis,taking into considerationlocal production or import of either
modern or classicalwind pumps. This is especiallytrue for the casesmentioned
below under 2d through 2f.
s in the critical month wind energyfor water pumping is generally not
2e. At average wind speedsin the critical month above 3.5 m/s, wind pumps are
generallya very goodoption.
2f. At averagewind speedsin the critical month between2 and 3.5 m s it is impossible
to make generalstatementson the economicv+ability of using win1 energyfor water
pumping. CheckalI options as indicatedin Table 1.2.
2g. Wind pumps are particularly attractive at low hydraulic power requirements.At
very low requirements(< 20 m4), however,it is better to usehand pumps.
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Wind pump itigaiion

in Sri Lanka.
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Chapter 2
WIND PUMPTECHNOLOGY

This chapter describesthe various componentsof a wind pumping installation - the
windmill, the transmission,the pump, the storage tank, and the distribution system.
The type of windmill referred to during most of the discussionis the classicalhorizontal
axis windmill with a mechanicaltransmissiondriving a piston pump. This is the only
type of windmill in widespread u8e for which a re;rsonableamount of validated
experienceis available.However,for the sakeof completeness,the chapterbegin8with a
brief description of the five different type8 of wind pumps currently being used around
the world.
Section2.1 describesthe five types of wind pump8in u8etoday. The remainingsections
focusexclusivelyon the piston pump wir mill. Section2.2 de8cribesthe componentsand
characteristics of the windmill. Section 2.3 covers the piston pump and its
characteristics. Section 2.4 gives details on how to match windmill and pump.
Section2.5 givestechnicaldata on wind pump performance.Section2.6 describe8storage
and water distribution. Section 2.7 discussesbriefly the relative advantage8of the
classicalwindmill and the “modern” windmill8 of innovative design.
It is important to considerthe wind pump installation a8a whole, becausethe total cost
of the installation givesthe truest picture of what it coststo u8ewind power to :.38urea
given supply of water. A key considerationis the rotor area of the windmill. The
investmentcost for a wind pump systemis roughly proportional to the rotor area. The
total energy production of a wind pump (or amount of water pumpedover a certain
height) is directly proportional to the rotor area. This mean8 that the design of a
windmill instalation req*uiresmore accurate information on total water consumption
than is normally neededfor an installation using an engine-drivenpump. The amount of
water one needsinfluencesthe sizeof rotor one must select,which influence8the cost of
the windmill. Another important considerationis storage.While storageis not always
neededwhen engine-drivenpump8are used (an enginedriven pump can be started up
wheneverwater is needed),a windmill would be practically uselesswithout a storage
tank. A windmill only pumps when wind is available. So, a storagetank mu8t be built
large enough to store surplus water during period8of strong wind for later use when
there is lesswind or no wind at all. Figure 2.1. showsan exampleof the layout of a wind
pumpingsystem.
The matching of windmill and pump is of the utmost importance for a satisfactory
performance.Choosinga large pump lead8to a hi h pumping rate when the windmill is
running, but on the other hand the windmill will often be standing still if the wind is not
sufficient to start the large pump. Choosinga small pump mean8starting will be easier
and the windmill will run more hours, but the pumping rate during thosehour8 will be
lower. The optimal choiceof the sizeof the pump depend8on the wind regime:for strong
winds one may usea larger pump than for weak winds. Wind pump sizingis discussedin
detail in Chapter 3.
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Various types of mechanical wind pumps (Aimere
Fran left to right: oasis, I;lf’asa, Southern cross.

testjield,

Nether!znda).

Bowman wind pump driving a centrijbgal pump. Thousands are in use in the Netherlands
to pump water from the drainage canals of the pokier over heights of 1 m or lesa.
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Windmill driving a piston pump:
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Windmill with a hydraulic transmission:
experiments with remote pumping

Wind electric pumping system:
remote pumping. large flow rates
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2.1. Typesofwindpumps
A variety of wind machine8 are being used for water pumping. A convenient
classificationcan be madeon the basisof type of transmissionbetweenthe wind rotor
and the pumping device(Figure 2.3).
0

Windmills driving pi&on pum 8. The wind rotor ie coupled mechanically
(directly, or through a gear boxP to the piston pump. This is by far the most

commontype and will be discussedin more detail in the following section.

0

Windmills with rotating transmission. The wind rotor transmit6 its energy
thro h a (mechanical)rotating transmissionto a rotating pump, for exam le a
centri
% al pump or a Screwpump. Both are usedespeciallyfor low headPhigh
volume applications.

0

Windmills with pneumatic trammission. A few manufacturer8fabricate windmill8
driving air compressors.The compressedair is usedfor pumping water by mean8
of an air lift pump (basically two concentric pipes), or a positive displacement
pump (basically a cylinder with a few valve8. This type of transmissionallow8
the windmill to be installed at somedistanceh om the well. Another advantageis
the ab8enceof pump rods, and - in caSeof an air lift pump - of any moving part
inside the well.

0

wind &xtric pumping systems.Wind electric generatorsare sometime8used to
drive electric pumps directly without being coupledto an electric grid). Again,
this transmissionprovidesthe I eedomto install the wind machineat a windy site
at somedistancefrom the well. Electric submersiblepump8may be usedto pump
water from narrow boreholes,with flow rate8far in exce88of thoseattainable with
piston pumps.

0

Windmills with hydraulic trammi&on. Severalexperiment8havebeenperformed

on remotepumpingby mean8of a hydraulic transmission.Mostly water is useda6
the operatingfluid.

The type8 of windmill8 describedaboveare all horizontal axis windmills. At the moment
theseare the only types of practical interest for water pumping. In the past quite Some
researcheffort ha8beenput into vertical axis machinesfor pumping, especiallySavonius
rotors. However,this ha8 not led to practical application8for two main reasons:high
cost per unit of water pumped(heavy machine6combinedwith low efficiency),and poor
reliability (it is difficult or impossibleto incorporate a safety systemin such a design).
vertical axis Darrieus wind rotor8 are hardly suitable for a water pumping ByStem,a8
they need an external power 8ourcefor starting. Therefore, vertical axis machine8will
not be mentionedfurther in this handbook.
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Modern rotor (light)
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2.2. Prime mover: mechticd
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windmill

As indicated before,the remainderof this chapter will concentrateon the most common
type of wind pump: a windmill driving a piston pump through a mechanical
transmission.Where appropriate, however,referencewill be made to the other types.
Figure 2.2 showssomephotograph8of such mechaniCalwind pump8(including one with
a rotating transmission and a centrifugalpump).
In this section we vpill discus8the Component8and subsequentlythe CharaCteri8tiC8
of
mechanicalwind pumps.The piston pump, which actually lift8 the water, is describedin
Section2.3.

2.2.1 Windmill components
A windmill consiststypically of the following component8(seeFigure 2.4):
- The rotor, which capture8 the wind’s energy and converts it into mechanical
energy.
- A transmission,which conveysthe energyfrom the rotor to the pump, sometimes
involving intermediateenergyconversions.
- The safety system,which protectsthe windmill during gust8and storms.
Rotor

The rotor is the essentialpart of this prime mover: it converts the power of the wind
into usefulmechanicalshaft power.
Usually the blade8consist of curved steel plates. Sometimessail8 are used. Classical
“American” windmill8 have 15, 18, 24 or even 36 blades, mostly supported by a
structure of spoke8and rims. Theserotor8 deliver maximum power whenthe speedof the
bladetip8 approximatelyequalsthe wind speed.Recentdesign8havelessblades:4, 6, 8,
or 12, mostly supportedby spoke8only. These rotors operate at higher tip speeds:For
any given wind speed,maximum power is delivered when the speedof the blade tip8
equals1.5 to 2 times the wind speed.
The rotor is fixed to a steel shaft by mean8of one or two hub plates. The shaft is
supportedb sleeve
gear oil bath), or by roller bearings
(lubricated iy
bearings(lubricated with oil).
Rotorsof water pumpingwin
to 8 m diameter.
In a 4 m/s wind, a rotor of 1.5 m diameter may produceup to 24 W of mechanical
power,and an 8 m diameterwindmill up to 680 W. In a 5 m/8 wind, thesevaRn?8
nearly
double(46 and 1320W respectively),

-
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The transmissionof a windmill conveysthe mechanicalenergydeliveredby the rotor to
the pump (rod).
Many of the classical “American” windmills, especially the smaller models are
“back-geared”, i.e. they incorporate a gear box. The gears reduce the r.p.m. of the
pump, normally by a factor of about 3. The gearsare normally double to avoid uneven
loading of the crank mechanism (see below) and usually run in an oil bath for
lubrication. The oil needsto be changedabout oncea year.
An essentialpart of a windmill transmissionis somekind of eccentricthat transforms
the rotating movementof the rotor into a reciprocating movementof the pump rod.
Severaltypes exist:
- Two drive rods connectedeccentrically to the two slow gears, and connected
through a guideto the pump rod (seeFigure 2.4).
- A simple crank on the main shaft, connecteddirectly to the pump rod.
- A crank on the main shaft, connectedthrough a guide to the pump rod.
- A crank on the main shaft, connectedthrough a lever system to the pump rod
(seeFigure 2.4).
The pump rod transmits the power to the pump. Often a swivel joint is incorporated,
preventing the pump rod from rotating when the windmill’s head assemblyis yawing due
to a changeof wind direction. Normally the pump rod is guided at severalpoints in the
tower. The swivel joint and the guides require regular lubrication by greasing, for
exampleonce a month. The efficiency of the transmissionis somewherebetween 70%
and 90%.

No wind machine can be expectedto survive very long without an automatic safety
systemto protect it against gusts and storms. It would be impractical, even if it were
possible,to design a wind machine strong enoughto remain in full operation during
storms, with an exceptionperhapsfor very small wind machinesof 1 m diameter or so.
Hand-operatedsafety systemsaloneare not sufficiently reliable. Stormsmay occur very
suddenly, unexpectedstorms may occur at night, and one moment of negligencemay
reduceau important investmentto scrap.
The safety systemof mechanicalwindmills is combinedwith the orientation system.At
low wind speedsthe rotor is oriented into the wind; with increasingwind speedsthe
rotor is gradually turned out of the wind so as to limit the speedof the pump and the
forcesacting on the structure.
The functioning of these safety systemsis based on the equilibrium of aerodynamic
forces(acting on oneor two vanesand the rotor), and someother force (mostly a spring
or weight) that servesto counteractthe aerodynamicforces.
Normally the automatic safety system can also be operated manually to stop the
windmill.
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A mechanicalbrake is sometimesincorporatedin the rotor hub. It is normally operated
both by the automatic safety sgstexnand by the mauual furling mechauiam.These
brakesare not capableof stoppinga windmill in a storm. They merely hold the windmill
whenit ia being servicedor when there is no needof water.
TWOiIqK&ULt CharaCt~BtiC8Of a Safety8y8temBite:

o The rated wind speed,Vn at which the windmill reachesits maximum rotational
speed,and hencepumping rate. For higher wind speedsthe rotational speedis
limited and gradually reducedby the automatic saf&y system.Vr is normally 6 to
8 m/s.
o The cut-out wind speedVout. At this wind speedthe rotor is completelyturned
out of the wind and stopsrunning. Usual valuesare 15 to 20 m/s.
Tower
The three componentsdiscussedabove rotor, transmission,and safety system)together
* . It is supportedby a tower, which raise8the
form the head assemblyof the windmhl
assemblyover any obstructions into a fair, unobstructedwind. In addition the tower
servesas a rig wheninstalling the pipesof deepwell pumps.
Windmill towers are normally of lattice construction, factory welded as complete
sections,or bolted together at the installation site. Normally they have four legs,
sometimesthree. Tower heights rangefrom 6 m for small windmills to 18 m for large
windmills. The most commonheight is around 10 m.

2.2.2. Windmill characteristics
As for any prime mover the most important characteristicsof a windmill rotor are the
torquegpeed and power-speeddiagrams.These curves depend on the wind speed.In
order to summarize a whole set of curvesinto one curve, the following three coefficients
are defined(seesymbols below):
A

=-Q.R
V

Tip speedratio, the ratio betweenthe speedof the blade tip, and
the wind speed.
The designtip speedratio &J is that value of A for which the power
coefficient reachesa maximum (seebelow). The designtip speed
ratio for classical “American” windmill8 is approximately 1
(slow-running). For more modern wind pumps it is somewhat
higher: 1.5 to 2.0.
Power tzoeflicient, the ratio of the mechanicalpower delivered by
the windmill and the referencewind wer (i.e. the power in the
wind passingthrough the rotor disk, i p”the rotor were not present).
The maxjmuru power coefficient, reachedat Ad, normally ranges
from 0.3 to 0.4.
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CQ’&Tn

codfwient,

Torque
ratio of the torque delivered by the wind rotor,
and a referencewind torque. Since power is equal to rotational
speedtimes torque (P = fI.Q), a similar relation is found for the
correspondingcoefficients:Cp = X CQ.
For water pumping wMmill8 the startin torque coefficient C
(X=0) is of specialinterest seeSection2.4f . The following rule oP
thumb is often applied: CQ(!I =O) = 0.4/A&

Symbale:

A
C
P
Q
R
V
p
Q

rotor area
m9
coefficient
power
4 1
torque
W
rotor radius
4
windspeed
m/s)
air density
kg mr) approximately 1.2
rotational speed ra: I4
(0 = 2.x.n with n i eing the number of revolutionsper second
of the rotor).

Subscript:

d design
3 Ez

Figure 2.5 showssometypical examplesof dimensionlesstorquespeed and power-speed
diagrams.The rotors of recent designare lighter in construction than classicalrotors of
the samesize. Under identical wind conditionsthe recent rotors run faster (higher rpm)
than classicalrotors. Power output is more or less the same,but the starting torque of
recentdesignrotors is lower.

r --
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Testing of a multi-bladed rotor in an open jet wind funnel in the Netherlands.
Note the rim construction of the rotor.

Testing a /uu rca& 2-m diameter wind pump of CWD in Ihc 12216 m
wind tunnel of the Chinese Aerodpamic Research and Deoelopment
Center (CARDC), hfienyang. Note the rrpar condructim
of the rotor
and the nnrJI hinged side vane as part of the safety and control syaicm.
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2.3. The piston pump

2.3.1. Description
The majority of water pumping windmills are equippedwith single-actingpiston pumps.
The upper part of Figure 2.6 showsthe principle of operation: When the piston moves
down, the foot valve closesand water passesthrough the open piston valve. On the
upwardstroke the valvein the piston closes,the foot valve opens,and water is pumped.
A variety of materialsis usedfor the cylinder: brass,stainlesssteel or PVC pipe but also
a bronzebushinsidea cast iron cylinder.
The sealingbetweenpiston and cylinder wall is normally realized by meansof a leather
cup. In high-pressurepumps for large pumping heads) one finds two, or sometimes
three cups aboveeachother. T6 e leather cups are subjectto wear and must be replaced
after six months to two years,dependingon the quality of the water.
The piston body and valvesare mostly madeof brass(cast and/or machined).Valves are
normally lined with sometype of rubber for better sealing.If the delivery headis higher
than the point where the pump rod leaves the delivery pipe, a pump rod sealing is
required.
Sometimesair chambersare applied on the delivery and or suction side of the pump,
especiallyin caseof long lines. The air chamberssmootht I,e flow in the lines and reduce
those forces in the pump rod that are related to accelerationof the fluid and water
hammereffects.
For different ap lications (with respectto pumping head) different types of pumps are
wed (Figure 2.6 P:

o Suction pumpe,installed at ground level, for pumping from a maximum of 6 m
water depth, from surfacewater (lakes or canals)or shallow wells. Somemodels
are self-priming. Thesepumpscomein a variety of diameters,up to 350mm.
o Deep well pumps for installation below ground level in open wells or tubewells.
The diameterof tubewells usually limits the outer pump diameterto about 100to
200 mm. For this application oneoften finds “acrewcap pumps”.
For application in very deeptubewells, one often sees%raw plunger pumps”, in
which the drop pipe is larger than the pump cylinder, and the pump is arranged
in such a way that the piston and the foot valve may be lifted without lifting all
of the piping.
Maximum pumpingdepthsare 100to 200m.

-
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2.3.2. Characteristics of a piston pump
A piston pump is a positive displacementpump, i.e. for eachstroke the samevolume of
water is displaced,independentof heador speedof operation.
0
UP

t

up

t
nurimum

F5gut-e2.7. Torque of a pbton

----I

twquo

pumpversus
time.

The torque neededto drive a piston pump is cyclic (Figure 2.7). During the upward
stroke the piston is subject to the full water pressure.During the downwardstroke the
piston valve opensand the torque is virtually zero.
Once a windmill is running it feels only the averagetorque demandedby the load,
becausethe variations are smoothenedby the large inertia of the rotor. The average
torque is practically constant,i.e. independentof the speedof operation. That is why a
piston pump is often referredto as a “constant torque load”.
Two types of efficienciesare distinguishedfor piston pumps:
‘?mech

Mechanical efficiency, which is the ratio of hydraulic power output see
Chapter 1) to mechanicalpowerinput to the pump. This efficiencyis lesst 6an
loo%, becauseenergyis lost due to flow resistancein the valvesand pipes,and
in mechanicalfriction of the cup leather against the cylinder and that of the
pump rod sealing. High efficiencies(80% to 90% are attained for high head
pumps (i.e. more than 20 or 30 m), for which t he pressureloss due to flow
resistanceis small in comparisonwrth the static pressure.For low heads(3 to
10 m) the efficiency is far less (60% to 70%), pressurelossesbein relatively
more important. Piston umpsare not very well suited for headsod lessthan 3
m, becauseof the low elii ciency (lossesare in a first approximation inversely
proportional to head).
A low mechanicalpump efficiency implies that a relatively large rotor is
neededto meet specificpumping requirements.As rotor size is a prime factor
determining the (investment) costs of a wind pump, it is clear that the
mechanicalefliciencyof the pump is important for cost effectiveness.

-
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Volumetric efficiency. This is the ratio of the real flow rate and the ideal fIow

rate which would be expectedon the basis of the stroke volume of the pump
and the speedof operation.
At low speedsof operationthe volumetric efficiencyis normally lessthan 100%
due to water leakageover the piston or valves,and to delayedclosing of the
valves.At high speedsit may exceed100%as a result of inertia effects: at the
end of the upward stroke the water column has gained so much momentum
that it continuesmoving upwardsduring the downwardstroke.
Volumetric efficienciesat the designpoint are normally 80%to 98%.
A low volumetric efficiency does not necessarilyimply a low mechanical
efficiency. If lesswater is pumpedthan would be expected,and if at the same
time less power is neededto achievethis, the mechanicalefficien remains
high despite a low volumetric efficiency. With a low volumetric i&l ciency a
larger pump (stroke volume)is needed,not a larger windmill (rotor diameter).
Useof a larger pump increasescostsonly slightly.

The main characteristicsof piston pumpsare summarizedin Table 2.1, which also gives
the characteristicsof other types of pumpssuitable for usewith wind machines.
Figure2.8 showsthat the useof piston pumpsis limited on two sides:
o At high power requirements (high output and/or high pumping head), the
diamder of the rotor of a mechanicalwind pump would becomeprohibitively
large, too heavyand too costly. A systemconsistingof a wind generatorcoupled
to an electric multistage deep welI pump (for large pumping heads), or a
centrifugal or screwpump (for small pumping heads)is more appropriate.
Narrow tubewellsof high capacitycannotbe fully exploited by piston pumps.The
area to the left of the horizontal line of dashesin Figure 2.8 indicates the
approximaterangeof application of a mechanicalwind pump. Of coursethis line
is found more to the right in Figure 2.8.b comparedto Figure 2.8.a, becausean
8 m mechanicalwind pump deliversmore power at 6 m/s than at 3 m/s.
o At low headsthe efficiency of piston pumps drops and rotary pumps such as
centrifugal pumpsand screwpumpsshouldbe considered.The transmissionlosses
in thesesystemsare rather high. On the other hand they do not load the system
dynamically asa piston pump does(Figure 2.?), so causelessfatigue problems.
Air lift pumps and air displacementpumps have not been included in Figure 2.8.
Becauseof their low efficienciestheir use is restricted to situations where maintenance
conditions are extremely difficult. Their reliability can be attributed to the following:
ig ;tiy . parts in the well, insensitiveto sand and to deviationsof the tubewell from
cs!!.
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2.4. Matching of windmill and piston pump
The importance of proper matching of windmill and pump has already been briefly
mentionedin the beginningof this chapter.
Choosinga large pump leads to a high output (volume of water pumped), but a low
availability (i.e. the windmill will often stand still). The choice of a small pump
improvesavailability but reducesoutput. In matching a pump to a windmill, one needs
to establishthe best possiblecompromisebetweenoutput and availability.
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The interaction of a windmill and a piston pump is illustrated in Figure 2.9.a and b. The
figures indicate a set of torque-speedand power-speedcurves derived from the general
dimensionlesscurvesof Figure 2.5. The dotted curvesrepresentthe locus of maximum
power points of the wind rotor: a cubic curve in the power-speeddiagram Figure 2.9.b,
and a squarecurvein the torque-speeddiagram,Figure 2.9.a.
Figure 2.9-a also indicatesa typical pump characteristic: the
constant.In the starting region the pump curve risesto u
since the windmill has to overcome the maximum
Figure 2.7).
The windmill-pump systemwill operateat the points of intersection of windmill curves
and pump curve, wherethe pump torque equalsthe rotor torque (or the power required
by the pump equalsthe power deliveredby the rotor). These points are indicated by
dots in Figure 2.9-aand b. One seesimmediately that a piston pump leavesa large part
of the power availablefrom the wind unused,especiallyat higher speeds.The windmill
will operateat its maximum power coefficientfor only onewind speedVd, for which the
pump characteristic intersects the locus of m&mum power points (point D). This is
illustrated oncemorein the diagramof overall power coefficient(C&q)versuswind speed
in Figure 2.9.c. Figure 2.9.6 shows the resulting water output characteristic. This
coefficient Cpq) is called the overall power coefficient and includes rotor power
coefficient I: p, and the efficiency of the transmission and pump. It is the ratio of
hydraulic pwer output to wind powerinput at a given wind speed.
We have now identified the most important quantity governing the matching of
windmill and a piston pump:
vd

a

Design wind speed, defined as the wind speed for which the ratio of
hydraulic power output to the availablewind power is maximum.
At this desi n wind speedthe overall power coefficient is maximum; its
value, as wiP1 becomeclear later, is one of the important parametersin
describingthe performanceof a wind pump.

(CPfolBax

Maximum vaIueof overalI power coef6cientwhich is attained at the design
wind Speed Vd.

Although this section is concernedwith piston pumps, it 1s interesting to note that
windmill systemsdriving rotating pumps can also be describedby meansof a desi
wind speedvd. A similar (CPI])-V curve is found as for piston pumps, but for entir r y
different reasons:Rotating pumps require a powz input proportional to the cubeof the
rotational speedof the pump. Therefore,by a correct choice of the transmissionratio
betweenrotor and pump, the wind machineof such a systemcan be madeto operateat
constant msximum power coefficient. The efficiency of the pump at am&ant head,
however,dependsstrongly on the speedof operation, and reachesa sharp maximum at
onespeedonly. Again onefinds a (Cpq) curve similar to the one shownin Figure 2.9.
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start and 6top behaviour

A special problem of windmills driving piston pumps ie starting. To start runnin a
windmill needsa high wind epeedto overcomethe peak of the pump torque (point l in
This wind speedis calledV start.It is hi her than the designwind speedVd.
avatesfor deep well pumps as t%e starting windmill has to lift not
only the water 7co umn but also the weight of the pump rods.
Oncethe windmill is running, the rotor, thanks to its inertia, only “feels” the average
torque demandedby the pump, but not the weight of the pump rod (the energy to lift
the pump rod during the upward stroke is given back again during the downward
stroke . In a decrea&g wind a windmill keepsrunning well below Vetartuntil it stopsat
Vet0p t Qjpe
2.9).
Note:

as used for wind electric
and &top must not be confusedwith I&-h,
generators.Vsta and Vstopdescribea rangeof wind speedswithin which a wind
pump may pump or may not pump, dependingupon whether the wind speedis
increasingor decreasing.

hart

classical “American” windmills normally have a relatively low designwind speedVd so
asto obtain a goodstarting behaviour,thereby sacrificingsomeof the output.
A first step to improvestarting behaviouris to balancethe pump rod weight, permitting
a larger pump to be installed without making starting more difficult. This is applied by
somemanufacturers.
The next step is to incorporatemechanismsfor easystarting:
o Variable stroke mechanism.A mechanismis incorporated which automatically
adjust8 the stroke. The system is allowed to start at small or zero stroke,
demanding little torque. At higher speedsthe stroke is increased, thereby
increasing torque and water output. In this way the locus of maximum power
points (Figure 2.9) can be followed much more closely. A major drawback for
application of this systemin developingcountriesis its complexity and high cost.
o A start& nozzlein the piston. At low speedsall water displacedby the piston
leaks throu h the nozzle,hardly requiring any starting torque. At higher speedsa
pressuredi!!ferenceis built up over the nozzle and the pump effectively starts
pumping. Somewater is lost, but this is more than compensatedfor, sincea larger
pump can be used.
o Co&rolled valve. At low speedsthe piston valve is kept well openand starting is

easy.At higher speedsthe valve is closed and water is pumped.Energylossis far
lessthan in the caseof a starting nozzle. This principle is being applied with the
aid of a so-called “floating valve” which is lighter than water. Experimental
results are promising(reference31).
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CHOICE OF DESIGN WIND SPEED vd
ENERGY PRODUGTION GGEZPICIENT C&
0uTPuTAvdmAEmTY

CE

output
avad1abiity

0.6

0.40

60%

0.7

0.55

1.0
1.3

0.90
1.20

60%
50%
50%

1.2

0.80

50%

vd/fl
wmdmilb driving pbton pmmqm
- Chuudcal deep well
- clas8ical8h8llow well or

deep well with balanced pump rod
- Starting norsle and b&wed
- Ideal (future)

PEAK OVERALL

Pumping head:

POWER coEFPIcIBNT

(cp 9j)-

H<3m

H=3m

H=lOm

H>20m

0 to 0.15
0 to 0.13

0.15
0.13

0.20
0.18

0.30
0.27

windmiILdhingpistonpumpm

- Claaaical
- starting nosrle
_
w~lRsmcbutiving~pamp

0.15 to 0.25
0.05 to 0.10

- Mechanical tranrmission
- Electric tranamimion

Medium
0.10

High
0.15
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2.5. Petiormance of wind

pump

systems

As indicated in the beginningof this chapter, the main emphasisof this handbookis on
windmills drivi piston pumps. As has beenexplainedin the previous section, the two
main types are3 assicaland modernwind pumps.They canbe distinguishedas follows:
o Classicalwindmills t ically have a heavy multi-bladed rotor and low speedof
operation. The am2 er sizes incorporate a gear box. They have a simple
reciprocatingpiston pump. In somecasesthe pumprodweight canbe balanced.
o Modem wind pumps are more varied, including one or more of the following
innovations:li ter construction,higher speedof operation, starting helpssuch as
a starting nozPe, balancedpumprod,no gearing,etc.
In this section,information on performancewill be given for:
- Clsssicalwind pumpsfor deepwell applications.
- Classical wind pumps for shallow wells, or (which is equivalent) for deep well
with balancedpumprod.
- Wind pumpsequippedwith a starting nozzleand a balancedpumprod,which can
be considcredas a reasonable“modem” design.
- An “ideal” windmill that incorporates high efficiencies of rotor and pump,
starting gadgetswithout energylossand correct balancingof the pumprodweight.
The latter is an optimum designthat shouldbe attainable for moderndesignwind
P-FBesidesthe performanceof windmills driving piston pumps, an indication is given for
other types of pumps, i.e., rotating pumps with either mechanical or electrical
transmission.
The performanceof a wind pump, resulting from the matching of wind machine and
pump (i.e. the choiceof vd) can be summarizedby two characteristicquantities, related
to output and availability:
E

CE=
4 N3

A (C~+mtuc T

Energy production adicient,
defined as the real
hydraulic energy production in a period T, divided by a
referenceenergy which would be obtained in a constant
wind equal to the averagewind speedassumingthat the
wind machineis operatin at maximum power coefficient
during the whole perio! T. This coefficient depends
strongly on the type of wind pump and the choiceof vd.
(Note that E/T equals the average power P). For
symbolsseeSection2.2.2.Add T for time (a)).
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Output availability 1

Output availability is defined UI the percentageof time
during which sufficient wind is available to operate the
wind pump at more than 10% of its averagepumpin
rate. Again, this quantity de da strongly on the type o!I
wind pump and the choiceop”vd.

Table 2.2 presentstypical valuesthat are realizedin practice for thesetwo quantities, if
the designwind speedin relation to the average wind speed is chosenaccordin to the
values indicated in the table. The values indicated in the table are baset on an
unavoidablecompromisebetweenoutput and output availability. For wind pumps with
starting nozzleand balancedpum rod, onemay enhancethe output by choosinga higher
desi n wind speed without affecting the starting behaviour (and hence output
aval!
’ ability too much. The valuesare also basedon what is observedin practice. These
valuesare f’urther supportedby a theoreticalmodel presentedin Appendix B.
As can be seenin the definition of the energy production coefficient above, one also
needsto know the maximum overall power coefficient. Table 2.2 presentssomet ical
valuesfor different systemsand different umping heights. Also the density of t f e air
has its influence Section 3.2, Chapter 3P. The effect of these three factors may be
summarizedby d6 ning the quality factor B as a yardstick of the quality of the overall
performanceof a wind pump.
P
p-----A v3 = 4 P (CP)7)eax

CE

Quality factor. Typical valuesare indicatedin

Table 2.2, taking p = 1.2kg/m3

Note that the chart of Figure 1.6 wasdrawn, basedon a value for the quality factor @of
0.1 (medium).
Ezample:Supposethe pumpingheadis H = 30 m.
Using a classical wind pump, Vd/v is chosento be 0.6, then the energy
production coefficient is 0.40. The peak overall coefficient (CP~).~ = 0.30.
Assumingp = 1.2 k@mJ, then the quality factor /3 = 0.6 x 0.3 x 0.4 = 0.072,a
value between*‘low and “medium”.
If on the other hand we were to use a rotating centrifu sl pump with an
electric transmission, then CE = 0.80 and with (Cpq!f198X= 0.1, then
@= 0.6 x 0.1 x 0.1 = 0.05,thus a low value of j?.
It should be noted that the values ‘ven in Table 2.2 serveas a first ap roximation. Not
only are experimental data insuff cient, but also there may be dif!erencesbetween
windmills in the sameclassof, say “classicalwind pumps”. Also the distribution of wind
speedsat two siteswith identical averagewind speedsmay differ. Suchfactors havetheir
effecton the resulting ~values.

1

I

The output availabiity should not be cotiwd
with what might be called khniul
aSty
(i.e. the percentage of time that the windmill im fully operational to pumpwaterif sufficient wind
b available).

.- _...-

-
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From the fact that classicalwind pumps have a lower energy production than modem
wind pumps, one may not directly concludethat the modern pumps are always more
attractive. The proven reliability of classicalwind pum s can be of great importance
especiallyfor pumpingfrom deepwells. Also the rangeoPclassicalwind pumpsavailable
on the market is very wide.

2.6. Storage and distribution
An important part of pumping systemsis the storageand distribution of water.
The efWenc of storageand distribution (i.e. the proportion of pumped water which
actually read es its point of use) has its effect on the size of the pumping system.High
&ciency storageand distribution allow smallerpumpingsystemsto be used.
The static head of the storage tank and the pressurelossesin the distribution system
determinethe pressurefor which the pump must be designed.

2.6.1. Storage of water
Generallyspeaking,the objectiveof a storagetank is twofold:
o Matching the diurnal pattern of pumping and demand. A wind pump typically
delivers an irregular modest flow rate throughout the day (and the night),
whereaswater is normally neededat a relatively high flow rate during short
periodsof the day.
o Storageof surplus water during days of strong wind for later use when there is
lesswind.
A variety of tanks is usedin combinationwith windmills (Figure 2.10 . The type of tank
which is most suited dependson the local circumstancesand the apph‘cation. In regions
having an impermeablesoil, it is often possibleto construct very simple and cheapearth
bund tanks. If high pressureis neededin the delivery system,an overheadtank will be
necessary.Needlessto say, this can enhancethe cost considerably.
The most important characteristicof a storagetank is its capacity, expressedin m3 or
numberof da of storage.Commonsizesare 20 to 200m3, or 0.5 to 2 days. Storagefor
morethan a Gr days’ production is in most case8too expensiveto be considered.

-
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In water supply systemsfor human consumption,stor e tanks are usuaIIyused,evenin
‘nedriven pumps, the tank
combination with engine-drivenpumps. In the casevo
storesthe water which is pumped in a short period at aY ‘gh flow rate for use over a
longer period. It pressurizesthe distribution system and forms an emergencystock of
water.
For a wind pump, normally a larger storagecapacity is neededto cover 1 to 2 da s of
demand.Usually somepressureis neededin the distribution system; thereforeoverfl ead
tanks are used, or tanks of a cheaperconstruction at a sufficiently high point in the
landscape.Tanks storing water for human consumptionshould always be coveredto
minimize pollution by dirt, insectsand animals,and to prevent algaegrowth (by shading
the water from the sunbght).

storagef&rhigation
In irrigation schemes,basedon engine-drivenpumps, no water storagetanks are used.
The water is pumpeddirectly into the irrigation system,be it canalsor pipes.
With windmi& tanks are normally needed,exceptin casessuchas:
- Paddy rice cultivation, when the field can be usedfor storage.
- If an enginedriven pump is usedas a backup.
The main function of a storagetank in windmill irrigation is water managementcontrol.
It stores the water which is pumped duri periods when it is not immediately used,
especiallyduring the night. It allows thexx mer to irrigate during short periods at a
high, constantflow rate.
When using a wind pump for irrigation, it is essentialto minimize the cost of the tank,
since the cost of the water would otherwise becometoo high to stify its use for
irri ation. Capacities of 112 day to 2 days are usual. Cheap eartIF bund tanks are
prd erred (Figure 2.10). Overhead storage tanks are prohibitively expensivefor this
application, henceirrigation systemsrequiring a high pressure(such as sprinklers) are
normally not feasible.
l
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2.6.2. Distribution 1
Raualwatersupply
A prime factor to considerwhen decidingon a distribution systemfor livestock or for a
village water supplyis the number of livestockor peopleto be suppliedby one pump.
A village water supply needsto be designedto suit the residentsof the village. There are
severalfactors aff&ting rural water usehabits, all of which should be taken into account
when designin a water supply system. For example the time required for collecting
water should %econsideredwhen choosingboth the number of water points and the
distance between them. Also the location of taps should be accessiblefor sIl village
members.Rural water supply is treated extensivelyin references11 and 12.

Irrigation
The supply system for a small+xale irrigation schemeconsists of two parts: a water
distribution network to transfer water from the pump (or storagetank) to the field, and
a field application system to apply water to the crops. The suitability for use with a
wind pump of each of the four main methods of field application is consideredin
Table 2.3.
Furrow irrigation: With furrow irrigation the distribution system normally consistsof
open channels.Lossesare due to evaporation(usually smal$ around l%), seepageand
eva transpiration from weedsin the channels(can be high In earthen channels,30% to
5070). The additional head due to a conveyancechannel dependson the slope and
channel length. The field application method will normally be furrows. Lossesof
irri ation water from the furrows occur due to surfacerunoff and deeppercolation. An
appB‘eation efficiencyof 50%- 60%is typical.
Basinirrigation: Herethe distribution network will alsobe in open channels.The field is
divided into small leveledbasinssurroundedby earthen banks (levees,ridges, bunds or
dikes) up to 30 to 50 cm high around eachunit. The size of the basinsdependson the
rate of water suppl available and the rate of water infiltration into the soil. Overall
field application efi ciencieswith lined channels,use of a storage tank and relatively
small basinsare usually about 60%to 80%.
Trickle irrigations For this method aater is conveyedin a main pipe and applied to the
crop continuouslywith narrow perforatedtrickle tubes. Hi h field applicationefficiencies
are possibleof around85%. The headlossin the pipesis f ependenton the water supply
fiow rate, the diameter and the total length of the pipes.Unlessthe areato be irrigated
is level, the operating pressurehas to be comparatively high to ensurean even water
distribution, making the methodlessattractive for usewith wind pumps.

1

This &ion b more or Ias identical to the corrcspondiig section of derence 1, with elight
modikationn
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Sprinkler irGgatiom The field application efficiency of sprinkler irrigation is typically
about 60% to 80%. The area watered by a given sprinkler dependson the operating
pressure.For a diameter of coveragebetween 6 m and 35 m the sprinkler operating
pressureis usually between 1 and 5 bar (low pressuresprinklers: 0.5 - 2 bar; medium
pressuresprinklers: 2 - 5 bar), representingan additional head of 5 - 50 meters.
Medium-pressuresprinklers are the most widely used.However,theseare not an energy
efficient way of irrigation and consequentlynot to be recommendedfor wind pumps.
From a technical point of view it might be possibleto uselow-pressuresprinklers.
Field application
eficiency

Typical head

Suitability for use
with wind pumpm

FllmoWll

50 - 60%

0.5 - 1 m

Y-

Basin

60 - 80%

0.5 - 1 m

Ye@

Trickle

85%

5-1Om

doubtful

5-20m
20-50m

doubtful

Field application
method

Sprinkkr:
- low prassure
- medium pressure

60 - 80%

Tabk 2.3. Suitability of major ix&&ion

Xl0

mcthodr for PIG with wind pumpa

2.7. Which windmill should you choose?
There exists quite a variety of different wind pumping systems. The main differences
‘betweenthem concernthe rotor, transmission,safety system and the pump. Figure 2.8.
givesa rough indication of the type of systemthat might fulfil a givenrequirement.For the
important range of application involving rotors up to 8 m diameter, the mechanicalwind
pump driving a piston pump is in eneral the most versatile solution. This fact is
demonstratedby the existin market ‘ior commercialmultibladed windmills which have
beenusedfor water pumping!or decades.
The overall efficiencyof a systemdependson the total desi concept,which is summarized
in Table 2.2. The sametable showsthat innovative designsr including startin gadgets,etc.)
havesign&ant hi er overall efficiencies,implying that a much smallerand lessexpensive
wind pump is neelit d to fultil the water requirements.Besidesthis better performancethe
specificweight of moderndesignsis lower and their relative simplicity of constructionmakes
them potentially moreappropriatefor local manuf&ture and easierto maintain.
It shouldbe noted, however,that the reliability of classicalwind pumpsis extremely good
andfield experiencewith this type of machineruns over decades.In contrast,the experience
with innovative desi is short, their developmentongoingand it will needmore yearsof
field experienceto x ante their reliability.
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Chapter 3
WIND PUMP SIZING

This chapter describesthe steps that must be taken to determine the optimum size of
wind pump to be usedat a particular site and for a particular purpose.After followi
these steps, one should be able to answer the question “What type and size of win3
pump is neededto fulfll the pumpingrequirementsat this site?” Oncethe type of pump
to use has been selectedand its size determined, one can then considerwhat size of
alternative pump would be neededto supply water at the same site (Chapter 4) and
make an economic comparison between wind pumps and alternative pumping
technologies(Chapter 5).
The stepsto be followedin selectingthe optimum sizeof wind pump for a site are:
-

Assesswater requirements
Determinehydraulic power requirements
Determinethe availablewind power resources
Identify the designmonth
Sizethe main componentsof the pump.

Thesesteps are indicated on the left side of the decisionchart in Figure 3.1. The same
steps are described in Chapter 4 for sizing alternative pumping systems. The
economic/financialsteps shown on the right hand side of the chart are describedin
Chapter5, which coversthe financial analysisof pumpingsystems.
Each of the stepsneededto size a wind pump is treated in a separatechapter section.
Section3.1 coversthe assessmentof water requirements.Section 3.2 givesformulas for
calculating the hydraulic power requirements. Section 3.3 describesa method for
determining the available wind power resources.Section 3.4 presentsa procedurefor
determiningthe designmonth. Section3.5 describesthe factors that must be considered
in choosing a wind pump and gives proceduresfor determining wind pump size.
Section3.6, which deals with preparation of specifications,is included in the chapter
becausetechnical specificationsof systemperformancemust be completedbeforeonecan
undertakethe financial analysisdescribedin Chapter 5.
For eachsectionof the chapter, a standardformat sheetis provided that can be usedfor
entering data and making the necessarycalculations. These sheetshave already been
filled out for an ezample system (Flamengos,Cape Verde), where the classical wmd
pump (with a mechanicallydriven piston pump), the type of wind pump most comedy
usedtoda was selected.The sizing methodologyusedfor the classicalwind pump may
be used & all types of wind pumps to determine the diameter of their wind rotor.
Examplesof other wind pump installations, usin various different types of pumps, are
givenin Appendix D. Blank format sheetsare in d udedin Appendix E.
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Make a preliminary errernrmentof options (Chapter 1)
Choose potentially viable technolopjea

As8es8water requirement0

Determine hydraulic
power requirements

Determine available
i:

power resource8

I

Calculate capital cost

I

I

Calculate recurrent coot

I

Calculate unit water coat

c1
I

.

Prepare final specification

I

I

I

TEZENICAL
Chapter 3: wind pumps(detailed)

I
I
I

ECONOMIC/FINANCIAL
Chapter5

Chapter 4: sltemative pumping
technologist(summarized) I
Kgme3.1.

Stqmtobetaknforcvah&ionanddeeignobpurnpingimtahtionm.

In selectinga pump size,one important considerationis the water output of the .ayster+
Recently an output prediction model ha6 been developed, which is described m
Appendix B. The simplified sizing system presentedin this chapter is basedon that
mod& and Rhouldbe sufficient for most purposes.For specialpurposes,onemay want to
apply the Itiore completesiting methodof Appendix B.

Flamengc#, Republic of Cape Verde
Valley at north-east ride of the island of Santiago
Apph;crtian
c(

l *

Drinking water rupply to village tdtuated on the rkpa

of the valley

15 ma/day throughout the year

wakrwburce

Tube well of 70 m depth, situated at the valley floor
Static water level (i.e. level when not pumping):
4 m below ground level (valley floor)
Dynamic level (i.e. level when pumping):
approximately 10 m below ground level

St-g=*

To be constructed on the slopes
Height above valley floor: 12 m

Pumpiug height

22 m (dynamic level of well plus height of irtorage tank above valley
floor)

Wddtrutiinzr

The well site ia well cxpo4 to the north-a& the prevailing wind
direction, coinciding with that of the valley. The only ob&aclu
are the crops, with height8 lea than 2 m.
The wind speed wm estimated to be 0.7 timer the wind speed at the
airport of Praia for which data are available.

I

Tabk 31. $x&c&on

of example rik (rekruwx 24).
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3.1. Assessing water requirements 1
Beforeone can determinethe hydraulic power requirement8of a pumping 8ystem, one
must know what the water is to be usedfor, whether for irrigation, rural water supply,
or other uses. One can then make an eetimate of the water requirementsfor that
application. This section look8 at the water requirementsfor irrigation and for rura,l
water supply.

3.1.1. Irrigation
The amount of water neededto irrigate a given area depend8on a number of factors.
The most important of theseare:
-

Nature of crop, crop growth cycle
Climatic conditions
Type and condition of soil
Topographyof the terrain
Conveyanceefficiency
Field applicationefficiency
Water quality

All of these factor8 needto be taken into account in the design of a small wind pump
installation for irrigation. Any one of them can have a large influence on the amount of
water needed. Someof them vary with the 8ea8on8,80 that the quantity of water
requiredwill changeover a period of time.

1

This a&ion of the wind pump handbook ia largely identical to the corresponding ecction in the
solar handbook (reference 1). The oubject matter is not specifk to the energy source used.

Pigum t2.b.
R8teofcropglwthu8fanctionofd
Ilmiare

CaDtent (dilren~

1).

The crop takes it8 water requirement8from moisture held in the soil. Useful water for
the crop variee betweentwo levels: the “permanent wilting point” and Yield capacity”
(seeFigure 3.2-a). Water held by the soil betweenthesetwo level8act8a8a store. when
this 8tOre approachesit8 lowest he& the crop will die udess additional water is
supplied.
The rate of crop growth depend8on the moisture content of the soil. There is an
optimum owth rate condition in which the soil water content lie8 at a point somewhere
betweent f e field capacity and the permanentwilting point (Figure 3.2b). However,this
point varies for different crop8and for different stagesof growth. It is not easyto adju8t
the irrigation interval8 80that there is optimum crop growth.
An estimateof the quantity of water requiredfor irrigation can usmill be obtainedfrom
local eXpert8,preferably agronomists.It involve8 three major stagesI for full detail8 Bee
reference9):
o Crop water requirement8are estimated,using prediction methoda,becauseof the
difficulty of obtaining accuratefield measuremente.
o The effective rainfaIl and groundwatercontribution8 to the crop axe subtracted
from the crop water requirement8to give the net irrigation requirements.
Month

J-Wry
February
March
April
May
June

Jub

Augurt
sepkmba
october
November
xkcember

Bangladesh: April to July : rice
Oct. to April: vegetablea
(m3 per day per hectare)
7.1
17.5
28.4
85.0
:I

:

Y’

- )-On
- 1
15.0
16.5

Thailand
Jan. to Dec.: rugar cane
(ma per day per hectare)
1.3
27
32
42
42
31
28
22
12
21
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o Field application and water conveyanceefficiency are taken into account to give
the grosspumpedwater requirements.
To illustrate the diversity in irrigation water requirement8betweendifferent crop8 and
different locations, Table 3.2 gives water requirementsfor different crop8in Bangladesh
and Thailand.
It must be stressedthat the assessment
of water requirement8for a farm under windmill
irrigation is less straightforward than for an en ‘nedriven pump. The output of a wind
pump cannot be controlled at will, and one will r aveperiods with excesswater and other
periodswith lack of water. In someexceptional caSe8farmer8 might even adapt their
croppingpattern to someextent to the seasonalvariation8of wind pump output.

3.1.2. Water requirements for rural water supply
The estimate of water demandfor village8and livestock is considerablyeasierthan that
for irrigation, becausethe volume requiredcan be obtainedby multiplying the numberof
peopleor animalsby their estimatedper capita consumption.
Domestic water requirements per capita vary markedly in responseto the actual

availability of water. If there is a homesupply, consumptionmay be five or more time8
greaterthan if water ha8to be collectedat a public water point.
A WHO survey in 1970 showed that the average water consumptionin developing
countries rangesfrom 35 to 90 liters per capita per day. The long-term aim of water
developmentis to provide all peoplewith ready accessto safe water. For the near future
a reasonablegoal to aim for would be a water consumptionof about 40 liter8 per capita
per day. Thus for typical village populationsof 500, water supplieswill haveto be sized
to provide about 20 m3per day.
In order to limit the time 8pCnt on collectingand carryin water, a singlepump or water
point shouldusually supply no morethan about 500 peopf e.
To prevent overgrazingin the vicinity of water points, their capacity should be kept
reasonablysmall.
Table 3.3 8hOw8typical daily water requirement8for a rangeof livestock.
Species

Litra of water/head
40-90

Camel6
HOlYItS

Cattle

Milk cow in production
Sheep and goats
Swiue
Lactating sow
poultry

Tabk3.3.

30-40
20-40
70 - 100
1-5
3-6
25
0.2 - 0.3

Typicd daily wakr requimmntm for livetac~

I
referam 3c
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3.2 Calculating the hydraulic power requirements
Once the water requirement8are known, the hydraulic power requirement8can be
determined,using the equation l.l.c, or the equivalentnomogramof Figure 4.1.
H = 0.113x q x H

P
a9

averagepower
pumping rate
total head

W
In I /hY)
I4

The total headincludes:
- Pumping height:
. Static water level of the water sourcebelow groundlevel.
. Drawdown of the water source i.e. the lowering of the water level due to
pumpin .
Static lif ting height abovegroundlevel, e.g. for pumping into a storage tank.
- Headlossesin the piping (due to friction).
The pressureloss in the pipes dependson the pipe diameter and the flow rate a8 shown
in Figure 3.6. For wind pumps the pressureloss is mostly kept very small, about 5% to
10% of the total head. After sizing the piping (see below), one need8to verify this
assumption,especiallyat low headsandin the caseof long lines.
Table 3.4 gives a format sheetfor estimating the averagehydraulic power requirements.
It has beencompletedfor the examplesystem (at Flamengos,Cape Verde), assuminga
10% headlossin the pipes.

In detigning the rgwtcm head lourccr in the piping (due to fiction)
into considercrtion.

rhouZd be taken
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In the examplethe static headis assumedto be constantthroughout the year. However,
where there 8fe variations due to drawdown, monthly mean values of the static head
ehould be nsed. In the example, the pumping requirement is constant. However,
and monthly
especiall in case of imi ation, the requirementswill vary with Beaaons,
meanvJ uesmwt be usef (seeexamplein Appendix D).

r

-7

BYDRAULIC

POWBR REQWS

Location.

fMEWX.,CArF

Delivery

pipe head loss.$fl..%

I
Total

TableS.4.

yearly

water

Fonartrhxtior

. .b+E@~
. . ..*..............................
Delivery

.
.
requirement
5475

ammnentofhydraulkpouerrsqairrmm~

50
pipe lenqth.......m

m3/year
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3.3 Determining the available wind power resources
Month by month wind data are required,in order to 88~s~adequatelythe suitability of
a location for wind pumps.It is not sufkient to size a wind pump on the basisof annual
wind power resourcesbecausea pump sizedin this way may not provide sufficient water
in monthsof low wind Speeds.
If wind speedshave beenmeasuredat the site at the correct height, the results of the
measurementsmay be useddirectly in the secondcolumn of the format sheet,shownin
Table 3.5. However,this is seldomthe case,and one has to rel on data from nearby
meteorological stations and other available information. UId!ortunately, no simple
straightforward procedurecan be given to obtain the desired results: monthly average
wind speedsat the anticipatedhub height of the wind pump.
WIND POWERREmuRcEs
Location.WPEW
. . . . . . . . ..Height
. . . &!qv. . . v.f .+w
..*..*.......

. . . . . . . . . . ..m
Hub height . . . . . . .22
Combined correction

factor

Average
potential
wind
speed at 10 m
mm

above sea level.s?!!q..m

Terrain

for hub height

010
roughness.....:........
and roughness..: 4

Average wind
speed at hub
height (m/s)

Density
of air
(W/m3 1

49
5:s
54
*:I
55
46

1.2

July

3:s

Aug

3*3
3.5

12
112
I.2

Month
Jan
Feb
March
April
May

l

June

Sept

44

Ott

l

Nov
DeC
--

-

T&k35. Formatrbsctfor-tafwindporaremmua

434
494

....

Specific
wind powe:
W/m* 1

1.2

13
13

IS
12

22 .

112
.
12
.

51

51
=A
71
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AB indicated in Chapter 1, the assessment
of wind IWOUIC~Bis complex aud uncertain,
due to large variations in wind resourceafrom one time to another and from one location
to another. Also the conversion of data of a nearby meteorological station into
site-specificdata is quite complicated.
In general the assessmentof wind energy resourcesis not an easy job and it ie
worthwhile consulting an expert if one is available. The necessaryetepa for an
assessment,
which are diagnosed
in moredetail in Appendix A, are BUUI&S~~ here:
- Interpretation of data of meteorologicalservice.
- Correction and conversionof data to so-calledpotential wind speed, which would
be observedat that location if the terrain were completelyflat and open.
- Correction for the terrain characteristicsof the site and the hub height of the
projectedwind machineto obtain the real wind speeds,at hub height.
- Assessmentof the site%wind powerresources.
The procedureis presented in a simplified form in the format sheetof Table 3.5. In the
table a combinedcorrection for terrain roughnessand hub height is applied d.!xtly to
monthly averagevaluesof the potential wind speed.In reality one would u8e a table
showingwind speedsin different directions and would apply correctionsfor each wind
direction. Finally onewould combinethe resultsinto onemonthly average.
Note: AB well as the monthly averagevaluesone shouldconsiderthe daily variations in
wind speed.For example,in a situation with 6 hours of strong winds a day, and
18 hours of calm, one should designthe wind pump to satisfy the daily pumping
requirementsduring those 6 hours. Jt lies outside the scopeof this handbookto
treat this in detail.
Oncethe monthly averagewind speedat hub height has beenfound, one may continue
the procedure.
Subsequentlyone must determine the density of the air. At sea level it ie about 1.2
m3. At high altitudes it is considerablylower, down to 0.7 kg/m% An air density
!%e is includedin Appendix A.
Once the sveragewind speedand the air density are known, one may calculate the
specificwind power:
Pwind

=

I)PVS

with

Pwind

V
P

specificwind power
averagewind speed
density of air

The format eheetin Table 3.5 showsthe results for the examplesystem.The site of the
exampleis practically at sea level, and the density of air is put at 1.2 kg/m% Note the
strong e&et of 8mal.ldifferences in wind speed:3.3 m/s give822 W/m? wnereas5.5 m/s

gives 100 W/ma !

The data in Table 3.5 ill&rate how sensitivethe specificwind power (a measureof the
powerinput to a wind pump) is to the valueof the wind speed.In sizing the wind pump
system and calculating unit water costsin BubBeqUent
step& it ie advisable,if there are
doubtsabout the accuracyof the measuredwind data, to
a sentitivity analysis
on the data. That is, oneshould go through the procedure
3.1) a secondtime
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using a slightly different wind epeedvalue. As explainedin Chapter 1, Blight variations
in wind speed ~811have a large iufluence on available wind power 88 the power of the
wind (when the wind is blowing freely) ie proportional to the wind speedcubed. So, a
small error in estimating wind speedcan lead to a large error in calculating available
wind power resources.

DESIGNBRMCE

fLAnmtcts
CA?~ VFmf
. . . . . . . . . . . ,......*.......*........a.....*............

Location:
Xonth

Average
hydraulic
power
dr

‘h

<WI

Average
wind speed
at
hub height
ovs)

Specific
wind power

Reference
crea

Pvind

Phydr&ind

(W/m* 1

(m*)

Jan

41

Feb

5*4

94

March

41
41

54

April

4f

June

41
41

61
5s

94
80
100
58

July
Aw
Sept
Nov

41
41

41
41
41
41,

-ML

a6
a4
0.4
0.5
0.4

71

4e6
3.5
3.3
3.5
4i4

26
22
26
51
51

49

Tf

4.4
l

o,?
1.;
Iv9
lb
4.8

.A

0.8
06
4

Design

month
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3.4. Determining the design month
To continue the sizing procedure, the month by month average hydraulic power
requirementsand wind power resourcesmust be known.
There are two optionsfor operatingthe wind pump: either as a standalonesystemwhich
must be sized to provide all water, or as a fuel saver.In the latter casethe wind pump
providesthe basicwater supply, but peak demandsare met by an alternative method.
The procedurefor a standalonesystemwill be given here as it can be presentedin a
rather straightforward manner.
Note: If onewereto chooseto operatethe wind pump as a fuel saver,sizing of the pump
would be an iterative process, oing from sieingto economicanalysis,and back to
sizing again. Choosin a very f arge windmill which fulfils all needswould savea
large amount of fuel, t ut is not necessarilythe most economicsolution: there will
be periods of high wind speedswith excessof water which cannot be used, and
this doesnot correspondto any fuel savin . For a very small windmill all output
can be put to use, but the fuel saving is Pessthan the real potential. One must
find the optimal sizethrough the iterative process.
The sizing methodologyfor standalonesystemsis basedon the conceptof the critical
month or d&gn month. This is the month in which the water demandis highest in
relation to the wind power resources,i.e. the month when the system will be most
heavily loaded. The design month is found by calculating the ratio of the hydraulic
powerrequirementto the wind powerresourcefor eachmonth. The month in which this
ratio is a maximum is the design month.
This ratio has the dimensionof an areaand will be referredto as the referencearea. It is
related to the rotor area neededto capture sufficient power. In sizing the wind pump,
this r&rentz areawill be convertedinto a real rotor areaby incorporating specificwind
turbine parameters.
Table 3.6 presentsa format sheetfor identifying the design month, completedfor the
example. Data on hydraulic power requirementsand wind power resourcesare taken
from the previoussheets.For the example,the designmonth is found to be August.
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WIND

PUMP SYSTEH

Location .....FLA/lfNms
........
.. .q.+pc".................
'twbb

SIZING

..Heigh t above sea level.4%&?

..m

AWUST
Design month ...................................................
Design month water requirements

15
Pumping rate ...........................................

m3/day

z4
Pumping height ..............................................

m

41
hydr ..........................
Design month wind power resources
Hydraulic

power requirement,

Average wind speed...................%+z.................m/

kg/m’

22
wind power p “ind ................................

W/d

(standard

Design month reference
Type of wind pump #
o
o

area PhYdJpvl.d........4.A...........m
Classical deepwell
Classical shallow well,
Recent design, starting
pump rod

Step

Calculations

1. Tower

12
Height .......................................

2.

Rotor

3.

Pump

4. Storage tank
5. Pipe work
Tabkt.7.

s

1@2
1.2) ..............................

Air density
Specific

W

*

balanced pump rod
nozzle, balanced

m

Energy production coefficient.......?:*
Maximum overall power coefficient...&2
..................... ....
Diameter.....................&d
..m
2.0
Design wind speed ..........................
m/s
Design tip speed ratio......4
.................
Transmission ratio.........fib
................
Stroke volume..............%:#
.............
..l
Stroke.................fA?.%.w<
..........
..mm
Diameter...............&<Z$.$?z
..........
..mm
Volume ......................................30
m3
Height..................ag
.................
..m

pa*= 65
Diameter ....................................
Total length..........a
..................

Forma&&&fawindpamps#em~

..m
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3.5. Sizing the wind pump system
Beforethe size of the wind pump can be estimated one has to decidewhat type of wind
pump will be used,e.g. classicalor modern.

3.5.1. Considerations in choosing the type of wind pump
Choosingthe type of systemthat would fnlfil the requirementsof a customeris not easy.
Table 2.1 and Figure 2.8, Chapter 2 give a rough indication of which type of wind pump
suits a certain requirement.In somecasesmore options are feasible and thesewill have
to be checked.One important considerationis whether or not a designis available on the
market.
Supposin that (giventhe requirements)a mechanicalwind pump driving a piston pump
is the orf y solution. One still has to decidewhether to go for a classicalmultibladed
wind pump or one of a more modem design.Additionally, one must decidewhether to
import the wind pumpsor to start local production.
In general- and especiallyfor deep well pumping - the classical multibladed wind
pumpsare more reliable than the modempumps of innovative desi s. Field experience
with classicalwind pumpsruns over decades,while noneof the mor em designshas been
field tested for more than 10 years. However,maintenanceof the classicalwindmill can
be difficult if specializedspareparts haveto be imported. In generalthe modemdesigns
make more use of standard materials that can be obtained on the local market. In all
casesa minimum requirementfor propermaintenanceis the availability of spareparts.

Local production
Local production, whether of the classical wind pumps or of modem wind pumps,
presentsmany problemsand should not be undertakenwithout careful considerationof
the following:
Is the scopeof the market expressedin the number of wind pumpsthat could be
sold annually, large enough to justify local production? The initial costs
(manpowerand infrastructure) of setting up local production are hi h. It requires
expertise(engineers,etc.), that might be used more profitably in otYher sectorsof
the economy.
Is local productionmore attractive from a financial/economicalpoint of view than
import? This dependson many factors, among others the level of wages and
materials. For example,both labor and material costs(steel, etc.) are very low in
Sri Lanka. Wind pumps are producedthere at an extremely low investment cost
of $ lOO/m2 rotor area (see also Chapter 5 on Financial assessment).These
conditionsdo not prevail in many other countries.
Are there sufficient production capabilities available in the country? Can
mannfacturersmeetthe requiredquality standardsof the design?

-
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o The output of odern wind pumps can be substantially higher than that of
classical wind pumps. This can be of paramount importance especially for
irrigation: a farmer has to weigh his benefits against the costs, i.e. unit water
costs.
o If wind energy for water pumping is regarded - on the national political/
economic levei -- as an important issue, local production and opting for modem
designs could well be made part of a long-term policy.
o If a substantial market for wind pumps exists in a country, local production of
modern designswill in the long run be more profitable financially for the user and
more economically advantageousfor the country than importing pumps.
These remarks may serve to stress the importance of making a proper and detailed
assessmentof the type of windmill to be chosen and weighing the pros and cons of local
production.

Local production

-
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3.5.2. High output versus high output availability
The sizing of a wind pump systemmust be basedon the establishmentof a compromise
betweentwo conflicting demands:
- High output, i.e. a lot of water must be pumped.
- High output availability, i.e. the water must become available in a regular,
continuousfashion.
The concepts of output and output availability have been defined in Section 2.4,
Chapter2. A wind pump with a large ump will lift a lar e amount of water, but needs
morewind to get it started, and there!ore often standsat’ifl . It provideshi output but
low output availability. A wind pump with a small pump will start easily,Put pump less
water. It providesa low output but hashigh output availability.
For the purposeof this para raph it is assumedthat a “reasonable” compromisehas
beenchosen,accordingto TabPe 2.2. The readerwho wishesto choosethe compromisein
a different way is referredto Appendix B, SectionB.2.
Table 3.7 contains a format sheet which may be used as a guideline in the sizing
procedure.In the upper half of the sheetthe data pertaining to the designmonth must
be filled in (to be derivedfrom the three previoussheets,Tables 3.4,3.5 and 3.6).
To perform the sizingprocedure,the following information is needed:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Tower height
Rotor diameter
Pump size
Storagetank
Piping

a. Thetonaheight
Although the rotor diameteris the most impor+3nt characteristicof a wind machine,the
tower height needsto be known first so that one can calculate the wind speedat hub
height (seeTable 3.5). Data on monthly averagewind speedat hub height is neededin
order to estimateavailablewind powerIcesources
(Section3.2).
The tower height should be chosenso ss to raise the rotor blades well above any
obstaclesin the surroundingsof the windmill. In the presenceof trees the rotor tips
shouldhave a clearanceof at least onerotor diameterover the tree tops.
The choiceof the tower height is limited, as manufacturersnormally supply a standard
rangeof towers from 10 to 15 m high. For small windmills one finds towersdown to 6 m
and for large windmills up to 24 m.
For the examplesystemthe standardheight of 12 m wasselected.

I ‘I I
-

.

’

,,.)
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,,
/
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b. Therotor-

The rotor diameter is the most important characteristic of a wind pump, determining
both its output and its cost.
The nomogramin Figure 3.3 may be usedto determinethe required rotor aiaeas follows:
o The starting point is the axis of the r&rence area, which is the ratio of average
hydraulic power requirementand specificwind power. This ratio was determined
in the format sheetfor determiningthe designmonth (Table 3.6).
For the examplesystem the referencearea for the design month, August, was
found to be 1.9 m?
o The right hand part of the nomogram accounts for the energy pzaduction
axzkient, which is related to the type of wind pump. Common values are
indicated in Table 2.2, Chapter2.
In the exampleone wishesto apply a classicalmultiblade wind pump. The water
level is 10 m below ground level. Thereforeonetakesthe value for %lassicalwind
pump, deepwell”, and finds CE= 0.40.
o The left hand part of the nomogram accounts for the peah overall power
coefficient,
which dependsmainly on the pumpingheight. Commonvaluesmay be
found in Table 2.2, Chapter 2.
In the examplethe pumping hei h: is 22 m, and the wind pump is a classical
wind pump. Thereforeone finds (8 p q).= = 0.3.
o Finally one finds the required rotor diameter. If a windmill of exactly this
diameteris not available,choosethe neareststandardsize.
In the examplesystemone finds a rotor diameter of 4.5 m. This is very closeto
one of the wind pumpsof the standardrangebeing applied: 4.3 m (14 ft.). In this
case,choosethe 14 feet wind pump.
No& If a rotor diameteris found to be out of proportion to the tower height, reconsider
the tower height aud repeat the procedure.

b- i

1
I :

1

rotor dhmatw

D Im)

1m
W
W
40

20

Fii 3.4.
Nomqpmto 6sethe
pump of a wind pump

e. Thepnmpibe

The nomogram in Figure 3.4 may be used to determine the sise of the pump,
characteriaedby its stroke volume. The nomogramcan be usedas flows:
0 The starting point is the rotor diameter,the horisontal asis on the right.
For the examplesystemthis is 4.3 m.
0 The design wind speedis taken into account in the upper right quadrant. In
Table 2.2, Chapter 2 one finds the appropriate value of the ratlo of designwind
speedto averagewind speed.If the density of air (indicated in the format sheet
on wind powerresources,Table 3.5) differs significantly from 1.2 kg/ms, one must
apply a correction as indicated in the figure: instead of Vd one should take
Vd times &l/1.2).
For our example,a classicalwind pump with deepwell pump, the ratio of vd/‘P
given in Table 2.2 is equal to 0.6. With the average wind speedin the design
month of 3.3 m/s, onefinds Vd = 2 m/s. No correctionfor the density of the air is
needed,sinceit is equal to 1.2kg/ma.
0 The speedof operationis representedin the upper left part of the nomogram.The
design tip speedratio Ad is approximately 1.0 (unity) for most classical wind
pumps, and 1.5 to 2.0 for recentdesigns.The transmissionratio i is equalto unity
for directly-driven wind pumpsand around 1 3 for back-gearedwind pumps. The
nomogramhas been drawn for a value of t he peak overall power coe&cient of
0.25. If it differs si ‘ficantly one must apply a correction as indicated in the
figure, multiplying (Yd.i) by 0.25/(Cp~&,.
In the examplesystem, comprisinga classicalback-gearedwind pump, (X&i) is
equal to 0.3. As indicated earlier the peak overall power coefficient
(CPtl)llllax= 0.3. Thereforethe correctedvalue 0.3 x 0.25/0.3 = 0.25is applied.
0 The lower left part of the nomogramtakesinto accountthe total head.
For the exampleH = 24 m.
0 Fid.ly, one finds on the lower vertical axis the eff&tive stroke volume, the
volume of water to be pumped in each stroke. The geometric stroke volume
vstrokemust be slightly larger (vstrOkeis the volume displacedby the piston in
each stroke). The relation between the two is expressedin the volumetric
efficiency uvol (see Chapter 2). For the slow-running pumps of classical wind
pumpsit rangesboom0.9 to unity. For pumpsin recent designs,especiallypumps
having a starting nozzle,qvolmay be lower, around0.8.
For the examplesystemone finds an effective stroke volume of 2.0 1. Assuminga
volumetric efficiencyof 90%, the geometricstroke volumeis 2.2 liters.
On the basisof the stroke volume thus obtained one must selectthe pump diameter and
the strobe. The result will dependon the stroke settings available in the windmill’s
transmission,and on the pump diametersavailable. Sometimesan important limiting
factor for the pump diameteris the tubewell in which the pump has to fit.

“, “
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Figure 3.5 cau be helpful in selectinga combination of diameter and stroke. Note that
the figure gives the internal diameter of the pump cylinder, whereas the external
diameterhas to fit into the tubewell.
For the example systemone takes the maximum stroke available for the 14’ windmill,
which is 12” (or 305 mm). With a desired stroke volume of 2.2 1 one finds a pump
diameter of 96 mm. This is close to one of the pumps of the standard range in use:
4” (102mm).
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d. The storagetank
As outlined in Chapter 2, a storagetank is an essentialpart of any wind pump system.
Often its cost is a substantial part of the total systemcost. Thereforeit needscareful
considerationin the designphase.
The main characteristicsto be determinedare the size (volume and the height above
ground level. For the sizing procedureone needsto distinguish between application for
rural water supply and for irrigation (Section3.1).

Sizingthe storagefor rural water supply
Rural water supply systemsusually incorporatestoragetanks, evenif the water is lifted
by engine-driven pumps. In the caseof wind pumps however, larger tanks may be
required.
With engine-drivenpumps,storagetanks are normally madelarge enoughto adapt the
pumpingrate to the rate of consumption.During the hoursof the day whenpeoplecome
to fetch water, the rate of consumptionmay be higher than the pumping rate of the
pump. The storagetank should be large enoughto supply this peak demand.The tank
should also be large enough to guaranteesome emergencysupply in case the pump
breaksdown.
Sizing the tank of a wind pump systemrequiresa slightly different approach.The tank
should be made large enough to store all water pumped during the hours that
consumptionis low or zero (especiallyat night). In calculatingthis amountof water, one
shouldtake a day of relatively strong wind, hencea pumpitg rate abovethe averaRcA
tank sized in this way should be large enoughto store scme water for days whearihe
wind speedis below average.

In addition one needsto considerthe duration of continuouswindlessperiods.The tank

should be made large enoughto overcometheseperiods.It may sometimesbe acceptable

to reduceconsumptionduring periodsof low supply, e.g. by postponingclotheswashing
for one or two days. However, such a decision should only be made after careful
considerationof its effectson the local population.
If one finds that a storagetank of more than two or three days capacity is required, it
might be more economicalto limit the sizeof the stora e tank, and usean engine&iven
pump as a back-up. Storagetanks are usually designet- to hold enoughwater for 1 to 3
daysof consumption.
For the examplesystema tank size of 2 days of capacity, i.e. 30 m3 was chosenon the
basisof previousexperiencein the sameregion.

Sizingthe storagefor irrigation
When a wind pump is usedfor irrigation, a stora e tank is virtually indispensable.The
tank should have a minimum capacitylarge enougfl to store about half-aday’s output in
the month of highestdemand.
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For economicreasonsthe maximum sizeis normally 1 or 1.5 days of Gorage. Of COUW,
this upper limit dependson the cost of the tank. If a storage tank can be made fairly
cheaply,a somewhatlarger capacity may be justified. Obviously, oneentershere into an
iterative processgoingfrom sizing to economicevaluationand back again.
The maximum cost (and hence the maximum size) of the storage tank also depends
somewhaton the cropsto be grown. For high-value crops, a somewhathigher cost for
the storagetank may be acceptable.
A very detailed way of sizing a tank is possibleon the basis of seydentialhourly wind
data. One may calculate the output of a windmill on an hourly basis, and calculate
excessand deficit of water. Analyzing thesedata one may choosean appropriatesizefor
the storagetank.
When doin so, one should not aim at bridging long windlessperiods by meansof the
storagetaxii sincethis doesnormally not lead to an economicoptimum. Generallyit is
moreeconomicto acceptperiodswith little water and someloss of crop productivit , or
alternatively decideto apply a back-up engine-drivenpump or increasethe size oT the
wind pump.
For moreinformation on sizing storagetanks, seeAppendix B, SectionB.4.

e. The piping
The network of pipes that carries water to the storagetank is an integral part of the
wind pump system. The piping network behind the storage tank is part of the
consumer’ssystem and is not treated here. It can be designedusing well-established
engineeringrules.
In order to sizethe piping, the maximumflow rate of the water must first be estimated.
If the wind pump system is designedaccording to the previous steps, the maximum
pumpingrate will be approximately3 to 5 times the averagepumping rate in the design
month. If there are no air chambers,the flow of water pumped will not be continuous
but pulsating. The peakflow will be approximately3 times the maximum pumpingrate.
The following flow ratesare suggestedfor sizing the pipe work:
- Wind pump without air chambers- 10 to 15 times the averagepumping rate
during designmonth.
- Wind pump with air chambers- 3 to 5 times the averagepumping rate during
designmonth.
The pipe diameter required to keep the head loss within acceptablelimits may be
determinedfrom Figure 3.6.
The piping of a wind pump must be designedfor a relatively low headloss of around
10%of total pumping height. This is becausevariations of the flow in the pipes cause
considerableforcesin the pump rod and may causeit to break. In order to limit these
forces,the pipesshouldbe relatively large. Sometimeswind pump manufacturersspecify
the minimum pipe diameter to be used.A completecalculationprocedurefor this aspect
is beyondthe scopeof this handbook.
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flowrate(iitem/P.ec)
Figure 3.6. Head ha in axmoth pipes of diiitermt

internal diitem

Specialattention must be paid to the suction line, if a suction pump is applied. It must
be checkedthat the total suction head,i.e. the suction height plus the pressureloss in
the suction line, doesnot exceed6 or ;I m.
In the examplesystemthe averagepumping rate in the designmonth is 15 mjjday, or
0.17l/s. A classicalwindmill without air chambersis applied. Hencethe pipe work must
be designedfor a flow rate of 2.6 l/s. According to Table 3.4, a head loss of
correspondsto 2 m. Since the total length of pipe is 50 m, the head loss may be
4 m/l00 m. From Figure 3.6 onefinds a pipe diameterof 65 mm, approximately23”.
10%

3.6. Prep a g the final specifications
The readershould now be in a position to make his own preliminary assessment
of wind
pumping viability in accordancewith Chapter 1, and to supply full details of his
requirements. Before a system is purchased it is important to ensure that it is
technically able to meet the demandand that it will meet the economicconstraints.
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pumpperforxx~~~~.
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Chapter 4
SIZING OF ALTERNATIVE
SMALL WATER PUMPING

75

-

SYSTEMS

When considering the use of a wind pump, it is good practice to consider alternative
pumping systems also. In this chapter a brief summary is given of the technical
performance characteristics and sizing aspects of the main alternative small-scale
pumping technologies.
The following pumping techniques are included:
- solar pumps
- engine-driver pumps (diesel, kerosene)
- animal traction and hand pumps.
It would be beyond the scope of this handbook to give complete sizing procedures for all
types of pumps. Electric pumps have not been included, for example, since the
evaluation of small electric pumps in comparison to alternative technologies is quite
simple. If a grid connection exists and if electricity supply is sufficiently guaranteed,
electric pumping is in general the most economic solution. If long eiectric lines are
required and/or if a special transformer has to be installed, electric pumping is often
excessivelyexpensive.
Wind pumps are not included here as the procedures for sizing wind pumps were covered
in Chapter 3. The reader should use the information in Chapter 3 to estimate the size of
wind pump needed for a given situation, then size alternative systems following the
procedures ‘ven in this chapter, and finally make cost comparisons between the systems
based on in!formation contained in Chapter 5. In this way it should be possible to decide
whether to investigate any of the alternative systems further, or whether to pursue wind
pumping.
Sizing of alternative pumping systems can be done following the steps given in
Figure 3.1, Chapter 3 for sizing wind pumps. They are:
-

Assessthe water requirements
Determine the hydraulic power requirements.
Determine the available power resources(in caseof solar).
Identify the design mont,h.
Size the power source and pump.

As the first step, assessing the water requirements, is identical for all pumping
technologies, it will not be repeated here. The reader should refer to Chapter 3,
Section 3.1.
If one of the alternatives looks attractive, the reader should refer to specialized literature
and/or contact an expert on the subject for more precise sizing and final detailed
specification (Figure 3.1, Chapter 3).

-
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4.1. Determining monthly hydraulic power requirements
This step is identical for alI pumping systems. It was extensively described in
Section 3.1. In short, the average monthly pumping rates must be determinedas well as
the total pumping head. The hydraulic power requirement may be calculatedusing the
formula given in Section 3.1, or using the nomogram in Figure 4.1 (which includes the
most common units in use). Also calculate the total annual water requirement. Use the
format sheet of Table 3.4 to summarize the information.
For the example wind pump system the pumping requirement is constantthrou hout the
year: 15 ma/day. With a total pumping head of 24 m one finds an average %ydraulic
power requirement of 41 W. The total annual water requirement is 5475 m3.

4.2. Determining the available power resources
For solar power, data are required in a format similar to that used in Section 3.2,
Chapter 3. In comparison with wind power, variations are far smaller. In tropical
regions, the solar irradiation reaching the earth’s surface is of the order of 10 to
26 MJ/ml/day (or 100 to 200 W/ma). The methods for obtaining data on solar power
are described in detail in the solar pump handbook (reference 1).

Other power sources(engine fuel, animal, human power) are assumed to be available on
demand. In reality the availability of fuel sometimes posesproblems.

For the example system the wind power resourceswere indicated in Section 3.2.

4.3. Determining the designmonth
For the example wind pump system, the design month is Au ust (see Table 3.6). The
procedure for identification of the design month for win ap pumps is outlined in
Section 3.3.
Solar pumps: the design month is the month having the highest ratio of daily average
water requirements to daily average solar irradiation H.
Engine, animal and hand pumps:the design month is the month with the highest water
demand. It should be noted, however, that the real costs of pumping may increase in
harvesting and sowing periods when both human and animal labor are in short supply.

-
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4.1. Determining monthly hydraulic power requirements
This step is identical for all pumping systems. It was extensively described in
Section 3.1. In short, the average monthly pumping rates must be determined as well as
the total pumping head. The hydraulic power requirement may be calculated using the
formula given in Section 3.1, or using the nomogram in Figure 4.1 (which includes the
most common units in use). Also calculate the total annual water requirement. Use the
format sheet of Table 3.4 to summarize the information.
I’or the example wind pump system the pumping requirement is constant throu hout the
year: 15 ma/day. With a total pumping head of 24 m one finds an average %ydraulic
power requirement oi’41 W. The total annual water requirement is 5475 m3.

4.2. Determining the available power resources
For solar power, data are required in a format similar to that used in Section 3.2,
Chapter 3. In comparison with wind power, variations are far smaller. In tropical
regions the solar irradiation reaching the earth’s surface is of the order of 1.0 to
20 MJ/m2/day (or 100 to 200 W/m2). The methods for obtaining data on solar power
are described in detail in the solar pump handbook (reference 1).
Other power sources (engine fuel, animal, human power) are assumed to be available on
demand. In reality the availability of fuel sometimes posesproblems.
For the example system the wind power resourceswere indicated in Section 3.2.

4.3. Determining the designmonth
For the example wind pump system, the design month is Au ust (see Table 3.6). The
procedure for identification of the design month for win if pumps is outlined in
Section 3.3.
Solar pumps: the design month is the month having the highest ratio of daily average
water requirements to daily average solar irradiation H.
Engine, animal and hand pumps: the design month is the month with the highest water
demand. It should be noted, however, that the real costs of pumping may increase in
harvesting and sowing periods when both human and animal labor are in short supply.
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4.4. Sizing the power sourceand pump
4.4.1. Wind pumps
A detailed procedure for sizing wind pumps was given in Section 3.4, Chapter 3.
For the example system, the design month power requirement is 41 W. The average
wind speed in the design month is 3.3 m/s. The performance of the wind pump, being a
classical wind pump with high pumping head, will lie somewhere between “low” and
“medium”. In this way one finds from the nomogram in Figure 4.2 a rotor diameter
between 3.8 and 5.4 m. With the detailed method of Section 3.4, we found 4.5 m,
resulting in the choice of a 4.3 m wind pump. The same order of magnitude is obtained
from the simpljfied nomogram of Figure 4.s.a.
A tank size of 30 m3 is chosen, somewhat more than two days of storage.

4.4.2. Schrr pumps
A photovoltaic array
array) is rated at a temperature of 250C under full sunshine
(specifically 1000
irradiance) by its electrical output, i.e. its peak power
performance in Watts. The efficiency of solar cells at peak power lies between 10 and
13%. At higher temperatures the efficiency is lower.
The pumping unit is designed to be well matched to the array under full sunshine
conditions. At lower irradiation levels, however, the matching is poorer and the total
efficiency of the system drops.
It is customary (reference 1) to define a daily subsystem efficiency Q, defined as the
ratio of daily hydraulic energy output to the daily electrical energy input from the solar
panel.
Table 4.1 (taken from the “Solar Water Pumping Handbook, reference 1) provides a
guide on typical values qs for different types of system configuration.
From Table 4.1. we have chosen three typical levels of performance:
- low performance, rjs = 25%
- medium performance, qs = 35%
- high performance, qs = 45%.
The overall (daily) averageef?iciency- the ratio of the daily water energy output to the

SCk irradiation input - is the product of the array efficiency times daily subsystem

efficiency; e.g. if q-,, = 10% and Q = 35% then the overall (daily) efficiency is 3.5%. A
value of 5% represents a system with a good efficiency.
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Lift

Typical subsystem
daily energy
efficiency

Sub+ystem type

Typical subsystem
peak power
efficiency

2 meters - Surface suction or floating unite
with submerged suction utilizing
brush or brushless permanent magnet,
d.c. motors and centrifugal pumps
7 meters - Floating d.c. units with submerged
pump
- Submerged pump with surface mounted
motor, brush or bruehless permanent
magnet d.c. motors single or multistage centrifugal pumps

28%

40%

40%

60%

20 meters - ac. or ds. submerged multi-stage
centrifugal pump set, or
- Submerged positive displacement
pump with d.c. surface motor

32%

42%

35%

45%

Table 4.1. State of the art for mot~r/pump

-I-

s&system of solar pumps (rcfcrcncc 1)

Also for s&r pumps one needs to consider the sizing of the storage tank. For irrigation
the storage tank may be somewhat smaller than in the case of a windmill, since some
water is pumped during daylight hours each day. For rural water supply one may
assumetwo days of storage.
The example case is also indicated in Figure 4.2.b., assuming the solar power in the
design month to be 20 MJ/mz/day (or 5.5 kWh/ms/day) and assuming a medium
performance level. As indicated earlier the avera e hydraulic power requirement in the
design month is 41 W. If a solar pump were to %e used in the example instead of the
wind pump, the solar photovoltaic panels should have a peak power rating of 600 W.
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4.4.3. Engine-drivenpumps
Figure 4.3 may be used for an approximate sizing of engine-driven pumps. The following
aspectsare to be taken into account:
o Number of hours of operation. This is related to irrigation practices, presence of a
stora e tank, etc. For example, for direct field application a small kerosene pump
may %e operated by its owner for four hours per day. For a large irrigation schemeof
several farms, a diesel pump may operate twelve hours per day.
o Derating factor. Usually the engine is oversized in relation to the pump. For smdl
pumps the de-rating may be around 0.5, for large motor pump sets, matched to the
application, it may be 0.7.
o Minimum motor size. The smallest size of diesel motor readily available is
approximately 2.5 kW, and the smallest size of kerosenemotor used in pump sets is of
the order of 0.5 kW. For very small pumping requirements these sizes may be too
large. In such casesthe number of hours of operation will be reduced. Sometimes the
derating factor is further reduced.
From the nomogram in Figure 4.3 three values may be found for the size of the motor
Eddiient
levels of performance, characterized by the combined efficiency of the pump
.
- Low performance, ~puup,~~ne= 30%
- Medium performance, qpump,lines= 40%
- Eigh performance, qpump,lines= 50%
For very small pumps and low pumping heads, the performance can be expected to be
relatively low. For large sizes and larger pumping heads, a relatively high performance
can be expected.
Storage tanks are normally not used for irrigation with engine pumps. Rural water
supply schemesusually incorporate storage tanks with a capacity of half a day to two
days.
The example case is also indicated in Figure 4.3. Since the example is concerned with a
deep tubewell, the type of engine pump to be applied will be a deep-well turbine pump
driven by a diesel motor. As indicated earlier, the average hydraulic power requirement
is 41 W. For a diesel pump, this is a relatively low requirement, and one will apply the
smallest available size of diesel motor: 2.5 kW. A medium level of performance can be
expected (large pump head, but relatively small size). Since the pump is too large in
comparison to the water requirement, it is used only 4 hours a day with a derating factor
of 0.25 (this correspondsto a pump demanding 630 W power input.

-
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4.4.4. Animal traction and hand pumps
Figures 4.4.a and b, taken from the solar handbook (reference 1) give an estimate of the
number of animal or hand pumps needed to provide the required quantity of water.
Where actual figures of the output of hand and animal pumps are known, these should
be used in preference to the estimates of Figure 4.4.
With respect to the example case: Technically it is very difficult to apply animal
traction pumps for pumping from a deep tubewell. It would be possible to install a hand
pump. However, as can be seen from the nomogram in Fi ure 4.4.b one hand pump
would not be able to fulfil the pumping requirements: 15 msPday at 24 m head. Drilling
tubewells to accommodate a sufficient number of hand pumps would be prohibitively
expensive.

water requinmont
ptw day (m’l

f
M&on

wmtulift(mJ
a

a. Number of oxen requirad to provide the specified
qurntity of water at different liftr The curves
have kun cakulnted by asturning that an ox can
provide 350 Watts of puwer for 5 hours per day,
and that the e?ficiency of the water lifting
dewica isQo%.

Figure Cd

Graphs for qqmmim&

-I

watw Ilft (ml

b. Number of people required to provide the
rpacified
quantity of water at different lifts.
The cunea have km derived by mming that a
single psnon can provide
60 W8tts of power for
4 hours per day and that the effiiiency of the
hand pump io 60 X .
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wind pump in India.
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Chapter 5
FINANCIAL ASSESSMENT

This chapter is designed to help the reader evaluate the economics of a wind pumping
system and compare the costs of wind pumping with the alternative purrping systems
described in Chapter 4. In Section 5.1, ye make a distinction between an economic
analysis, which generally must be made by policymakers on a national level, and a
financial analysis, which looks at the wind pump investment from the perspective of the
user. Section 5.2 gives a step-by-step procedure for comparing the costs of different
umping technologies in a specific situation, usiag data from the example site
PFlamen 08, Cape Verde) referred to in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.1 . Section 5.3 provides
general Ifata on costs for the various types of pumping system. 4 he final section of the
chapter, Section 5.4, gives a comparison of unit water costs for different pumping
systems, based on typical cost values of investment, maintenance, fuel consumption, and
so on. The methodology for making these comparisons is presented in Appendix C.
While the cost figures given in this chapter can be used in a general way for comparison,
it should be emphasized that a proper evaluation for a specific situation must be based
on actual costs of materials, interest rates, mamtenance costs, subsidies and other cost
factors in the specific region for which a decision on investment in a wind pumping
system will be made.

5.1. Economicand financial amlysis
An economic nr financial analysis is intended to determine whetb.er the investment in a
wind pump is justified. Such an analysis can also help to determine if it makes senseto
start a dissemination program. Clearly its successdependson whether or not prospective
usersbenefit from investing in the technology.
The user in this context may mean:
- The national community
- The private investor, whether it be a farmer or an institution of some kind,
wanting to use wind pumps
AS criteria for these two categories rarely, if ever, fully coincide, it is customary to
discern two level8 of analysis:
o

Economic analysis also referred to as national or macroeconomic analysis): IS the
investment profitab\ e from a national resource allocation perspective?

o

Financial analysis (also referred to as business or microeconomic analysis):
investment profitable from the user’s perspective?

IS

the

-
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Foreign currency savings and employment generation are important aspects of economic
analysis. The analysis ignores national taxes and subsidies as these only represent
transfer of money within the national community. Market prices are converted to
shadow prices, which represent the real economic value of a commodity. Economic
analysis is beyond the scope of this handbook, but it should be mentioned here that the
introduction of wind pumps goes hand in hand with foreign currency savings and
employment generation, more so if wind pumps are produced locally.
Financial analysis for the direct user can be split up into two parts:
o Cost-benefit analysis: is the investment profitable, i.e. do the total benefits
exceed the costs over a certain period?
o Cash flow analysis: can the user finance his investment?
In a cash flow anal sia all expenditures and receipts are calculated year by year. All
loans, subsidies, proi! ts, the user’s own capital, etc. should be included in the analysis. If
the farmer is to survive, all expenditures within one single year must be covered by
receipts in that same year.
While we must stress the iqortance of the cash-flow analysis, it is impossible to make
general statements about it, as so many factors depend on local conditions. However, it
is important to note that wind pumps, like solar pumps, demand relatively high capital
investments compared with enginedriven or other pumps. The prospective user must
consider carefully whether he can afford to invest in a wind pumping system.
Only the cost-benefit
analysis is discussedin this handbook. By using the information
given in this chapter, the prospective owner of a wind pumping system should be able
the determine whether his investment will be profitable.
The owner may be a small private farmer, owning one windmill, or a water supply
authority owning a large number of windmills. The cost-benefit analysis is made on the
basis of real prices and costs as they are received or paid by the owner. Of course, taxes
and subsidies are included, as they are a reality to the owner.
A complete cost-benefit analysis is divided into two parts:
o Analysis of costs related to purchase, transport, installation, operation,
maintenance, repair, spare parts, lubricants, and (in the case of an engine-driven
pump) fuel.
o Analysis of benetits such as receipts from the sale of agricultural products or
water, fuel saving, increased food self sufficiency, and so on. Benefits may be
relatively low in the first few years while the farmer is gaining experience with
windmill irrigation) and increase in later years.
The costs and benefits may be analyzed in several ways in order to draw conclusions as
to the profitability of an investment. The different methods are named according to the
criteria used, e.g., cost/benefit ratio, pay back period, net present value, internal rate of
return.
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For all these methods one needs to know the benefits. However, it is difficult to make
any general statements on benefits since these depend strongly on the specific
application and local situation. Therefore, this handbook will only treat cxxts, expressed
as unit cost of the water delivered to the user.
On the basis of unit water costs one can m&e cost comparisons between different
technolo ‘es serving the same purpose, assuming that the benefits are approximately
equal. T %?l
‘s kind of analysis is also known as “least cost a&&“.
Costs are basically divided into investment coats or capital costs) and recunent costs.
The investment is a cost incurred once in the I ‘fetime of an installation (although
payment of terms and interest may be spread over a longer period). Ffecurrent costs
occur every year in more or less the same *cay. They include operation, maintenance and
repair costs.
In order to make investment and recurrent costs comparable one may adopt two
approaches:
o Annuity method. Convert the investment into an equivalent yearly cost called the
annuity. This is the amount of money that would have to be paid every year
during the (economic) lifetime of the installation? ff the investment were financed
through a loan. The annuity is constant throu hout the years, exactly covering
repayment of the investment and interest on t%e debt. The total yearly costs is
then obtained by adding the annuity and the recurrent costs together.
o Present worth method. Convert the recurrent costs into an equivalent capital, the
present worth. The present worth of future costs is the amount of capital that
should be reserved at the moment of investment in order to cover all future costs.
It is calculated taking the interest on the capital (or what is left of it) into
account.
The total “life c cle cost” is then obtained by adding the investment cost and the
present worth o9 the recurrent costs together.
In this handbook we will use the annuity method. It is somewhat simpler than the life
cycle cost method and the results are more directly understandable for a broad audience.
The conclusions that can be drawn from both methods are practically identical, although
the annuity method is somewhat more limited with respect to future cost escalations of
isolated cost components, such as fuel.
For a detailed and comprehensiveoverview of the methods used in financial analysis, see
reference 15.
:t must be emphasized that no economic or financial evaluation is complete without a
sensitivity analysis. The assumptions on which an evaluation is based are often sub’ ct
to a large margin of uncertainty. After arriving at a certain figure as the result off an
economic or financial evaluation, one must also indicate how the figures obtained would
change if the assumptions were varied within a reasonable range, for instance if interest
rates rose at a faster rate than expected, or if the costs of operation and maintenance
and other recurrent costs increased more than anticipated.
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UNIT WATERCOST FOR A MALL SCALE PUMPING SYSTEM
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5.2. Procedure for a simplified cost comparison of small-scale
water pumping techniquesin a specific situation
As indicated in the preceding section, a complete economic and financial analysis
including costs and benefits, is outside the scope of this handbook, especially as many
parameters involved are very specific to local situations. However, for a first appraisal,
we can compare the bare costs of water. The procedure presented here allows the reader
to compare these costs for the principal small-scale water4ifting systems:
-

Wind pumps
Solar pumps
Engine-driven pumps (diesel or kerosene)
Animal-powered pumps
Hand pumps

The technical performance and sizing aspects for these systems were treated in
Chapter 4. As already mentioned in that chapter, electric pumps are not considered,
since the evaluation of small electric pumps in comparison to alternative technologies is
normally rather simple and obvious: If a grid connection exists, electric pumping assuming electricity supply is sufficiently guaranteed - is in general the most economic
solution. If long electric lines are required and/or if a special transformer has to be
installed, electric pumping is normally excessively expensive.
In order to calculate the cost of water delivered to the user, the complete system should
be considered, including the water source (well), power source, pump, piping, storage
tank, distribution network, and -in caseof irrigation -field application.
When comparing different pumps, one may leave out some of the components. For
example, if a certain amount of water is to be pumped from a well, using either a wind
pump or an engine-driven pump, one may leave out the cost of the well, which is the
same in both cases.One will then find the costs of pumping water (which may be used
for a comparison), and not the total cost of the water. The same can be true for other
cost components, e.g. field application. But one must first make sure that calculations
used for comparisons are truly comparable.
The cost comparison procedure as presented in this section is based on the following
main assumptions:
- Benefits are equal for different pumping technologies.
- The rate of interest is constant.
- The rate of inflation is constant and equal for all cost components.
The procedure for cost comparison correspondsto the economic/financial boxes in Figure
3.1, Chapter 3.
- Calculate the average annual capital cost AACC).
- Calculate the annual recurrent costs (AR d ).
- Calculate the unit water costs.
Once these costs have been calculated one can then determine aenaitivity of the outcome
to variation in the input data, such as change in interest rate, wind speed, and so on.
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UWIT WATER COST FOR A SHALL-SCALE
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The different steps will be described briefly. Tables 5.1.a to c show identical format
sheets to note the results, completed for the example used in Chapter 3 (Flamengos,
Cape Verde) for: a) wind pumps, b) solar pumps. c) enginedriven pumps. Other
examples are given in Appendix D.

Cahlating averageannual capital cost (AACC)
The first component of pumping costs is the capital cost, or cost of investment. This cost
is incurred once in the lifetime of a pumping installation. In order to make it comparable
to recurrent costs, which occur every year, the cost of investment must be converted into
an annual capital cost, using the following formula:
AACC = ANN x I
with: AACC
ANN
I

annual average capit al cost
annuity factor
investment

The AACC, annual average capital cost, is a fixed annual amount, covering exactly
repayment of capital and interest throughout the lifetime of the investment. The annuity
factor ANN dependson both lifetime and interest rate in the following way:
ANN = 1 - ;1+p
with: r interest rate
n lifetime (years).
For the convenience of the reader, Appendix C contains a table of the annuity factor for
various values of interest ratz and lifetime.
In order to find the average annual capital costs, the following three factors need to be
considered: Investment cost, lifetime, and interest rate.

Investment

cost

The cost of investment for different pumping systems depends primarily on their size as
specified in Chapters 3 and 4, i.e. rotor area for wind pumps, peak power for solar
pumps, rated power for engine pumps, etc. Section 5.3 presents some typical values of
the specific cost, i.e. cost per unit size.
Care must be taken to include the costs of all components of the system. The following
must be included:
-

Water source well
Power source t win J machine, solar panels, engine, etc.)
Pump
Piping
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- Stora e tank
- Disiri B ution network
- Field application system (in caseof irrigation)
If amounts of useful water pumped are equal for different systems, one may compare the
cost of pumping only, leaving common costs (water source, piping, etc.) out of
consideration .
Other cost aspectsinclude:
-

Purcha..e (or manufacture)
Packing, transport
Site preparation, installation
Overhead cost (management, secretarial costs)

For the example system the cost of the water source is not included, since an abandoned
well was used, for which it was difficult to assessa value.
The cost of investment given for the windmill is the total cost including purchase and
installation, in 1983 (reference 23): US $ 4943.
The cost of investment for the storage tank and the piping is an estimate based on
experience constructing similar tanks. Since they are made of heavy masonry they are
relatively expensive: total US $ 3618.
For the solar pump to be applied in the example case (600 W peak power) the cost was
assumedto be US 8 15/pW, for a total of US $9000.
The cost of the diesel pump (2.5 kW engine), with deepwell turbine pump, suitable for
the example, is approximately US 8 2500. A storage tank is included with the diesel
pump since the use of a storage tank is common practice in water supply schemes.

Lifktime
Realistic lifetimes must be used. Even if the (technical) lifetime of an installation is ver
long (e.g. 30 years for a concrete foundation), one must use a shorter (economics
lifetime, representing the period during which the installation will be effectively used
e. . 15 years for a foundation). In 30 years’ time circumstances may have changed and
Lf!
* erent solutions for water su ply may have been found (such as a central pumping
station with a piped distribution s .
Different components of an installation may have different lifetimes. In that case the
average annual capital cost must be determined for each component separately, and the
annual costs added together.
The format sheet in Table 5.1, Chapter 5 has space to deal with two different lifetimes.
If necessary, one may continue the format sheet using longer or shorter lifetimes than
those given. Some general indications of typical lifetimes are given in Section 5.3.
In the example, a lifetime of 10 years was selected for the wind pump, which is a
conservative estimate.
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Mntiy stora e tanks of the type used in the example are over 25 years old. However, an
economic Ii Pe of 15 years was estimated for the tank.
An economic life of 15 years was assumedfor the solar pump, and 7 years for the diesel
pump, corresponding to 10,000 hours of operation at 4 hours a day.

Interest rate
The real interest rate, interest corrected for inflation, must be applied. In a first
approximation (if both rates are small) this is equal to the difference of both rates. Care
must be taken to app!y a realistic rate of interest. Even if the official bank rate is low,
capital may be so scarcethat it is in fact only available at a much hi her rate. A typical
value, often used in general assessments,is 10%. The value of 105o was used in the
example.

Cahlating arznualret-went costs(ARC)
Recurrent costs are considered to consist of two parts: maintenance and repair costs, and
costs of operation.

Maintenanck and repair costs
Dependin on the character of the maintenance and repair activities to be carried out,
one may %l‘stinguish three types of maintenance and repair costs:
o A constant annual amount, more or less independent of the size of the
installation, reflecting for example a regular inspection visit to each installation
(monthly, yearly). This type of cost is a component of the maintenance and repair
cost of most types of pumping systems.
o An annual amount proportional to the ititial investment. This is the most
important component of maintenance and repair costs of wind pumps and solar
pumps. The time to be spent on maintenance and repair and the cost of spare
parts is related to the size of the installation, w-hich in its turn is related to the
investment.
o An amount proportional to the time of operation, which is typical for
engine-driven pumps. For example, these pumps need maintenance after 1,000
run=Jng hours and overhaul after 8,000 hours. In contrast, for both wind and solar
pumps the time of operation has little influence on the costs of maintenance and
repair.
Section 5.3 gives some typical values of maintenance and repair costs of different types
of pumping systems.
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In the example, T,ble 5.1, the cost of maintenance and repair of the wind pump is
indicated to be US 8 200, which is 3% of the investment plus a fixed sum of US 8 50 per
year. In practice even lower costs were observed of around US $ 160 per ear (reference
23 . The cost of maintenance and repair of the storage tank is very low; ii ere a value of
1do of the investment was taken. For the solar pump the costs of maintenance and repair
were taken from Table 5.5, resultin in an annual cost of US 8 162. For the diesel pump
these costs were assumedto be US if 300 per 1000 running hours, or US $438 per year.

operatingcosts
For the different water pumping systems different types of operating costs are to be
taken into account:
Wind and solar pumps: The cost of operation is mainly related to salaries for
attendance, operation of the pump, and water distribution.
Fuel pumps: Here the fuel cost is the main cost of operation. Also salary costs are to
be taken into account for attendance, starting and stopping the motor, and water
distribution.
Animal traction pumps: The cost of feeding the animal(s) is the main cost of
operation.
Hand pumps Especially for irrigation the cost of labor is to be taken into account in
some way or another, as the same labor could be used for more profitable purposes
such as hoeing or applying fertilizer.
In the example, the cost of one year’s salary of a watchman/operator was taken as the
annual cost of operation for all types of pumps.
For the diesel pump, the cost of fuel has to be added. The fuel consumption of the
engine-driven pump set defined in Section 4.4.3, Cha ter 4 is approximately 0.5 l/hr
(field value), corresponding to an efficiency of 13sO. AssumingI a cost of fuel of
US $ 0.50/l the total cost is estimated at US $ 365.

Cahdating unit water costs
The unit water cost may be found by dividing the total average annual cost by the total
annual water requirement. The total average annual cost is simply the sum of the
averageannual capital cost and the annual recurrent costs (steps 6 and 7):
AAC = AACC + ARC
with: AAC
avera.geannual cost
AACC
average annual capital cost
ARC
annual recurrent cost.
For the example caseone finds the following results:
Wind pump US $0.36/mr
Solar pump US $0.42/ma
Diesel pump US $0.42/m3
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In a thorough analysis one should not end here, but investigate the influence of all
uncertain assumptions on the results, i.e. carry out a sensitivity analysis.
As an example the influence of the interest rate will be investigated.
By taking an interest rate of 15% instead of lo%, the results become as follows:
Wind pump US $0.43/ms
Solar pump US $0.51/ma
Diesel pump US $0.46/mz

an increase of
an increase of
an increase of

One clearly seesthat a change of interest rate changesthe comparative costs. Wind and
solar pumps are more sensitive to the interest rate than the diesel pump.
Wind pumps are found to be more cost effective than engine pumps due to several
special conditions in the case of this example for Cape Verde: The example concerns a
tubewell of low capacity; in this case a relatively expensive turbine pump with diesel
engine is needed, which is not available in a small size. The larger-size, more costly
pump would be under-utilized. Moreover practice in Cape Verde shows that the same
type of expensive storage tanks are used for both engine pumps and wind pumps. Wind
pumps are typically used for deep tubewells of low capacity.

Low lifi irrigation
in Sri Lanka with
a S m wind pump (background) &signed

and manufactured bg the Wind Energy
Unit of the Water Resources Beard with
aaaistance of CWD, Hulland.
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5.3. Generaldata on costs
This section presents information on typical costs, which may be applied to the
procedure outlined in Chapter 4. It is based as much as possible on real costs, for which
referencesare indicated. The information is presented as specific costs, i.e. costs per unit
size of installation (e.g. per unit rotor area for windmills, per unit rated power for engine
pumps).

5.3.1. Data on wind pump costs
The main characteristic of a wind pum , as stated before, is its rotor area. The output
performance and the costs of the pump Pboth capital and recurrent) depend primarily on
the size of the roi;or.

Investment costs

An extensive inventorization of wind pump prices was made in 1983 by IT Power for the
World Bank and UNDP (reference 2). A wide variety of prices was fou-ild. This
information is presented in a somewhat simplified form in Figure 5.1. It covers most of
the data given in reference2, leaving out extremes.

t
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One seesthat most wind pumps cost from US $ 150 to US $ 300 per m2 of rotor area. At
the lower end of the scale the cost per m2 is somewhat higher. This category includes
machines manufactured in both industrialized and developing countries. Most, but not
all, machines of recent design produced in developing countries have a somewhat lower
cost: US $100 to US $150 per m? Some, but not all, classical machines manufactured in
the United States are considerably more expensive: US S 500 to US S 600 per 1112,or up
to US 8 800 per m2 for very small sizes.
At the bottom end of the scale one finds “villa e level” wind pumps. These are machines
manufactured from materials available in rur lf areas, such as wood and sail cloth. The
low investment costs, US S 10 to US 8 100 per ma, are somewhat misleading as this kind
of machine requires ma’ r repairs every week and a complete overhaul every seasonor
so. The applicability oP this type of machine depends mainly on the willingness of
villagers to be dependent on a technology that constantly requires repairs. It can only be
expected to be successfulin exceptional cases.
Due to large differences in labor and material costs in different countries for the
production of similar types of wind pumps, Figure 5.1 shows a broad variation of prices.
Another indicator that distin uishes different typs of wind pumps more clearly is their
weight. Usin the same set oB data from which Figure 5.1 was derived (reference 2), the
specific weigPts were calculated (i.e. the total weight per unit rotor area). These are
presented in Figure 5.2 (taken from reference 27). Using weight as a criterion, a clear
distinction is visible between classical and innovative wind pumps.
The final, total costs of the machines will depend on the costs of material (mostly steel),
and the costs of processing it. Of course, these costs are specific to a country or even a
region. In countries which have to import steel products the costs of material will be
relatively high, and often include import taxes. Cost of processing will be high both in
countries with high salaries and in countries with a weak infrastructure (which makes
industrial enterprise less efficient). Typical values of the cost per unit weight of complete
windmills were derived from reference2 and are indicated in Table 5.2.

mwe f ks/m2 i
t

Figure 5.2.
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The information on investment costs presented so far relates to prices a factory. Other
costs are important too, such as transport and installation. Table 5.3 presents a
tentative breakdown of wind pump cost components. The three main components of a
wind pump itself are distinguished. The table refers to classical wind pumps.

Outlook for the future
An important question concerns the scopefor future cost reduction. During the last ten
years several innovative wind pump designs have been developed, and some are now
entering a phase for dissemination on a larger scale. These machines are much lighter
than the classical wind pumps (Figure 5.2) and have a much better performance
(Table 2.2). An important issue, of course, is the cost of production per unit weight of
the machines (Table 5.2). A potential exists for bringing down these costs by setting up
WIND PUIKP COSTS PER UNIT WEIGHT
USA, Europe
I

most manufacturers
some
one manufacturer
other
some (e.g. Sri Lanka)
other (e.g. Cape Verde)

Austraha, N. ZeaIand
Developing countries

Tabk 5.2. Wmd

(US g/kg)
54
2-3
1.30-1.50
2.50-4.00
2-3
7-10

p~~p c&m per unit weight,beetson information

-

given in reference 2.

WIND PUMP COST COMPONENTS

Machine (i.e. head, rotor, vane, transmission)
Tower
Pump, pipes
Total price ex factory
Packing, transport:

T&k

5.3.

Medium
(D=4m)

Large
(D>6m)

40%
50%
10%

60%
30%
10%

75%
20%
05%

ia%
LcKal
Overseas

Tim

100%

0 to 5%
25 to 50%
P.M. (0 to over 100%)
5 to 25%

Import duties
InataIIation
Total investment cost
- Local manufacture
- Import

SIil8Il
(D=2m)

110 to 136% of price ex factory
130 to 175% of price ex factory plus Import duties

Appmxim&vc
cost componenta of &w&al
Thepriceahctoryhallbccn~nru10046.

wind pumpe in pcrccnm
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series production in developing countries. Altogether the pumpin cost attributed to the
wind pump itself may decrease by a factor of 2 to 4. This wouPd make wind pumping
more advantageous as compared to other means of pumping water.

Lifetime
The lifetime of a wind pump depends not only on the technology but also on the quality
of maintenance and repairs. Casesare known of wind pumps over 40 years old which are
still fully operational. Of course, 40 years is not a realistic (economic lifetime.
Reasonable lifetimes are 15 yews for classical windmills and 10 years 1or recent,
light-weight wind pumps.

Maintmce

and repair costs

Hardly any systematic information is available on costs of maintenance and repair of
wind pumps. These costs depend strongly on the specific situation: How is maintenance
organized, it: it done by the owner, or by a cent& a ency? Do large distances have to be
covered by maintenance personnel.3 It also depenfi s on the physical environment. In
unfavorable climates with z lot of sand or salt in the air, regular cleaning and annual
painting may be absolutely necessary,even for galvanized steel.
Again these costs depend on the size of the wind pump. The cost of spare parts depends
on the size, as does the time needed for repair. However, for very small sizes the cMs
will be relatively higher, since part of the cost does not depend on size, especially the
cost of travel to and from the installation. A reasonable, general assumption for
maintenance and repair costs would seem to be 3% to 5% of the investment per year,
plus a fixed sum of US %50.

cost

of opfxatioa

The cost of operation of a wind pump is mainly the co;*. 3f attendance. Again, the
amount of the cost depends strongly on the specific situation. In the case of a windmill
used for irrigation on a small farm, the cost of operation of the windmill is practically
zero, since it is part of the regular work on the farm. In the case of a wind pump
incorporated in a rural water supply schemethat is managed by a central authority, the
salary of an attendant must be paid. Often, this same attendant will be responsible for
distribution and sale of the water, meaning that part of the overall cost may be
attributed to distribution instead of pumping.
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An essential part of a wind pump system is a storage tank. Table 5.4 presents some
guidelines on costs of storage tanks.

STORAGE TA
Investment cost
($ per m3 of storage)
Simple technology:
Earth bud, low head
High technology:
Steel, concrete overhead storage

%50 - % 100

30

1%

IW~IIU&V~ coat a2-gxcksof storage tar&n.

A atotagc t5nk ad considerably to the costs of a pumping system. The twk on the left
in the o&e+ wall. The tank on the right has been reinforced woth steel straps.
CfUC

Cat

.-_

component

Wiid
Petrol,

Keroaenc

solar

nand

Anilrud

-

Tokl
batmeat
(incl. instatlation)

USS 600 per kW
rated engine power
Smallest practice
sire: 2.5 kW

USS 400 per kW
rated engine power
Sizes: 0.5 - 10 kW

Cost/m2 of swept
rotor area:
Classical: USS 400/m2
Innovative: US% 200/m2
Diameter sires: 1 to 8 m
Larger niece: electrical
systems: US% 200/m2

Cost/peak power output
(i.e. output in full
sunshine H = 1000 W/m2)
Present: US% 12-18/Wp
Future: USS 8-13/Wp
Long term: USS 5-lO/Wp

US% 200 - 300
per pump

USS 250
per animal

LiZdime

10,000 opr.hrs

5,000 oper.hrs

10 to 15 years

15 years

5 years

5 years

US% 50

uss 10

US% 200 - 400

uss 50
US% 12

uss 10

uss 200 - 400

Maintenance

+

repair

- Fixed annual cost
-Cost/1000 oper.hrs
- Annual cost
as % of investment
-Add for total cost !
Operating curt
- Fuel
- Operator/watchman

1%

USS 0.35 - 0.70/ltr
USS 1 - lo/day

US% 0.35 - 0.70/ltr
US% 1 - lo/day

chltput pelformancc

Overall cffrciency
Overall efficiency
qtot = 10%
not = 5%
Fuel energy contents: 10 kWh’/liter
Derating (= power demanded by pump
over rated engine power): r = 0.50
Efficiency of pump and tines qp,l
low: 36%
low: 30%
medium: 40%
medium: 40%
high: 50%
high: 50%

Ur and applicatiw

6 - 12 opcr.hrs/day

- Rural water supply
-1rrination

365 daye/year
100 days/year

Tabk

1

5.5.

2 - 6 oper.hre/day

1fii

ddi:Ez

General (apprdmative)
coat aspect of smabacak
field experience (for storage tanks see Table 5.5).

corresponding

overall

efficiencies;

apI;roximately

USS l-l O/day

US% l-lo/day

USS l-10 per
person per day

US% 2.25 per
animal / day

0 = P/Av3
p: avg. hydr. power (Wj
A:rotor area (m2)
A = 7r/4 D2
v:average wind speed
in design month
0: low: 0.05
medium: 0.10
high: 0.15
electrical systems 0.06

Average daily energy
sub-system efficiency
(total daily hydraulic
energy output, over
total energy delivered
by the solar panels)1
low: 25%
medium 35%
high: 45%
see Table 4.1)

Typical hydr.
power output:
Phydrdo
\v

Typical
hydraulic
output per
animal:
Phy&-=%oo w

l-12 hrs/day

4-l 2 hrs/day

365 days/year
100 days/year

365 days/year
100 days/year

Hydraulic
power demand in critical
month
Annual average hydraulic
power demand
1
3

pumping systems. The data indicated

2.5 to 69 o ( see also Section

4.4.2, Chapter

4).

are baaed on a variety of reference, and pnual

I
B
I
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5.3.2.

Cm

of other pumping systems

Table 5.5 presents typical information on various cost aspects of small-scale pumping
systems. It also gives information on output performance, which influences the unit cost
of water. The unit cost of water also varies accordin to the type of application it wilI be
used for (irrigation or rural water supply) owing to t%e different demand patterns.
An underlying assumption when drafting the table was that sufficient attention will be
paid to operation, maintenance and repair. In many practical situations one encounters
very short lifetimes and reduced output of engine-driven pumps due to lack of proper
maintenance of the equipment. It would not be fair to assumea long life and high output
for wind and solar pumps, as they may also suffer from inadequate maintenance and
repair.
A sound comparison of technologies must be based on the assumption that all
technologies under consideration are well used and are exploited to a reasonable degree
of their potential.
Table 5.5 comprises the categories of information needed to perform the cost comparison
procedure as described in Section 5.2. It may also be used in combination with the
explicit equations of Appendix C for calculating the specific costs directly (i.e. cost per
unit of useful hydraulic energy produced), as will be discussedin more detul in Section
5.4.
Operatin costs for hand pumps depend on the cost attributed to local labor. This cost is
rather di P cult to assess,since it is often not reflected in any kind of payment. A similar
problem occurs with animal+lriven pumps. The data indicated in the table are based on
a variety of sources, and general field experience. The data for engine-driven pumps are
basedon references 1, 2, 13, 18, 22 and 25a.
Cost aspects of wind pumps have been treated in more detail in Section 5.3.1. The
information on solar, hand and animal-driven pumps is based mostly on the solar
handbook (reference 1).
Reliable data on costs of operation and maintenance are extremely limited for all
methods of pumping, including enginf+driven pumps. The data presented in Table 5.5 is
useful for the purpose of making comparisons between different pumping systems, but in
spedfic situations information on actual costs must be collected.
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5.4. General comparison of unit water costs for different
small-scalewater pumping techniques
An idea of the current and future water costs of wind pumps, when compared to fuel and
solar pumps, can be obtained from Figures 5.3.a and 5.3.b. The figures have been
prepared, usin the equations presented in Appendix C, which are basically tt? same as
those used in tfl e cost comparison procedure presented in Section 5.2.
In the figures the unit water cost related to the pumping system (i.e. excluding water
source, storage, and distribution) is indicated as cost per unit of hydraulic ener , and is
shown as a function of the annual average pumping requirement per day. On %tth axes
different units are indicated. Energy may be expressedeither as kWh hydraulic, or as m4
(i.e. volume 0;‘ water in m3 tima ?.eadin m, see Section 1.2, Chapter 1).
The graphs are basedon the data given in Table 5.5. However, inclusion of the complete
ranges of all parameters indicated in the table would tend to fill the graph completely
with very wide bands of cost curves, and the distinction between the technologies would
be lost. Therefore some assumptions were made for the different technologies. In a
situation where these assumptions are not valid, a new set of graphs may be drawn,
using the equations in Appendix C and the blank graph paper in Appendix E. The
,jsumptions made here are the following:

Engim-driven pumps
Investment:

Lifetime:

gaintenance and renair:
OueratinP cost:
Cutnut uerformance:

For very small water requirements it was assumed that the
smallest available size of engine is used. If, for large water
requirements, a larger pump set is needed than the largest
available gasoline pump, it was assumed that more pumps
will be used. This is realistic for suction pumps. However, if
the pump is to be installed on a tubewell, this would imply
additional tubewells, which is not realistic.
According to Table 5.5 and number of hours of operation,
seebelow (use and application).
Both values of Table 5.5 are included in the range indicated
in the figure.
Fuel US %0.35 - 0.70 per liter; the band in the figure covers
both values. Operator: zero this cost is difficult to assess
and in any casesimilar for difi erent technologies).
&ording to I’able 5.5 with efficiency of pump and lines of
0.

Use and auulication:

Diesel: 2000 hours per year. For 365 days of operation this
means 5.5 hours per day.
Kerosene/gasoline: 1000 hours per year. For 365 days of
operation this means 2.75 hours of operation per day.
For very small water requirements, where the smallest
available size is used, the number of hours of operation is
reduced according to ihe requirement.
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Wind pumps
Investment:

transport,
including
Classical: US $400/m2
(total,
installation).
US %200/m?
Future:
For very small water requirements it was assumedthat very
small wind pumps are available, down to 1 m diameter. For
large water requirements, requiring a wind machine larger
than 8 m &meter, it was assumed that electrical systems
are used, at the same specific investment cost.

Lifetime:

15 years.

Maintenance:

Present: 5%,
Future:
3%)
Fixed annual cost: US $ 50

Onerating cost:

Zero (this cost is difficult to assessand similar for different
technologies).

OUtDUt DtXfO~ilUCe:

Quality factor ,B= P/AV?
classical: p = 0.08,
p = 0.15 (see Table 2.2, Chapter 2).
future:

Use and annlication:

Ratio of hydraulic power demand in design month to annual
average hydraulic power demand: 1.

Note that the wind speedindicated in the figure is the wind speedin the design month.

solar pumpe
Investment:

Present: US Ib 18/W,,
us $9/W,,
Future:
Long term: US %6/W,

Lifetime:

15 years

Maintenance and reuair:

SeeTable 5.5

Oueratinn cost:

Zero (this cost is difficult to assessand anyhow similar for
different technologies).

Outnut performance:

Average daily energy subsystem efficiency: qs = 40%.

Use and aunlication:

Ratio of hydraulic power demand in design month and
annual averagehydraulic power demand: 1.

The irradiation
14 MJ/ms/day.

in the design month was assumed to be 4 kWh/mo/day,

or

$cts/m’
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Concludingremarks
This chapter has presented a methodology for cost comparison of small-scale water
lifting devices. Typical costs were indicated for engine pumps, wind pumps, and solar
pumps. Finally, a generalized cost comparison was presented (on the basis of more or
less avera e or typical assumptions) in Figures 5.3.a and 5.3.b. These fi es illustrate
much of w7.lat was indicated in a qualitative way in Chapter 1 of this hand!a?
ook.
Engine-driven pumps. A range of costs is indicated, corresponding to uncertainties in
cost of fuel, and of maintenance and repair. Since en “ne pumps are a well-established
technology, which does not change very rapidly, i Bentical ranges are indicated for
past/present/future.
The cost of pumping water decreaseswith increasing demand as can be expected owing
to economy of scale.
The curves show bulges, which are due to the way in which the assumptions were made
(see previous pages . For practical purposes the bulges may be disregarded and a
smoother decreaseoi costs may be assumed.
The bulges in the graphs are somewhat r;cademic. They are related to the minimum
engine size practically available. It was assumed that the smallest gasoline or
keroseneen ‘ne has au output power rating of 0.5 kW, and the smallest diesel en ine
a rating oY 2.5 kW. At pumping requirements below 500 and 2000 m4Pday
respective1 , the smallest available engine size is used and operated durin a reduced
number oP hours. As a consequencethe unit capital costs increase %ecause an
oversized pump is used, but decreasedue to a prolonged life (lower annuity factor).
The combination of these two factors causes the bulges in the graphs (see equation
C.10 in Appendix C).
The diesel engine pump is the most cost effective of engine-driven pumps, except for
small pumping requirements, roughly below 500 md/day, where kerosene and gasoline
pumps become competitive.
Wind pumps. For the two sets of curves “past/present” and “present/future” different
values were assumedfor output performance and investment costs. “Past/present”’ refers
to classical wind pumps. Although “present/future” refers to a few modern designs now
in development, it basically points to future developments. Most modern wind pumps
will for the time being lie in between the two sets of curves.
The graphs clsrly show the strong dependenceon wind speed.
The economy of scale is less strong for wind pumps than for enginedriven pumps. Going
from right to left, wind pumping becomes increasingly economic in relation to engine
pumping some of the wind pump lines lying within the engine range on the right side
passbelow the engine range at the left side.
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The figures illustrate the tendencies indicated in Section 1.6, Chapter 1:
o Wind energy is the best option if the wind speeds in the critical month exceed
5 m/s.
o Below 2 m/s in the critical month, wind energy for water pumping is generally
not economically feasible.
o Wind pumps are especially attractive at low hydraulic power requirements.

Solar pumps. Three different curves are indicated corresponding to different costs of
solar PV panels: present, future and future long-term.
The economy of scale is again less pronounced than for wind pumps, and at very small
pumping requirements it becomes worthwhile to consider solar pumps as an alternative
to wind pumps, say below 500 md/day, as indicated in Table 1.2 in Chapter 1.

validity of graphs
It should again be stressed that the assumptions on which these graphs were based are
not necessarily valid in a specific region or country. The reader is therefore advised to
check all assumptions for his specific situation and with the instruments given in this
publication to make his own calculations.
The examples used in the main text and in Appendix D illustrate this point. The
examples are much more favorable for wind pumps than the general graphs (Fi ure 5 3
would suggest. In general, when other data are not available, the raphs shoulcf be use
4
for a conservative approach. (Of course it is also possible to identi ps.examples which are
far less favorable for wind pumps).

instaliation

of wind pump on Cape Verde.

This bogged-doum ianlt truck in the state of Maranhao, Brazil, illustrates
wind pumps: indepence of fuel supply.

a favorable logintic

aspect
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Chapter 6
LOGISTICS AND SUPPORTING ACTMTIES

This chapter will be most useful to managers of largeacale wind pumping projects, as it
describes the complete range of activities needed for implementing such projects.
Readers who intend to purchase only one or two pumps, or who are interested in local
manufacture and distribution of wind pumps will find that much of the material covered
does not apply to their situation. However, it is useful to read the chapter to obtain an
overview of what is involved in managing a wind pump installation. The section on
operation and maintenance is of general interest, and should not be skipped.
Section 6.1 describes the steps to follow in specification and procurement of a wind
pump. The option of local manufacture is also touched on briefly. Section 6.2 discusses
installation, operation and maintenance. Section 6.3, of special interest to rural
extension services, donor agencies, and managers of large-scale projects, discusses
monitoring and evaluation. Section 6.4 details manpower and training requirements for
installation of large numbers of wind pumps.

6.1. Procurement
This section describes a series of steps to be followed for the procurement of wind
pumps. It will depend on the situation whether it is really necessary to follow all steps of
the procedure. For small orders one may combine some of the steps, or just use the
description presented here as a checklist of aspects to be taken into consideration.
The procurement procedure described below was developed by the World Bank/UNDP
Global Solar Pumping Project, implemented by IT Power and Halcrow and partners,
and published in the solar pumping handbook (reference 1). With some minor
modifications it has proved to be very suitable for wind pumps.
Five stagesfor the specification and procurement of a wind pump are recommended:
o Amw wind pumping viability and estimate coste.
Before contacting suppliers, an initial appraisal of wind pumpin should be made
in accordance with the guidelines given in Chapters 1 and 3, including a
preliminary choice of rotor diameter.
o Prepare tea&r documents.
A suggestedformat for tender documents is given in Appendix F.
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o Issue a call for tenders.
Letters may be sent to suppliers with a brief description of the required system.
Interested suppliers will then reply with a request for the tender documents.
0 Preliminary walmtion.
Each tender should be checked to ensure that:
a. the system being offered is complete, and includes spare parts and installation
and operating instructions;
b. the system being offered can be delivered within the msximum period
specified; and
c. that an apropriate warranty can be provided.
o Detailed assessment.
A detailed assessmentof each tender should be made under the following four
headings with approximately equal importance ascribed to each heading:
a. Compliance with specification
The output of the system should be assessed taking into account any
deviations from the specification proposed by the tenderer.
b. System design
The suitability of the equipment for the intended use should be asse88edtaking
into account operation and maintenance requirements, general complexity,
safety feature8 etc.
The equipment life should be assessedwith regard to safety system, bearings,
and other parts liable to wear and tear.
The content of the information supplied to support the tender should be
asSeSsed,in particular the provision of general assembly drawing8 and
performance information.
c. Capital cost
Capital costs should be compared, allowing for any deviations from the
specification proposed by the tenderer. This can be done by comparing the
capital cost per unit of hydraulic energy delivered by the system. Aiso the cost
per unit of rotor area is a useful quantity. However, additional calculations are
needed to determine the useful output and the cost of pumping, as described in
Chapter 5.
d. Overall credibility of tender
The experience and resources of the tenderer relevant to wind pumping
technology in developing countries should be assessed together with the
tenderer’s ability to provide a repair and spare parts service should problems
be experienced with the wind pump. A reasonable warranty, at least relating
to spare parts, should be provided.
A more elaborate procedure for organizing a call for tenders has been established by the
FIDIC, International Federation of Consulting Engineers (reference 16a). AS it was
developed for large civil engineering projects, it is not very suitable for the procurement
of wind pumps. However, it may be a useful guideline when subcontracting projects
requiring large number8 of wind pumps.
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6.1.1. Lad mamhcture -an interesting alternative
Local production of wind pumps may be an interesting option for many
countries/regions. Before starting any lsuch activity, however, one must consider
carefully its feasibility. It is especially important to estimate a8 accurately as possible
the size of the potential market for wind pumps. It does not make sense to start a
production facility to manufacture just a few dozen pumps.
The difficulty in setting up any schemefor iocal production must not be underestimated.
A reliable design must be used of a size and type appropriate for local conditions, one
that can be manufactured locally, and for which local materials are available and
obtainable at a reasonable price. A production and sales organization must be set up,
training will be neededat all levels, and quality control is essential.
It is outside the scopeof this handbook to treat in detail all aspects of local manufacture
of wind pumps. Anyone interested in local production may wish to consult one or two
casestudies listed under References(references18 through 25a).

over head storage tank
above tower top

over head storage tank
below tower top

7

suction line

Figure 6.1. Typical wind

pumpsystemlayoub.
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6.2. Installation, operation a;ndmaintenance
An important reference for this section has been an IL0 study on manpower profiles in
the wind energy subsector (reference 16). Part of the text of this section consists of
direct quotations from that study.
A distinction needs to be made between different types of installations: suction or deep
well pumps, installation over a hand dug well or a narrow tubewell, delivery of water at
ground level, or pressure delivery. See Figure 6.1 for sketches of some typical system
layouts.

6.2.1. Installation
Site survey
Althou h a site evaluation may already have been performed (see Chapter 3), the site
should %e surveyed by the installation company or whatever organization responsible for
installation. The following aspects should be considered in such a survey:
1

Layout of the installation, and future o eration of the installation
Soil (admissible load by the foundation P
Brickwork of hand dug well (admissible load)
Water. intake (in ca8eof surface water pumpmg)
ruf;rtc8 (accessroads)

- Time schedule

Civil engineering work
Before the actual installation can be carried out, the civil works should be ready. They
consist of the foundations (of concrete) and the storage tank (plastered brickwork,
concrete or ferro-cement).
The site and size of the storage have been indicated in the site evaluation. The
specifications of the foundations usually will be the same for the same type of machine
and will be described in the installation manual, but differences may occur accordin to
the type of soil and size of well. These modifications should also have been indicate 8 in
the site survey.
Special attention must be paid to the alignment. The foundation should be made in a
way that the tower will be exactly vertical and - in case of a tubewell - centered
around the tubewell.

-

6.2-a Assembly on the ground and
tilting (reference 16)
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6.2.b Assembly from ground
leve! upwards

6.2. Typical methoda for erection of wind pump.
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Erection
The installation of a windmill is a rather specialized job. The procedure might differ per
type of windmill, and sometimes it. can be necessary to adapt the erection procedure to
specific conditions.
Two main types of installation procedure8are encountered, illustrated in Figure 6.2.
- Assembly of the windmill while the tower is lying on the ground, and tilting the
complete windmill to a vertical position.
- Assembly of the tower in its final position, working from ground ievel upwards,
hoisting of the head, blades, vane and other parts by means of a gin pole.
Attentiou must be p&id to corrosion protection. In a corrosive environment (salt and/or
sand) all metal parts m$st be treated with one or two layers of anti-corrosive paint (e.g.
red lead), and a layer of r*overing paint. After installation all damage to the paint should
be restored. Even galvaniecd steel may need painting in a corrosive environment. It is
good practice to greaseall nut? and bolts.
During installation special attention must be paid to safety. Helmets should be used for
protection against falling objects such a8 bolts and tools. Safety belts should be used by
persons working in the tower. When hoisting heavy parts, or when tilting the machine,
nobody should be allowed directly under it.

Jnstallation of the pump
Installation of a suction pump is rather simple. It is mounted directly on a central part
of the concrete foundation. If no special syphon pump is used, it may be useful to apply
a bend in the suction line going up and down as high a8 the pump in order to reduce the
need for priming the pump (see Figure 2.6, Chapter 2).
Installation of a deepwell pump involves a considerable amount of work, depending, of
course, on the depth. The tower of the wind pump itself is normally used as a hoisting
rig. Pipes and pump rods (normally 6 m) are assembled and lowered together. On the
pipe couplin s some sealing material is applied (e.g. hemp). On the pump rod couplings,
greasemust %e applied. Both pipe8 and pump rods must be tightened very well.
Conuectin the pump rod to the windmill~s transmission should be done very accurately
in a way t %at the piston cannot hit the bottom or the top of the cylinder.
Depending on the layout of the installation, one must apply a pump rod sealing, air
chambers, check valves.
A windmill must always have a free outflow. One may never put a valve directly in the
delivery line, and care should be taken that no valve is applied anywhere in the
distribution system which could completely shut off the windmill% outflow. Neglecting
this precaution may result in serious damage to the pump and the windmill’s
transmission.
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6.2.2. Operation and maintenance
Operation
Methods of operating a windmill can differ widely for different types of windmill8 and for
different applications. If a wind pump is owned by a centralized water supply authority,
one person will normally be employed to be responsible for the wind pump and the
distribution of water. On the other hand, when an individual farmer ha8 a wind pump
for irrigation, its operation is integrated in the work on the farm.
The tasks involved in operating a windmill are the following:
-

Guard the wind pump against any damage by people or animals.
Direct the windmill into the wind when water is needed.
Furl the windmill when the storage tank is full.
Man the taphouse at the hours of water distribution, or open the storage tank
outlet when irrigation water is needed.
- Take readings of the water meter, for example twice a day, at fixed hours, if
applicable.
- Certify any misfunction, and call assistancefor repair.

Simple maintenance
The operator (owner of the windmill may perform several simple maintenance tasks. Of
course, the tasks t he operator will or will not fulfil depend on tech&al skills,
availability of tools, and availability of outside assistance. The maintenance required
dependson the type of wind pump and the circumstances in which it operates.
Simple mhintenance generally include8 the following:
- Greasing or oiling moving parts, for example once a month.
- Tightening the pump rod sealing. In case of large delivery heads, stufflng boxes
require frequent tightening every week or every month. Counter piston8 are less
sensitive to m~aintenance.
- Clan
. In some casesfrequent cleaning of the wind pump% structure may be
quite eff ective in corrosion protection.

Advanced maintenance and repairs
Assistance of qualified mechanics is needed for more advanced maintenance, and for
repairs. The organization of the maintenance may be realized by maintenance team8
visiting wind pumps monthly on a routine basis.
Generally the following tasks can be distinguished:
- Changing the gear box oil, typically once a year.
- Inspection of bolts, and tightening if necessary, typically once a year (more
frequently just after installation).
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- Repair of broken pump rods. Most windmills have a breaking pen in the
transmission, i.e. a part which can easily be replaced, and which has on purpose
been designed to be the weakest point. Sometimes a complete length of pump rod
needs to be replaced.
- Replacement of cup leathers. Typically, cup leathers last half a year to two years,
depending on the quality of the water (e.g. whether it contains sand). If a large
number of wind pumps at considerable distances equipped with deepwell pumps
must be maintained, one should consider preventive maintenance by changing cup
leathers at a fixed frequency (e.g. once a year, when changing oil).
- Corrosion protection. In corrosive environments it may be necessaryto clean and
paint a wind pump every year.
- Overhaul. After some 10 or 20 years of operation for imported classical wind
pumps and 5 or 10 years for a locally manufactured wind pump, an overhaul of
the machine may be needed, implying dismounting the rotor and the head, and
replacing bearings and other worn-out parts.

6.3. Monitoring and evaluation (reference17’)
When carrying out a project aiming at the dissemination of a technology characterized
by small installations in large numbers, it is essential to make due allowance for
monitoring and evaluation of the project. Information is collected on the progress of the
activity, the reliability of the technology, and its suitability in the specific situation.
Also the assumptions made when starting the activity should be verified.
Information obtained by monitoring during the course of execution of a project may be
used for adjusting the method of working or even the goals of the project. Information
obtained from an evaluation after completion of a phase of the project or after the end of
a pro’ t may be useful in defining a follow-up phase or may lead to conclusions which
are oI=interest for other new projects.
Monitoring and evaluation efforts are especially important if a new technology is applied
(innovative types of wind pumps, start of local manufacture), but also if the use of an
established technology is expanded into new applications.

6.3.1. Aspectsof monitoring and evaluation
When defining the contents of monitoring and evaluation activities, it is important to
keep in mind whom the information is intended for, whether the:
- Owner/operator, e.g. a small private farmer, a large water supply authority
- Promoter/implementor, e.g. an agricultural extension agency, a foreign donor
aw=Y
- Designer/scientist
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A monitoring program or evaluation study will mainly include the following aspects:
output performanoe
Obviously, the amount of water pumped and the time at which it becomesavailable is of
prime importance. The most important quantities involved are pumping rate, pum ing
height, and wind speed. For more background information, see Chapters 2 and 3. x 8 a
referencewhen performing output measurements, one may use the simple rule of thumb
presented in Chapter 1. For a more detailed evaluation one may wish to refer to the
output model presented in Appendix B, and illustrated in Figures B.l and B.2.

Wind pump reliability
Another very important issue for the user is the reliability of the technology. Due
attention must be paid to the quality of the machines, not only under ideal testing
circumstances but also in practical operating conditions.

Wind pump applicaticm
Besides inherent engineering aspects of a technolo
it is essential to check its
suitability for the application. The main applications oPv&d pumps are the following:
- Irrigation
- Human water supply
Cattle watering
- Drainage
- Special applications: fish farms, salt ponds.

costs

Normally cost estimates are made before introducing a technology. However, in the case
of wind pumps, available estimates on the costs of operation, maintenance and repair of
the pumps are not necessarily reliable or applicable in specific situations (Chapter 5). It
is good practice to keep a careful record of all costs incurred by all partres involved in
operation, maintenance and repair of the pump. This information can be used to
caMate the real cost of the pump in that actual situation.
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6.3.2.Monitoring and testing
Basically two approachesare followed for monitoring and testing:
- Evaluation and testing of engineering aspects
- Monitoring of wind pumps in actual use
Evaluation and testing of engineering aspects of a certain type of wind pump must be
done prior to any monitorin of actual use. The results concerning these purely technical
aspects will serve as a rePerence during later monitoring programs in situations of
practical application.
The following two types of tests are to be distinguished:
o Assessmentof mechanical and operational quality by an expert.
Analysis of a wind pump’s components with special attention for the safety
system and easeand safety of operation. Calculation of stressesin critical parts.
Suitability of construction principies and materials.
o Measnrement of output wind speedcurve.
It is common practice to present the output of wind machines as power curves,
i.e. the output power as a function of wind speed. This kind of characteristic may
be used for prediction of total energy output, when the wind speed frequency
distribution is known. International standards have been proposed b the
International Energy Agency for measurement of power curves (reference 32P.
Unfortunately, it was found recently that no unambiguous power curve exists for
water pumping windmills. Therefore new procedures are being developed, but are
not yet established (see Appendix B).
The evaluation and testing of engineering aspects of wind pumps can be done most easily
and effectively at a special test site.

Monitoring of wind pumps in actual use
By monitoring wind pumps in actual use one may obtain realistic information, directly
applicable to practice.
With respect to output performance, information on cumulative output must be
collected. If a storage tank is included in the system, this can be done in a very simple
way by regularly reading the water level in the tank. More precise information may be
obtained from measurements Section 6.9 3) on a few selected wind pumps. With respect
to mechanical and operation id quality CL must gather practical experiences concerning
installation, operation, maintenance, breakdowns, after-sales service. The information
may be obtained from installation and maintenance crews, owners, and operators.
Studies on user-related aspectsmay be oriented in various ways:
o

Storage tank as “interfacet between windmill and user.
Information is collected on lack and excessof water.
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According to the circumstanctll and the information required, the frequency of reading
indicated by tha first column may be adapted: every ten minutes, daily, weekly, monthly.
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o Influence of the windmill on the application.
Does the use of windmills require changesof irrigation practices?
o Detailed social and socioeconomicstudies.
Concerning cost aspects, collection of data on manufacturer’s and supplier’s prices is
rather straightforward. Also costs of transport, taxes and installation should be
evaluated to find the true cost of investment. During the use of a windmill, information
must be collected on the costs of operation, maintenance, and repairs. Finally it is of
great interest to obtain information on the (expected) life time.
Note that in a more detailed study one would make a complete economic analysis of
both costs and benefits (Chapter 5).

6.3.3 Simplecumulativemeasurements
The description presented is treated in detail in the Annex to this handbook. The
simplest method of measurement is to take daily readings of:
- Average wind speed(wind run) at hub height
- Volume of water pumped
- Static head
This will enable the hydraulic power and hence output quality factor (Chapter 2) to be
obtained for different values of the wind speed. A format sheet for recording such
measurementsis shown in Table 6.1.
Instrumentation
requirements:
-

selected for performance monitoring should meet the following

Suitable for field use
Allow on-site assessmentof performance
Have suitable accuracy (better than 5%)
Require no power or power from a battery with a long battery life before
discharge, (say greater than 1 month)

Three ty-pesof instrument are required in order to complete the daily recordings outlined
above:
a. A wind run counter, to determine the average wind speed. This can be either an
electronic or a mechanical counter. Care must be taken to install the anemometer
at hub height at a place where it is not shaded from the prevailing wind direction
by any obstacle (including the wind pump itself).
b. A ?ow counter to record total flow. The head loss caused by the flow meter
ahodd be kept to a minimum and the device should be capable of measuring flows
in the range expected from the pump. The flow meter should integrate the flow,
so that the volume of water pumped in a day can be obtained.
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c. A well dipper with a water-sensitive transducer that permits measurements of
water level to be obtained easily. If the water source is a tubewell, sufficient
access may need to be made at the well head for measurements of water level.
The well dipping is usually performed manually and a reading is recorded daily.

6.4. Manpowerand training requirementsfor installation of large
numbers of wind pumps
In large dissemination projects aiming at the introduction of hundreds of wind pumps, it
is essential to set up an appropriate institutional framework. All personnel involved in
the project must be adequately trained.
This section describesthe tasks and functions involved in wind pump installation and in
operation and maintenance. A variety of manpower will be needed, from unskilled
workers through engineers to managers. Most of the skills required are eneral skills.
Aspects for which specific knowledge on wind pumps is needed are indicat et!.
A more extensive discussion of the manpower needs for wind pump installations may be
found in an IL0 publication on the subject (reference 16).

Installation

The following tasks can be distinguished in the installation of a wind pump:
- Site survey
- Procurement of wind pumps and components; transport to the site and other
necessarylogistics
- Construction of foundation (and storage tank)
- Erection of the wind pump and components
- Finalizing of the system: connection to distribution, test-run and initial painting
(or other corrosion-protection).
In order to f&l
-

these tasks, the following key functions are required:

Site surveyor
Foundation worker
Storage tank constructor
Wind pump erector
Plumber
Test runner

Besidesthese key functions some other groups of functions are required:
- Technical support functions: wind data elaborator, procurement officer, store
keeper, draughtsman, designer civil work
- Management functions
- Administrative and managerial support functions
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Note that these are lists of functions. Of course, several functions might be combined in
one person. The functions of site surveyor, wind pump erector, test runner and technical
manager are specific to the installation of wind pumps.
The site surveyor selects and evaluates the installation sites; he gathers all necessary
information, makes a layout of the installation, selects the components of the future
installation and presents a time schedule and a budget. Site survey requires a broad
view, since many disciplines are involved: meteorology, (geo)hydrology, topography,
logistics, civil engineering.
The wind pump erector builds the wind pump and installs its components according to
the installation manual using both skilled and unskilied personnel.
The test runner checks a newly installed wind pump system and carries out a test run.
Preferably all personnel involved should be given an introductory course in wind energy.
Specific training is neededfor the site surveyors and their supervisors, requiring a course
of approximately 6 to 9 months at polytechnic level (engineer school).
Specific training is also needed for the technical installations mana er. His education can
be as a civil engineer. Additional training should be given in the eiields of general wind
energy,forces and moments acting on a wind pump and its components, pump design,
and storage tank construction. The duration of such a program would be approximately
6 months.
The installation personnel (erectors and test-runners need special training to be given
either in-house, or by the wind pump manufacturer. II epending on the complexity of the
wind pump, this training can take as little as 2 weeksor a8 much as 6 months. The
contents of the training depend entirely on the type of machine purchased and the
installation procedure.

Operation and maintenance
The following tasks can be distinguished in the operationof wind pumps:
- To administer the (group of) wind pump installation(s) for which the “operation
company*’ is responsible.
- To have an operator (operators) at each wind pump capable of doing their job.
- To carry out maintenance with the frequency and quality required for successful
operation.
- To carry out repairs immediately when necessaryand effectively, in order to keep
breakdown time below a prescribed value.
- To have spare parts available in sufficient numbers.
- To have equipment and tools available and in good condition in order to carry out
maintenance, service and repairs.
- To register the useful quantity of water produced by the wind pump system, and

collect the revenuefrom the users.
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In order to fulfil these tasks the following key functions are required:
- Wind pump system operator
- Maintenance and repair mechanic
- Painter
Again, some other functions are required besides the key functions:
- Technical support functions: quality supervisor, procurement officer, spare parts
storekeeper, equipment maintenance personnel, ins?rument maintenance person.
- Management functions.
- Administrative and managerial support functions.
The functions of wind pump system operator, maintenance and repair mechanic, quality
supervisor and technical manager are specific to the operation and maintenance of wind
pumps.
The operator is responsible for all manual operation maneuvers and for checking the
correct operation of the wind pump. This include8 starting and stopping, opening and
closing of valves. He takes regular readings, e. . of water counters. He reports any
malfunctions. In case of rural water supply he wi& be responsible for water distribution
and revenue collection.
The maintenance and repair mechanic carries out maintenance according to a prescribed
routine and frequency; he carries out repairs when needed.
The quality supervisor is responsible for the quality of the wind pump systems under his
care as well a8 of the output measurements and the lo book keeping. He instructs and
supervises the wind pump operators, checks the work oet maintenance and repair teams.
The quality supervisor is also responsible for any measurements.
Specific training on wind pumps (additional training) is needed for wind pump operators,
maintenance and repair personnel, the quality supervisor and the technical manager.
The training course for operators can consist of a few weeks instruction course, in which
practical work is interspersed with some lectures. The main course material concerns the
wind pump of the type for w’hich the operators are trained. Wind pumps have various
applications, and operation strategies may differ per application. The contents of a
particular course depend on the kind of application in the area. Practical exercise should
have the greatest emphasis, and so the trainees should operate the wind pump under the
guidance of the instructor.
Mechanics with adequate education still have to be trained before they can participate in
a maintenance and repair team. Basic course material should consist of the service and
maintenance manual. Again, practical training is the most important aspect.
The training of the quality supervisor and technical manager runs along the same lines
as indicated earlier for the technical installations manager.
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Appendix A
WIND RESOURCES

Mature has

its

indications of prevailing wind speeds; a tree ezposed to the trade
winds on one of the islands of Cape Verde.
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Appendix A
WIND RESOURCES
The accurate determination of available wind resourcesis a rather difficult and uncertain
task, especially in comparison with solar energy. The reasonsare the following:
- A large variety of wind speedsis found for different regions of the world, from an
average of 2 m/s, through 4 m/s to 7 m/s at very windy places. This variety of
wind speedsimplies an even larger variety of power availability, from 5 through
40 to 200 W/ml. This variability is huge in comparison with solar power
resources ranging from 10 to 25 MJ/ms/day throughout the tropics).
- Large di d erences in wind speed (and hence power) are observed over small
distances due to varying terrain topography and roughness. Within a few
kilometers the wind power may vary by one order of magnitude.
- It is difficult to measure wind power accurately. Wind is normally measured as
wind speed. The power in the wind is proportional to the cube of the wind speed,
meaning that a small error in wind speed causes a much larger error in the
calculated power. For example, the power in a 5 m/s wind is twice that of a 4 m s
wind (53/43 = 125164N 2). An error of 10% in wind speed means an error of 33co
in average power. On the contrary, solar energy is normally measured as hours of
sunshine or irradiation, both approximately proportional to the available solar
energy.
For these reasonsit is not possible to present a simple straightforward procedure for the
assessmentof wind energy resources.This appendix will give an introduction to the main
aspectsand terminology involved.
The first section of the appendix describesgeneral phenomena of wind flow. The second
section deals more specifically with wind resource assessments, paying attention to
desirable data format and site evaluation. The final section presents some useful
conversions,graphs, and units.

A.1. Wind on a worldwide scale
An excellenttext book on wind energy resourcesis the Technical Note 175 by WMO, the

World Meteorological Organization, which was used 88 a source for this section
(reference 7).
Ultimately, the origin of wind energy is solar energy. Temperature differences caused by
solar radiation give rise to a variety of circulation patterns in the earth’s atmosphere,
which are strongly influenced by the rotation of the earth.
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The total solar power flow absorbed by the earth i3 of the order of 1017W, which is
roughly 10,000 times the total human energy consumption rate. A small portion of this
solar power flow (approximately l%, or about 1015W, or 100 times the total human
energy consumption rate) is converted into atmospheric motion or wind (reference 26).
On a global scale the regions around the equator receive a net gain of energy while in the
polar region there is a net loss of energy by radiation. This implies a mechanism (in
reality very complex) by which the energy received in th, equatorial regions is
transported to the poles.
The air massesheated in the equatorial regions rise (causing the formation of clouds and
thunderstorms) in a relatively narrow band of about 100 km wide called the Inter
Tropical Convergence Zone, ITCZ, lying more or less parallel to the equator around the
earth (with an interruption in Asia, where a monsoon circulation prevails. Seebelow). In
the upper atmosphere these air massessplit, one part moving away from the equator
southwards, the other northwards. Near the equator these masseshave roughly the same
speed (west to east) as the surface of the earth, owing to its rotation. However, moving
away from the equator the speed of the earth’s surface decrease8and as a result the air
masses develop an excess speed relative to the earth) in an eastward direction.
Therefore, the motion of air away I, om the equator is not purely north and south, but
has a component in an easterly direction.
Moving away from the equator, the air cools and becomes heavier. At approximately
300 N and S it starts sinkin , causing a dry and cloudless climate. At these latitudes one
finds large deserts all aroun8 the world.
The air moves towards the equator again as trade winds. Due to the rotation of the earth
the wind direction deviates clockwise on the northern hemisphere, and anticlockwise on
the southern hemisphere. Therefore, the direction of the trade winds is not N and S, but
rather NE and SE.
This circulation pattern, called the Hadley circulation, is tied to that of the ITCZ which
moves north of the equator during the summer (in the northern hemisphere) and south
in the winter. It is very stable and hence the trade winds are very persistent. In the
ITCZ itself the winds are light, interrupted by thunderstorms. This region is referred to
as “the doldrums” becauseof the long periods of calm experience there.
At subtropical latitudes one fi=lds a jet stream from west to east in the upper layers of
the atmosphere, which is caused by the excessspeed of air maSsesmoving away from the
equator, as indicated above.
Outside the Hardley circulation westerly winds are predominant. This circulation is
rather unstable and is characterized by wave-like structures and the formation of
depressionsgenerally moving from west to east.
Figure A.l, taken from reference 7, give8 a schematic picture of this general circulation
on a global scale.
Deviations from the general symmetrical pattern of air movement occur due to the
uneven distribution of land over the globe. On the average, more land is concentrated in
the northern than in the southern hemisphere. Since laud is heated more easily by the
sun than the oceans, the average position of the ITCZ is about 50 North of the equator.
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In Asia one finds the Asian Continent to the north and the Indian Ocean to the south.
The continent is heated strongly during the summer, giving rise to the moist and hot
SW monsoon, basically an extension on the northern hemisphere of the SE trade winds
of the southern hemisphere. In the winter the continent cools and one finds the NE
monsoon, which is related to the NE trade tind.

Cyclones and depressionsare important disturbances of the general circulation pattern.
In specific tropical regions one finds devastating tropical cyclones (called typhoons iu SE
Asia, and hurricanes m the Carribean). In such tropical cyclones wind speedsof over fKl
m/s are observed frequently. Depressions in other tropical regions and in moderate
climates give rise to storms which are less severe, with wind speeds rarely exceeding
40 m/s.
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IIhcm+Aewind(lOO-10,000km)
The wind flow originating from the global circulation is often referred to as macrwcale
wind. The horizontal scale involved runs from a hundred to several thousands of
kilometers. The macro+cale wind (undisturbed by the detailed surface features of the
earth except for mountain ranges) is found at altitudes above 1000 m.
Apart from the macro+cale wind it is usual to distinguish two more scales: mesa-scale
and micro-scale.

I&so-scale wind (5 to 200 km)
Variations of the features of the earth’s surface with a horizontal scale from 10 to
100 km have an influence on the wind flow between 100 and 1,000 m height above
terrain. Obviously, topography is important, e.g. the wind tends to flow over and around
mountains and hills. Any large-scale roughness of the earth’s surface decelerates the air
flow.
Close to shores one may observe land-sea breeze patterns. During the day the land is
heated more than the water (sea or lake), the air over the land rises, and a sea breeze
dpvelops. During the ni ht the land is cooled to temperatures below those of the water,
causing a land breeze. TfJ.l‘s is usually weaker than the sea breeze.
Another example concerns mountain-valley winds. During the daytime, the slopes of
mountains are heated, the air rises and the wind tends to blow throu h the valleys up
along the mountain slopes. During the night the reverse happens: co1d air moves down
from the mountain slopes, forcing the wind to blow down through the valleys. Figures
A.2 and A.3 give a schematic illustration of these two examples.
In tropical regions thermal winds are very common. These winds, which are caused by
temperature radients along the surface of the earth, can be quite strong in day-time,
especially in 8esert like regions.

Micro-scale wind (up to 10 km)
On the micrHcale surface winds (below 60 to 100 m above terrain), which are of course
the most interesting for direct application for wind energy conversion, are ihnfluencedby
local surface conditions, such as terrain roughness (vegetation, buildings) and obstacles.
For flat terrain some very helpful general concepts have been developed.
The wind profile, i.e. the wind speed as a function of the height above the surface, can be
expressedin a very simple relationship. The shape of this profile depends mainly on the
roughness of the terrain. The greater the rou hness (related to the average height of
obstacles , the more the wind is decellsratedc!ose to the surface. General classifi’ Ition
methods h ave been developed to quantify this roughness (see Table A.4). The roughness,
as observed from a specific site, may be different in different directions; hence the wind
profile will also depend on wind direction.
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Another important concept is the potential wind speed, i.e. the wind speedwhich would
be observed in completely flat and open terrain, usually specified for 10 m height above
terrain. The potential wind speed is basically a mesoscale quantity. Because of its
definition it does not depend on local (micro scale) roughness characteristics. Through
the profile for flat and open terrain it is related directly with the wind speed at 60 to
100 m height above terrain. It is a suitable quantity to be indicated in wind maps. Being
a meso-i;calequantity it is fairly constant over reasonable distances (a few kilometers).
In order to find the actual wind speed at a specific site one must apply corrections to the
potential wind speed, which depend on the site’s roughness characteristics. For detailed
formulas and graphs, seeSection A.3.
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In so-called %ompleP terrain (mountains, hills, valleys) the situation is quite different.
Flow of wind over and around mountains is very complex, and so far no simple
analytical concepts (like wind pro&, roughness, and potential wind speed) exist for
modeling such flows.

Global map of
The WMO, World Meteorological Organization, has put considerable effort into wind
energy meteorology by developing a lobal map of wind resources, which is included in
the technical note mentioned earlier f reference 7). The result is shown in Figure 1.4. on
page 8.
As indicated by the WMO, this map must be used with great care, since locally very
large differences may be found. It cannot be used to predict in a straightforward way the
wind regime at any spot on the globe. However, it does provide useful and
comprehensive information needed for making preliminary assessments of wind
resources.

Typcol ezample of an anemometer location thaf in inappropriate for data collection for mind energy
applications.
The anemomelet
id shielded off by buildings and its heighf above the ground is
insuficient.
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A.2. Wind data requirements
This section provides additional information relevant to the utilization of wind energy
for water pumping. It starts with an overview of the data ideally required for sizing and
evaluating wind pump installations, then gives a brief overview of methods for collecting
the data in a generalized way on a regional or national level. Finally, site selection and
site evaluation are treated.

Data requimments
The following classesof information are of interest in relation to the application of water
pumping windmills. (For more details, seereferences3 and 8).
Aver e wind speed: The long-term average wind speed may be used as a first,
gener3 indication of the feasibility of the application of wind energy.
Seasonal variations: Data on seasonal variations of wind speed (normally
presented as monthly averages) are of importance to estimate the seasonal
variations of windmill output, and to determine the “critical” or “design” month
for which a wind pump installation must be designed.
Diurnal variations: Diurnal variations (variations during the course of the day)
may have a great influence on the feasibility of wind energy application. For
example, in a region having a constantly low wind speed of 2 m/s 24 hours each
day, feasibility would be doubtful. However, in a region having no wind 16 hours
per day, and a wind of 6 m/s over 8 hours per day, water pumping windmills
could be cost&fective. Yet in both casesthe average daily wind speedis identical
at 2 m/s.
Storms, gusts: Data on storms and maximum gusts are used to define the
maximum wind speeds that wind machines must be able to withstand. For
moderate climates and for tropical climates without ty hoons, 40 m/s is often
assumed to be a safe value, and In a few c.ues 50 m Ps is considered safe. In
typhoons wind speedsmay exceed70 n+.
Calms: Information on long periods of low wind speedsis needed to calculate the
dimensions of storage tanks to store water at times when the wind pump is not
operating.
Wind apeed fiqueucy distribution: For an accurate estimate of the probable
energy production of any wind machine, the frequency distribution of wind speed
(“percentage of time that each wind speed occurs”) is needed.
Figure A.4 contains some illustrations of this information, all referring to the speed of
the wind. As indicated in Chapter 1, the power contained in the wind is proportional to
+pV? By far the most important factor involved is the wind speed V. However, one may
not neglect the influence of p:
- Air density The density of the air varies with temperature and barometric
ressure. Especially at high altitudes a considerable reduction of p may be found.
Table
A.3).
P
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A brief description of possibilities for wind resource assessmentshas been given in a
paper prepared under the GWEP (Global Wind Pump Evaluation Programme) for
which this handbook was written (reference 8).
The first approach to wind assessmentshould be to use existing information. In most
countries data may be obtained from the climatological department of the national
meteorological service. Airports are also a useful source of data. They collect data which
are often quite useful since airport wind is normally measured at 10 m height above flat,
open terrain.
It is not enerally advisable to take data from agrc+meteorological services. Much of
their win s data are normally of little interest for wind energy applications since
measurements are performed at 2 m height or lower at sites that are not always well
exposedto the wind.
While available data on a region or country is useful for a first impression of wind
resources, one should be careful not to draw detailed conclusions from these data. In
practically all detailed surveys of wind regimes carried out in industrialized and
developing countries, reliability and accuracy of data have proved to be limited or even
poor. Errors occur related to the exposure of the anemometer (buildings, growing trees),
calibration and functioning of the anemometer, and to data collection.
For more reliable information a wind energy expert (if he is available) should be asked to
perform a detailed survey. The work would include:
o Desk study of type of climate, seasonal variations to be expected, overall
movements of air masses,contour maps.
o Field trips to study landscape features relevant for wind flow such as hills, plains,
valleys, ridges, and biological indicators of wind speed such as bending trees; and
to talk with local people.
o Visits to meteorological stations, paying attention to the exposure of the
anemometer to the wind, condition of the equipment, and methods of data
collection used.
o Collection of data from selected meteorological stations, either from the stations
themselves or from some supervisory service.
o Analysis and interpretation of data.
Sufficient information is usually obtained from the survey for a general feasibility study
and to permit a decision on whether to initiate a pilot project.
It is also desirable to take new measurements to verify existin data, to investigate
specific or representative sites, and to collect data in a more suitabPe format.
The contents of any measuring program will depend strongly on the situation and the
purpose for which the information will be used. Some general features of such a program
are:
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- Classification of typical regions and landscapes according to the type of wind
regime.
- Detailed (time sequential) measurements at a limited number of sites
characteristic for the typical regions or landscapes.
- Simple cumulative measurements at a larger number of sites, representative for
future wind pump installations.
- Comparison of data with data obtained from existing meteorological stations that
have acquired records over a long period of time.
In order to obtain complete and accurate measurements, a period of several years would
be required. Of course, this is not always feasible. However, it is important to obtain the
most accurate information possible. This is why it is best to consult a wind energy
expert.

Site selection
An excellent text book on siting of small wind machines is the handbook by H.L.Wegley
(reference 6).
When selecting a site for installation of a wind pump, one should obviously try and
select a site that is as windy ad possible. Of course, there must be an adequate source of
water at the site. An existing well may be used, or a new one may be constructed.
The site should be free of large obstacles. “Behind” au obstacle, as seen from the main
wind direction, the wind flow is disturbed in an area twice as high as the obstacle and
extending horizontally 10 or 20 times the obstacle height. In this area the wind speed is
lower and wind turbulence (rapid variations of wind speed and direction) is strong. The
low wind speed causes reduced output, while wind turbulence puts stress on the
windmill, shortening its lifetime. If possible, one should install any windmill in such a
way that the rotor is completely clear from the region of disturbed flow, as indicated in
Figure A.5.
The effect of surface roughness is important. A high roughness tends to decreasewind
speed. One should try and install a wind pump in flat terrain that is open up to a
distance of 1 or 2 km, especially in the main wind direction.
In complex terrain (valleys, mountains, etc.) one should consider the general flow of air
over the terrain in order to find the windiest sites. For example the middle of a valley
may be a good site. If some kind of remote transmission is applied, the top of a smooth
hill can be a good site. (Figure A&).
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Figure A-6. Siting of wind pumping systems in complex terrain (rcfkrence 6).

Site evaluation
Once a site has been selected, the wind potential of the site should be evaluated.
In flat terrain, ideally, a wind map would be available. By studying detailed maps and
by visiting the site it should be possible to establish its roughness characteristics. The
appropriate corrections can then be applied in order to find the site’s wind
characteristics. (Section A.3 gives details on the calculation).
Often no wind map will be available, and one will have to use data from nearby
meteorological stations. In this case one should estimate the potential wind spcsd using
the roughness characteristics of the meteorological station, and convert it to the site%
wind speedusing the roughnesscharacteristics of the site. If large distances are involved,
one will have to consider the problem on a meso scale. For example, at an inland site the
wind speedis generally lower than at a meteorological station situated near the coast.
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If the estimate obtained is considered to be insufficiently accurate, one may wish to
perform on-site measurementsfor a short period, e.g. a few months. Comparing the data
thus obtained with simultaneous data of a nearby meteorolo ‘cal station, one may try to
find a correlation (which may be different for different win P directions!). If a consistent
correlation is found, one may estimate the long-term wind characteristics at the site
using long-term data from the meteorological station and the correlation derived from
the short-term measurements.
In complex terrain, it is much more difficult to make any eneral estimates. One may
use data from comparable sites, although it will be !!I‘fficult to assess what a
“comparable” site is. Short-term measurements may be useful, trying to establish a
correlation with a nearby meteorological station, as indicated above. A problem may be
that the wind direction is affected by the topography of the terrain.

A.3. Wind in graphsand numbers
This section contains the following information needed for wind evaluation:
1. Conversion of units

2.
3.
4.
5.

The Beaufort scale
Density of air
Height and roughnesscorrections
The Weibull distribution.

A-3.1. Conversion of units

1 m/r
1 km/hr
1 mph
1 knot
Tabk AA, Convaion

m/e

km/hr

mph

knots

1.000
0.278
0.447
0.514

3.800
1.000
1.609
1.852

2.237
0.622
1.000
1.151

1.944
0.540
0.869
1.000

of~dwindvelocity.
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A.3.2. The Beanfort scale
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3)
Density of dry air at 20%

Height above sea level

1.204 kg/ma
1.134
1.068
1.005
0.945
0.887
0.833
0.781
0.732
0.686
0.642

0
500
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
4500
5000
Table A-3. The density of dry air at different

A-3.4. Height and rou@ess

Density of dry air at OoC

I

1.292 kg/m3
1.217
1.146
1.078
1.014
0.952
0.894
0.839
0.786
0.736
0.689

altitudes under standaxd conditions (refaencc 3).

corrections

Wind speedprofile at one location under neutral atmospheric conditions reference 3).
If the wind speed V (2,) is known at some reference height zr, the win 6 speed V(z) at
any other height z up to 60 m at the samelocation can be estimated as follows:

Z

Zr

zo
In

height (m
reference height (m)
roughnesslength, see below (m)
the natnral logarithm

The roughnessheight is related to the type of terrain according to Table A.4.

beach, ice, snow landscape, ocean
low grass, airports, empty crop land,
high grass, low crops
tall row crops, low woods
forests, orchards
villages, suburbs
town centers, open spaces in forests

flat

=pcn
rough
very rough
Cl084

town8
Table A.4.

(derulce
.

3).

no ~0.005
so ~0.03
so ~0.10
m. ~0.25
so ~0.50
8. >l.O

m
m
m
m
m
m

ro>2

m
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Conversion of wind speed at a rhrence location (e.g. meteorological station) into wind
speedat a site (reference 3):
If the wind speed V(z,) is known at a reference height zr at one location with a
roughness heiiht zor, -t&n the wind speed V(z) at a h%ght i at a nearby site with a
roughnessheight z. is calculated using:

LfL=

In (60/ror)
ln (Wto)

V (zr)

In (s/so)
In (sr/sor)

height at site (m)
zo roughnessheight of site (m
height of data of reference r’ocation (m)
Zr
Zor roughnessheight, referencelocation (m)
In
the natural logarithm
Z

This formula is graphically shown in Figure A.7. Note that the potential wind speed (at
10 m height) which is the same for both sites should be calculated as an intermediate
step.
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A.3.5. The Weibull distribution (reference 3)
Most of the frequency distributions of all wind regimes of the world can be approximated
by using the Weibull distribution, which is calculated as follows:
F(V)=l--exp
Vwind speed
L
k shapefactor
c parameter, related to average wind speed:
f N 0.89
The Weibull distribution is shown in the graph below for various valuesof the shape
factor k.

12 :--A--
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/
/
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I
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I

j
I

0.2

0

Figure k8.

The W&bull distribution.

A small value of k correspondsto a variable wind, a large value to a more constant wind;
roughly the following k values are found for different climates:
k = 1.5 strongly variable wind: polar regions, thermal winds (land/sea,
mountain valley), winds having a strong day/night variation.
k = 2.0 moderatd y variable wind: moderate climates.
k = 3.0 constant winds: trade winds, tropical regions.
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The practical procedure to find the Weibull sha e factor from a given set of data starts
with establishing the cumulative distribution oP the data. The cumulative distribution
refers to the total number of hours during which the wind speedwas belowa given value.
If the number of hours in a specific interval is inclnded in the cumulative number of
hours belonging to that interval then it is clear that we refer to the upper value of the
interval for our calculations. The procedure now consists of plotting the percentages of
the cumulative distribution as a function of the upper boundaries of their respective
intervals on Weibull paper Figure A.9). The result will be a number of dots lying more
or less on a straight line. I 1 the line is totally strai ht, the distribution perfectly fits a
Weibull distribution. In many cases, however, the fllne will be slightly bent. Then the
linearization should be focussed on the wind speed interval that is most interesting for
our wind energy applications, i.e. between 0.7 V and 2 V.
in order to find k, draw a second line through the “+“, marked “k-estimation point”,
and perpendicular to the Weibull line. The intersection of this second line with the linear
k-axis on top of the paper gives the desired k--value. The c-value, if required, is simply
the intersection of the Weibull line with the dotted line, marked %-estimation”.
Ideally this procedure should be applied to the data for a number of years, not to data
from one month only. If monthly k-values are required then the use of wind data from a
number of identical months of subsequentyears will give more reliable results.
If a considerable percentage of calm is found in the frequency distribution, the Weibull
analysis should ‘be a plied only to the percentage of time during which the wind is
blowing (reference 29P.
For the reader”6 conveniencea sheet of WeibuIl graph paper is included in Appendix E.

c-estlm

Figure A-9.

iat

ml

The cum&e
velocity diiution
of the month JMC 1975, mtsmred inPmia(capc
Verde), plotted vumum tbe upper boundmy of the nspcctive wind speed intervals, to
yield the value of the Weibull nhape factor k. (Same data aa Pi
An).
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In setting up a wind pumping q&em, great care should be taken
in sizing the system - wind pump, storage tank, pipeliner cottectJy for the required output. Oversizing wouJd lead to
unduly high water costs. Correct sizing implies that reliable
methods are available to predict the hydraulic ouput of the system.
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Appendix I3
DETAILS OF THE SIZING METHODOLOGY
(output prediction)

Before reading this appendix, the reader should become familiar with the contents of
Chapters 2 and 3 of this handbook. The appendix is organized as follows: Section B.l
presents the equations and definitions underlying the sizing graphs of Chapter 3.
Section B.2 presents a more complex method for reaching a compromise between output
and output availability than the one iven in Chapter 3. Section B.3 describes the
output prediction model underlying ta e sizing methodology. Section B.4 discusses
storage tank sizing.

B-1. Equationsusedfor sizingmethod of Chapter 3
Output and r&or size (F’igure 3.3)
Figure 3.3 in Chapter 3 represents the basic relationship between average power
production and the rotor diameter (seereference 3).
Phydr

where

=

CE (CP rl)nlar
Fhydr
CE
ICP &mI

P

i
v

3 P A a3

(1)

averge hydraulic power
energy production coefficient
maximum overall power coefficient
air density, usually 1.2
rotor area = + x Da
rotor diameter
average wind speed

Matching of windmill and pump (Figure 3.4)
Figure 3.4 in Chapter 3 represents the matching of windmill and pump, which is most
conveniently expressedin terms of the design wind speed (reference 3). The design wind
speed can be calculated by equating the torque of wind rotor and pump in the design
point:
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vd =
where:

VS PW g H h.i i
P x2 R3 (Cp~hx

Vd
Ad

i

PW

H
rlvol
VS
DP

i
R

design wind speed
design tip speedratio
transmission ratio,
i<l for back geared windmills
density of water
pumping hei ht
volumetric eii ciency, 0.8 to 1.0
stroke volume
=)rDp2s
pump cylinder diameter
pump stroke
acceleration of gravity
radius of rotor = 4 D

m/s)
I-1
dO0 kg/m 3)
4
-1
m3)

m

I

1
iit8 m/s”)
4

B.2. Completesizingand output prediction methodology
In the description of the sizing methodology of Chapter 3 it was recommended - based
on a reasonable compromise between power output and output availability - to match
wind machine and pump according to Table 2.2 in Chapter 2. The table quantifies the
matching in terms of Vd, the design wind speed. It presents the output in terms of CE,
the energy production coefficient.
In specific situations one may wish to deviate from this design, and apply a different
matching, i.e. a different Vd. For such casesone may use the graphs in this appendix
(Figure B-1) to determine the resulting CE .
While Figure B-1 is a graph of the energy production coefficient CE , Figure B.2 is a
raph of output availability. Both graphs must be taken into account before choosing a
ii nal value for Vd. As already explained in Chapter 2, the matching of a windmill and a
pump is always a compromise between output and output availability.
The output avaiIability is defined as the percentage of time during which the windmill
delivers more than r/ 10of its average output.
The quantitative values 01 availability should be used with great care. For example, an
availability of 75% may seem high, but if it means continuous output during 9 months of
the year and 3 consecutive months of zero output, it would be absolutely unacceptable
for drinkin water supply. An availability of 25% may seem low, but if it means 6 hours
of output dor each and every day, it may be adequate. In other words, the variation of
availability over time must be considered specifically for each case.
Once the best compromise between output and availability has been determined, the
procedure for sizing a windmill is rather straightforward. With the values for Vd V and
CE found in this appendix, one can readily apply the graphical sizing met hod of
Chapter 3, or apply the formulas of Section B.l of this appendix.
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“ldd”
windmill
elweyr running in
hystsrah
ragion

Windmill with
starting nortla and
balmed
pump rod
v,,,
= 0.8 vd
v*fi
= 1.2 v

“Amrian”
windmill
with balanrd
pump md
VSWJP = 1.0 vd
= 1.6 vd
hart

“American”
windmill
with deep wall pump
ktp
v-n

Figure B-1.

f

Energy production coefficient
apad. hb: mwmable da&

mil8bility
of 1110
of emrtqt3 output

as a function of design wind qxml
indicated in Tabk 2.2, Chapter 2.

= 1.2

&J

=l.evd

over average wind

I

“Ideal” windmill
shays runnifq in
hystmmsis rqzion

Windmill with
st8rtinp nonh and
blancal
pump rod
VItop = 0.8 vd
v*e
= 1.2 v

“Amrimn”
windmill
with balanad pump md

v-p =l.ovd
vm,q =1.6&j

“Amwicn”
widmill
with damp well plmP
vstop = 1.2 vd
v,t,,fl
= 1.8vd

F~~IXE B-2.

OIltput availability of 10% of average output m a function of design wind apeed over
average wind speed. Dots rwmuable dmigu according to Table 2.2, Chapter 2.
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Note that the “reasonable” design as specified in Table 2.2 of Chapter 2, has been
indicated with dots in the graphs. The vd values lie somewhat below the values for
maximum output. It is reasonable to sacrifice some output for a better availability.
Of course, the graphs in this appendix may also be used for output prediction. Especially
for the other month than the design month this is interesting. The design wind speed of
the windmilll is known; the average wind speed for each month is known. Calculate the
ratio Vd/V for each month. Determine the CE value for each month (Graph B.1).
Determine the output for each month with the corresponding CE value using the
nomogram in Figure 3.3 in reverse order.

B.3.

Output prediction model

The description of the model will be based on the concepts treated in the main text of
this handbook, especially Chapter 2, Section 2.4 on the matching of windmill6 and piston
pumps. The subject matter treated in Chapter 2 will not be repeated here.
The background to the model presented here, and a general description of it have been
published earlier a6 contribution6 to conferenceson wind energy (references 30 and 31).

Conventional method of output prediction of wind turbines (wind electric generators)
The total energy output of a wind turbine over a longer period of time depends both on
the characteristic6 of the turbine and those of the site where it is installed. It is usual to
separate the wind machine’s characteristics and the site characteristic6 in the following
way:
o Output curve of the wind turbine, the relationship between power output of the
turbine and wind speed. This is assumed to be a unique characteristic of a given
wind turbine (with load), independent of site characteristics, universally
applicable.
o wind speed frequency distribution, summarizing information on the wind regime
of a certain site.
The total output at a certain site is calculated in two steps by “multiplying” the output
curve and the frequency distribution, i.e. multiplying corre6ponding points and
integrating the result (Figure B.3).
Recommendations of the International Energy A ency (IEA) for output performance
testing (reference 32), which are generally acceptJ by the wind energy community, are
basedon this concept.
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Problem encountered with windmills driving piston pumps
As explained in Section 2.4, Chapter 2 and illustrated in Figure 2.9, the output curve of
a windmill coupled to a piston pump has two branches between Vstop and Vstart. In
other words it has a hysteresis loop.
For wind speedsbetween V stop and Vstartr the windmill will sometimes be running and
sometimes be standing still In a specific situation the result will be an average,
determined by the probability of either situation (Figure B.4).
This probability can be found by considering the history of the wind speed: Once the
windmill is runnin it will continue doing so when it enters the hysteresis region. Once
standin still, it wiB remain standing still when entering the hysteresis region. Therefore,
the pro%ability of either situation depends on the wind speed distribution. In strong
winds the windmill will be running most of the time and the system will follow more
often the upper branch of the hysteresis loop than the lower one. In weak winds the
opposite is expected.
9

(Cprl)

/

FigureB.4 output prrformunce
Oatput

of a windmill couplal to a piston pump.
behaviour and average output curva.

amp
stmq

in
winds
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This means that the output curve of a water pumpi windmill depends both on the
characteristics of the machine and on the wind regime To the site where it is installed. It
is not possible to separate machine characteristics and site characteristics, as is usually
done for wind turbines (see above).

New method fix output prediction of windmills driving piston pumps
Because of the problem depicted above, one must abandon the concept of a unique
output curve generally applicable for any site. This conclusion is supported by results of
field measurements (seereferences30 and 31).
Instead of the conventional two+tep procedure for output prediction (see above), a
three-step procedure will be required for the calculation of total output of windmill
driving piston pumps to lift water:
o An output curve is determined including the two branches of the hysteresis loop. A
theoreticd model to do this can be rather simple (see below). A measuring procedure
will be more complicated.
o Using the actual wind speed frequency distribution of a certain site one calculates the
probability of pumping in the hysteresis region and corrects the output to find a curve
which is only applicable for this very site.
o One then multiplies the (site specific) output curve with the site’s wind speed
frequency distribution.
The three--step procedure outlined briefly below has been executed in a generalized
manner in order to obtain results that can be applied to various sizes and configurations
of machines. It is described in detail in reference35.

Step 1. Output curve with hysteresis loop
A mare or less standard curve for the overall power coefficient (Cpq) as a function of the
wind speed V was derived for a wind pump with a conventional piston pump, or a pump
with a starting nozzle (the latter designed for 10% energy loss at the design point, see
reference3). Both curves are shown in Figure B.5.
The probkm of deter-r&in Vstop and Vsbrt has been discussedextensively in references
30 and 31. Values of V stopf Vd and Vstafi/Vd pertaining to various systems are given in
Table B.l.

Step 2. SiU3ped.k output curve
In reference 31 a simple model is given to estimate the probability of pumping between
V.stopand Vstart, assuming that the frequency distribution of the wind speedis a Weibull
drstnbution with k=2 Appendix A). In the model the average wind speed V can be
varied with respect to d stop and hart (ad vd)*
With this model it is now possible to calculate a site-specific output curve for the
different types of wind pumps indicated in Table B.l.
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Vstop/Vd
Classical slow running windmill

with deep well pump

Classical e!ow running windmill
or balanced pump rcxi

with shallow well pump

Vstart/Vd

1.2

1.8

1.0

1.6

Recent design with starting nozzle in pump and balanced pump rod

0.8

1.2

“Ideal” windmill,

0.7

0.7

Table B-1. Valna
P-m

variable stroke, floating valve

of hut

and atop wind specdo r&ted

to daigu wind apeed for vauioua tw

of wind
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Step 3. Calculation of total output
Using the procedure illustrated in Fi ure B.3 and assuming a Weibull distribution for
the wind speed, we can calculate ti e total output of the wind pump. The output
availability can also be calculated.
The results on output are presented in a general form in Fi ure B.l, indicating the
energy production coefficient CE as a function of the choice oP the design wind speed,
expressed as the ratio Vd/v for different types of wind pumps. Figure B.2 shows the
corresponding values of output availability.

B.4. Storagetank sizing
The sizing of the storage tank has been treated in a rather simplified way in Chapter 3.
When considering the full pidblem a compromise has to be established between wind
pump size and storage tank size. This can be easily understood by taking an extreme
case: If the wind pump were chosen large enough to supply all water required
instantaneously, no storage would be required. However, this solution would hardly be
economic, since the wind pump’s capacity would not be fully exploited most of the time.
It is more appropriate to use a smaller wind pump, and add a storage tank to supply
water at times of peak demand.
Simulation studies have been performed concerning this problem (reference 33). Hour by
hour simulations were made of wind pump output, water consumption, and storage of
water in the tank, or retrieval of water from the tank. After performing several
simulations for different tank sizes, a minimum tank size was determined on the basis of
criteria for acceptable water deficits. This procedure was repeated for a range of wind
pump exploitation factors fwe, i.e. the ratio of total yearly demand and total yearly
output. The simulations were done for two quite different cases, with quite different
wind regimes: Cape Verde, and Sri Lanka. Yet the results were rather similar, and are
summarized in Figure B.6.
The graph in Figure B.6 may be used as the basis for an economic optimization of a
wind pump system, once the specific costs of wind pump and storage tank are known. In
the caseof a relatively cheap windmill but an expensive storage tank, one will tend to be
in the left part of the graph. For an expensive wind pump and a cheap tank one will shift
to the right.
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At times Ihe value of water ia incalcuhble. A Mapel compressor
windmill pumping
$0 meters by the aiy lijl principle during a drought in the Northeast of Brazil.
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Appendix C
SIMPLE METHOD OF CALCULATING COSTS
OFWATERPUMPED BYAWINDPUMP,
ENGINE-DRIVEN PUMP ANDSOLARPUMP

In. this appendix some simple formulas are derived to calculate and compare the costs of
pumping water by a wind pump, an engine-driven pump and a solar pump. The costs are
calculated in US $ per kWhh, the latter being used as the unit for the effective hydraulic
energy output. 1 kWhh is equivalent to 367 m4 (see Section 1.2, Chapter 1). The costs of
the water source, storage and distribution are not included in the calculations.
For calculating costs use is made of the annuity method. The method is simple and
sufficiently accurate for small capital investments with a life time of 10 to 15 years or
less (see Section 5.1 and 5.2, Chapter 5).
The capital costs of all three pumping systems are related to their specific investment,
i.e. the investment er m2 rotor area for a wind pump and per kW rated for an
engine-driven pump Pdiesel or kerosene), and per W peak for a solar pump.
Maintenance and repair costs are split into three categories:
1. A fixed annual amount (e.g. travel costs of repair crew).
2. Annual costs proportional to the investment.
3. Annud costs proportional to the number of operating hours per year (e.g. of a
diesel pump).
The costs of an operator have been left out of the calculations as they are more or less
the same for all systems.
The reader who wants to skip the derivation can go directly to the final results (C.5,
Cl0 and C.15). Ea:h is illustrated by an example, in which the parameters coincide
with those from Section 5.4 and Figure 5.3, Chapter 5.

C.l. Costsofwaterpumpedbyawindpump
E;;ider
Ph:an

using a waterpumping windmill:
= annual hydraulic energy output requirement in kWhh/year
= average annual hydraulic power output requirement in kW&
Eh,an = 8960 x Ph,anin kWhh
(C-l>
= average monthly wind speedin month i (i from 1 to 12)
average hydraulic power output requirement of wind pump in month i (in
kWh).
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Using “rule of thumb” (1.4a, Chapter 1)
Fh,i

= p Vi’ A.lO-3

(C-2)

kWh

where A is rotor area
/3 is quality factor (Table 2.2, Chapter 2)
The most critical month is that in which (&,i/V3i), i.e. the energy demand in relation to
available wind energy, is maximum. We will Indicate these values in the critical month
by an asterisk.
Vi*
ph*pi

= ihe average wind sped in the critical month
= the average hydraulic power requirement in the critical month

Using (C.2), these values determine the rotor area Ad (design value)

(w

p (Vi*)3 Ad . 10-S = Ph*,i
with which the requirements in the criticaI month are met.

Capital costs per kW&,:
I is investment in $.
Assume annual costs are given by annuity.
Annual costs cr.1, in which a is annuity factor, dependent on economic lifetime L,
discount rate d and innation rate i seeTable C.l).
Annual costs are a.1 or equal to (a b I.Ad $/year
in which SI is the investment
mhotor axea 2$/ml)
cc is capital costs per kWhh (ir/kWhh )
c, =

a (SI) Ad

; substituting (C.l) and (C.3) gives

ban
c, = 0.114

Qw

$/kWhn

(C-4)

B (Vi*)3

costs of maintenance and repair (MR) per kWhj&
Assume annuaI costs of MR can be split up into a constant part M and one proportional
to the investment. So costs are (M + p.I), in which /I indicates cost of MR per Ib
investment. In the same way as with the capital costs we find a similar expression as
(CAj for CMB
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The total costs Ct,,t (= Cc + CY a) are

G.ot=

0.114

(a+ PIw

$/kmh

@ (Vi*)3

(C.5)

Example:
Capital: Specific investment: US $400.~/m2
annuity factor cI = 0.1315
Life time:
years I (see Table C.1)
Real interest rate: l5
10%
Maintenance and repair:
M = US $50.-/year (fixed annual cost)
p = 5% (percentage of investment)
Quality factor of performance: fi = 0.08
Demand: ph,i*/pan = 1 (constant demand throughout year)
Results are plotted in Figure 5.3.8, Chapter 5, e.g. ph,an = 0.042 kWh (eqtivah?nt to 1
kWhh per day) and V* = 3 m/s -+ US %3.97 per kWhh .

C-2. Costsof water pumpedby an enginedriven pump
Consider a diesel or kerosenepump:

r
rle

=
=
=
=
=

rated power of the engine in kW
power level at which engine actually operates
peper = derating fact or
efficiency of the engine (from fuel to shaft power)
power output of the pump in kW
efficiency of the pump

of suction and delivery lines
that engine operates per year
Ehrm = Ph T, = VP. q. Pe. Tan =
annual hydraulic energy output in kWhh per year

(C-6)

-

Ef
Eh
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contained in fuel in kWh
= ?;zirF in
- which Vf = volume of fuel in liters and SEF is energy content of
1 liter of fuel
= effective hydraulic energy output in kWhh from Vf liters of fuel with energy
content Ef
in kWhh
= qe. qp . Q. Vf . SEF

Fuel costs tie: Vf.SFC in which SFC = specific fuel costs in $ per liter
= COStS Of fuel per kWbh
Cf
Cf

SFC

1

= Si@

Ve

W-7)

qp 71

SEF is approx. 10 kWh per liter
Cf

=

1 SFC
-10 fltot

$/kWhh

in which qtot = qe. qp . m = the total efficiency of conversion from fuel energy to
effective hydraulic energy

Costs of maintenance and repair (MR) per kWhg
Assume costs of MR are directly proportional to hours of operation of the engine. The
engine operates T,, hours per year. r is cost in 8 of MR per 1000 hours.
Annual costs of MR: r.Taa 10-a ; with annual energy output according to (C.6), we find
for the costs of MR per kWhh :
7 10-S
c,

=

$/kWha
t7p m

pe

Capital costs per kwhh:
I is investment in t.
Assume annual costs are given by annuity (see Table Cl).
The annual costs Cc of the capital investment per kwhh are:
c,

=

(31
$/kWhh
Eh ran

or expressedin T an with the aid of (C.6)
c,

=

ow
VP m r ‘IL

-
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in which
I
SI

= -

Per

Summarizing:

= specific investment ($ per kW rated)

totd

costs Ctot per kWhh are given by:

7.10-J
1 SFC
CYI
CtQt = - +
+
b,an
10 qto t
flp tll Pe

(C.lOa)

%/kWhh

or

Ctot

1 SFC
= - +
10 qtot

Assume:

Diesei:

7.10-a

a @I)

+
Vp

71

Pe

lip

91

r

$/kWhh

(C.lOb)

Tan

Annual average daily hydraulic energy requirement is 1 kWhh per day.
Consider diesel or kerosene/gasoline pump.
Rating and life time: r = 0.5; qp Q = 04.
250 days operation per year -+ 1.4 kWhh per operating day.

t,” kWo(gBr$lest available) + Pe = 1.25 kW ---)Ph = qp 71Pe -+
h 4 2.92 hours/day --* 730 hours/year +
lifetime’ 13.7 years.
Take 14 years.
Kerosene:
4 hours/day 4 Pe q 71~ 1.4/4 -+ Pe = 0.9125 kW --*
P = 1.825 kW 1OOghours/year + lifetime 5 years.
Fuel costs: AEume SFC = $ 0.3511.
Diesel:
not = 0.1 + cf = $0.35/kWhh
Kerosene:
qtot = 0.05 d cf = $ O.‘lO/kWhh
Costs maintenance and rerrair: assumeT = 3 2OO/lOOChours.
Diesel:
CMp= 3 0.4O/kWhh
Kerosene:
cy p= $0.55/kWhh.
CaDitaI costs: assumereal interest is 10%.
Diesel:
Q = 0.136, SI = fc 6OO/kW + C, =
Kerosene:
a = 3.264, SI = $4OO/kW --* Cc =
Total costs: die& $ 1.31/kWhh ; kerosene 3
hh (See Figure 5.3, Chapter 5,
lowest va.Iuesfor diesel and kerosene).
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C-3. Costs of water pumped by a B&U=pump (retaenoe
1)
Consider a solar pump:
Per

is b definition the (electric) peak power output in kW, of a solar cell array at
250e ambient temperature at a solar irradiation intensity of 1 kW/m?
is the solar irradiation per m2 in a day expressedin kWh/mXday
is the total solar irradiation expressedas the equivalent+mmher~~~-day
of solar irradiation at a value of 1 kW/m? In other words the value of TB is equal
to the value of Hs, if the latter is expressedin kWh/m?day.

The total electric energy output of the solar cell array in a day is (Per.T,.l/c kWh/day,
in which c is a correction factor for higher ambient temperature & 400C anh impedance
mismatch (reference 1).
%
Eh

= daily energy subsystem efficiency, i.e. the ratio of hydraulic output energy to
electrical input energy over a day.
= hydraulic energy requirement in kWhh

-
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of m&nteMne md rc!@r (m):

Asaumecosts can be split up into three parts:
a. Constant annuaI cost M ($/year).
b. AnnuaI cost proportional to the investment (and so to the rating): p I.
c. Cost of MR of the motor/pump proportional to the number of running hours:
K$perlOOOhom
With n = number of running hours per year we find
M+p.I
CYP =

+K.nlO-3

$/kWhh

%SbIl

n can be estimated using
n

=

365 Ehc

rls Per

n being the equivalent number of hours that the instabation operates at peak power with
an efficiency qs.
Relating Per to the critical month via (C-12), and adding capital costs (C.l4), the total
costs are:

Got

= 3.3

1 + 2 74 1o3 M

b + P) @I)
s

rls

sx

Eh

1

Ts* -

$/kWhh
Eh

Ebample:
annuity factor 0 = 0.13147
Life time:
Real interest:
Specific investment SI:
day 4 Ts* = 4 hours
Solar irradiation in critical month: 4 kWh
IXvcergy
subsystem efficiency qs = 0.40.
.
Eh*/Eh = 1 (constant demand
Fixed a&ml cost of maintenance and repair: M = US
Maintenance and repair per 1000 hours of operation: K = U
Maintenance and repair as percentage of the total investment: p = 0.01.
We find for annual averagedaily demand El, = 1 kWh/day:
Ctot = 5.25 + 0.137 + 0.048 = US %5.44/kWhh. (See Figure 5.3-a, Chapter 5).
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C.4. The annuity factor
The annuity f&or is given by 1 _ i + r ,,
in which r is (real) interest rate
n is lifetime (years)

TabIe Cl. Annuity ktor ama fimction of interest mte and lifctim~

-
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Appendix D
EXAMPLES

Small scale wind pump irrigation

in Sri Lonka.
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Appendix D
EXAMPLES

Two examples are presented, based on information from ractical experience. The
procedures outlined in Chapters 3 (site evaluation) and 5 Pfinancial assessment) are
elaborated for both examples.

ExampleD.1. Irrigation in the dry zoneof Sri Lanka
This examp?? concerns a typical small farm in the dry N.E zone of Sri Lanka. The
information presented here is based on the practical experiences of a series of windmill
pilot projects, especitiy that at Morawewa (north-east coast). The information was
derived mainly from references19,20,21, and 22.
Two different pumping devices are considered:
a. a wind pump, as applied in the pilot projects
b. a kerosene pump, commonly applied in the dry zone.
The following technical and economic information is to be used:
Cropping pattern:

Seefigure D.l (from reference 20).
During the wet Maha season(October to January) no lift
irrigation is needed, and paddy rice is cultivated.
During the dry Yala season(February to September) lift
irrigation is practiced for growin “subsidiary food
crops”. Note that only part of the Barm is used during
this seasonin order to minimize risks.

Crop water rc ?uirements:

SeeTable D. 1 (from reference 20).
Note that the indicated crop water requirements are
conservative estimates, since fully developed crops were
assumed for the calculations, whereas crops in their
initial phaseof development will consume less water.

Water distribution:

Earth channelo.

Irrigation method:

Furrow or basin.

Overall irrigation efficiency:

60%.

Water source:

Open well, water level at 5 m below ground level.
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Usual type of tank:

Low round tank of bricks, lined on the inside with
bitumen, and stren thened on the outside by earth bund,
height approximat d y 1.5 m.

Wind regime:

In the area of interest only one station has long-term
records: Anuradhapura. However, the anemometer there
is poorly exposedto the wind.
Short-term measurements have been performed
(reference 19).

Terrain, landscape:

Flat, isolated trees.

Pumping options:

WindmiII or kerosene pump

Cost of windmiII:

Type:

Cost of storage tank:

Type:
Investment:
Lifetime:
Maintenance:

Cost of engine-driven pump

Type:

WEU 1113, 3 m diameter, Ad = 2,
manufactured in Sri Lanka.
Purchase:
13,000 Rs
us $570”
Installation:
us $ 130
3,000 Its
Lifetime:
10 years
Maintenance: 5% of total investment per year
earth-brick-bitumen, capacity: 23 m3
us $220
5,000 Rs
10 years
3% of investment per year

1.9 HP kerosene motor, driving a
centrifugal pump, capacity 9.1 m3/hr at
X yotz,
kerotene consumption 1.3 1 hr.
Purchase:
8
Pipes, misc.: Sk0 Its
Ys s’t
Installation:
820 Ft.a
us $40
Lifetime:
5,000 operating hours
Maintenance: iiEsof investment per 1,000 operating
Kerosene:

6.7 Ks/l

well:

Investment:
Lifetime:

3,000 Rs
10 years

Interest rate:

12.5% *

l

All costs (and interest rate) indicated here are for mid 1983 (1 Rs = US $ 0.044)

us $ 0.29/l
us $ 130
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The procedures for sizing and cost estimation of the windmill have been carried out by
filling in the format sheetsas indicated in Chapters 3 and 5. The completed format sheets
are shownon the following pages,Tables D.2 to D.6.

Hydraulic power requirements
The last two lines of Table D.l, gross irrigation requirement and cultivated area, are
multiplied to find the pumped volume requirement, which is filled in in the first column of
the format sheet, in Table D.2.
The pumping height is found by adding the depth of the water level in the well and the
height of the tank, total 6.5 m.
Since the distance between wind pump and tank is very short, the pressure loss in the
delivery pipe is very low.
The average hydraulic power requirement is calculated with the formula given in
Section3.1.3, Chapter 3.

Wind power EXKM.U~~~
Reference19 presentsreasonableestimates for the actual wind speedat 10 m height above
terrain, obtained from short term measurements.
Sincean estimate of the actual wind speedis available, the first column of the data sheetin
Table D.3 (concerning potential wind speed)is used to indicate the actual wind speedat
10m hei ht above terrain. The roughnessof the terrain (isolated trees, tall crops) is
estimatef to be 0.25 m. Using the formula of Appendix A.3, the data for 10 m above terrain
height are converted into 12 m data (tower height, see below). In the last column the
specific wind power is calculated usin the formula of Section 3.2, Chapter 3. Since the
examplesite is at sealevel the density o9 air is 1.2 kg/ma.

Identiiication of designmonth
As explained in Section3.3, Chapter 3, the data of the previousformat sheetsare filled in in
the format sheet for design month identification, Table D.4. Subsequently the ratio of
averagehydraulic power to specific wind power is calculated to give the referencearea. The
highest value is found for April, which is therefore the designmonth.

Wind pump system sizhg
The five stepsindicated in the format sheetof Table D.5 must be carried out.
The tower must be high enough to lift the rotor over the isolated trees in the surroundings.
A height of 12 m is chosen,which is the standard height for the type of windmill involved.
From Table 2.2 one finds values for the energy production coefficient of 0.9 and for the
maximum overall power coefficient of 0.18. Using the graph in Figure 3.3, Chapter 3, one
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finds a rotor diameter of 3.4 m. For practical application, one chooses the standard
diameter of 3.0 m, thereby accepting somelack of water in April.
Subsequently one must decide on the design wind speed. A value of 2.5 m/s is chosen,
somewhat higher than the average wind speed in the critical month. By this choice the
output is somewhat increased, but also the percentage of standstill is increased. This is
acceptable since a strong diurnal variation of the wind speedwas found during the low wind
period of February to April. This meansthat the windmill will often be standing still during
the night, but will mostly run during the day.
Using the graph of Figure 3.4 one finds a stroke volume for the pump of 0.411. This may be
realized by taking a pump of 100 mm diameter and a stroke of 50 mm (giving a stroke
volume of 0.39 1.).
Since the design wind speedwas not chosenexactly according to the procedure of chapter 3
(see above), it is wise to check the energy production in the design month (April) and the
month of highest demand (July). This may be done using Appendix B.2.
In April one finds a stron diurnal vi;riation of the wind speed: relatively strong wind
during the day (about 3 m‘Is), and calm during the night (about 1 m/s). For the daytime
one finds a ratio of design over average wind speedof 0.83, an energy production coefficient
of 0.36, and an aver e power of 16 W. During the night the wind pump will be standing
still:. Hence, the overxi averagepower will be some 8 W, which is sufficient.
For July one finds a ratio of design over avera e wind speedof 0.53, an energy production
coefficient of 0.39 and an average energy pro%uction of 31 W, which is approximately as
required.

For the storage tank one chooses a storage capacity of half a day of water requirement

during the month of highest need, July, giving 20 ms. This allows all water pumped during
the night to be used the following day. For practical application one takes 23 ms .which is
the size of a standard design.

Wind pump performance specification
Using the information above, the performance specification sheet may be completed in a
straightforward way (Table D.6).

Unit water cost for a wind pumping system
Using the information presented above, the last sheet may be completed in a
straightforward way (Table D.7).
Note that the annual water requirement is found by multiplying the last two lines of Table
D.l (gross irrigation requirement and cultivated area , multiplying by the number of days
in each month, and adding the two totals. The cost oI operation is taken to be zero, since it
is part of the normal work on the farm, involving no additional costs.
Finally a water cost of 4.6 $cts/ms ia obtained.
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Unitwatercosttia

P*P

Subsequently the water costs of a kerosenepump are calculated using the format sheet for
unit water costs (Table D.8).
In this casethe design month is the month of highest hydraulic power requirement: July.
Assume 6 hours of operation per day, a derating factor of 0.5 and a pump efficiency of 25%.
From the graph of figure 4.3, one finds a rated power of 1.1 kW. Practically one takes the
usual type of pump: 1.98 HP or 1.4 kW.
The efficiency of the pump seemsrather low 1.4%), but it is justified by the data of the
1.98 HP pump (see above),which were derived from practical tests. It is assumedthat the
same cropping pattern is applied as for the wind pump. Hence the annual water
requirement is similar: 5060 ms. In order to pump this amount of water the kerosenepump
will be operated 560 hours per year at a flow rate of 9.1 ms/hr). Therefore the lifetime of
5,000 hours is equivalent to 9 years. I he cost of operation represents the fuel consumption
of the pump. Finally the water cost is found to be 6.0 $ cts/mJ.
It may be concluded that wind pumps are somewhat more economic than enginedriven
pumps. This is due to special circumstances in the example: the windmill is extremely
cheap (about $100/M’), owing to the cheap local labor and steel prices fai below world
market prices. Over the last years the prospects for wind pumps have improved further as a
result of a considerable increasein the cost of enginedriven pump sets.
.
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Dempster 8’ windmiil operating at lchade Sao Filipe in 1982. At the time of
installation Achade Sao Filipe was a dese-?.
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Example D.2. Water supply to the village of Sao Filipe,
CapeVerde
This example describes one of the wind pump installations integrated in a larger wind
pump water supply system at Achada Sao Filipe, Cape Verde. The information
presented here was derived mainly from references23 and 24.
Figures D.2 and D.3 (both from reference 24) give an overview of the complete water
supply system.
Southern Cross 25’

Demplter

8’

MDR offices

__-_------

-_--

_+----

IFigure D-2.

Layout

of Achada Sao Pipe

water

aupp!yqukm (crosssection),refacnce24.

The example concerns the wind pump closest to the village of SW Filipe, in the figure
indicated by “Dempster 8’ ‘I. It is representative for windmill installations m Achadas
(“plains”), characterized by deep water levels and very high wind speeds.
Two alternative pumping options will be considered:
. a classical windmill
i. a diesel motor driving a deep well turbine pump, through a belt and vertical
shaft.

-
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The following technical and economic information is to be used:
Water needs (for the complete interconnected system):
Domestic water supply for 500 persons in Sao FiIipe
(12.5 mj/day - Livestock watering: unknown, highly
variable number of cattle and goats.
Tree nursery of reforestation project (5 ma/day during 5
months of the year).
Offices and workshop (approximately 100 persons).
Water for civil works, taken by tank trucks, or in drums.
Irrigation (2.5 ha, approximately 100 ms/day)
Well closest to the village oi Sao Filipe:
internal diameter 150 mm.
Tubewell:
75 m
Depth:
Static water level: 35 m below ground level
Dynamic water level for a pumping rate of 0.5 l/s: 37 m
Water distribution:

C&Ivan&d steel pipes.

Usual type of tank:

Heavy masonry, covered with concrete slab in case of
drinking water; height above ground level: about 2.5 m.

Wind regime:

Long term data are available from Praia airport, a few
kilometers from Sao Filipe, situated on an Achada, very
welI exposedto the wind.
By means of short term measurements at Achada Sao
Filipe, correlaticns have been established (see reference
24). The results are summarized in Table D.9 below.

Terrain, landscape:

Achadas (gently sloping plains), intersected by Ribeiras
(deep valleys).
Achada Sao Filipe: covered by bushes and low trees.
Praia airport: flat, covered by stones, hardly any
vegetation.

Pumping options:

Wind pump, or a diesel engine driving deep well turbine
pump

Cost of windmill:

Type: classical multiblade windmill, back geared (i=O.3),
manufactured in the USA, 8’ diameter, or 2.4 m.
us %1750*
Purchase and transport: 133,000 $CV,
us 8 350
26,000 $CV
Installation:
15 years
Lifetime:
US $ ltiO/year
Maintenance: 12,000 $(X/year,

Cost of storage tank:

heavy masonry with concrete slab cover,
capacity 40 ms
US t 3620
275.000 $CV
Investment:
30 years
Lifetime:
Maintenance: virtually zero
Type:

-
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Cost of engine pump:

Type: Not exactly indicated in the references,
approximately as follows:
Diesel engine of 5 kW, fuel consumption 2 l/hr (25%
efficiency).
Multistage turbine deep well pump, nominal rating:
- output 14 ms/hr at 40 m head
- mechanical power demand: 2.5 kW
- efficiency 60%
136,400 $CV
Investment:
u-ik%:~
20,000
$CV
Installation:
Lifetime:
10 000 operating hours
Maintenance: 10% of investment per
1,000 operating hours
US 1 0.26/l
Diesel fuel:
20 $CV/l

Tubewell:

13,000 $CV/m
Investment:
Lifetime:
30 years
Maintenance: virtually zero

Cost of operator:

Annual salary: 36,000 $CV

* All costs indicated

US $170/m

us $470

here are for end 1983, (1 US3 = 75 $CV!.

I

Month
Measured wind speed
(m/s) at 7.5 rn
Calculated wind speed
(m/s) at 10 m

JFMAMJJASOND

ye*

7.2

7.9

7.8

7.4

8.0

6.7

5.2

4.8

5.1

6.4

6.4

7.1

6.7

7.6

8.3

8.2

7.8

8.4

7.0

5.5

5.1

5.4

6.7

6.7

7.5

7.0

Table D-9. Wmd qnxd data of Praia airport (refknce
24) measured at 7.5 m height,
standard 10 m height, *assuming a terrain roughnaia so of 0.03 m.

converted

I

to

The procedures for sizing and cost estimation of the wind pump have been carried out bg
filling in the format sheets as indicated in Chapters 3 and 5. The completed format
sheetsare shown on the following pages,Tables D.10 to D.16.

Hydraulic power requirements
In this particular casethe hydraulic power requirements are not determined by the need
for water. As indicated above, water is needed for a variety of purposes, and the need
exceedsthe availability of water in this arid region.
The pumping requirement is rather determined by the capacity of the well: Since the
welI is very expensive, it should be exploited to its full capacity, but care should be
taken not to over-exploit it.
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In this particular case a pumping rate of 0.5 l/s seemed acceptable, leading to the values
indicated in Table D.lO.
The head loss in the delivery pipe is very iow, since quite a large size is required in order
to minimize shock forces in the pump rod.

Wind power resources
The long term data for Praia airport (see Table D.9) were measured at 7.5 m height.
The terrain roughnessof Praia airport is approximately 0.03 m. Using this roughness the
data were converted to 10 m height.
Since the roughness of the terrain around the airport is approximat.ely equal to the
standard rou hness of 0.03 m, the second line of Table D.9 directly indicates the
potential win 8 speed at Praia airport.
Achada Sao Filipe, at a distance Qf a few kilometers, will have the same potential wind
speed (see first column of format sheet in Table D.11). The roughness of the terrain at
Achada Sao Filipe is approximately 0.50 m. Using the methods described in annex A the
sheet is completed to find the wind speedat hub height.
Comparing the results with the original data of the airport yields a ratio of 0.89, in
reasonableagreement with the ratio of 0.85 found from short term measurements.
The site is close to sea level, therefore the density of the air is taken to be 1.2 kg/ma
Subsequently the specific wind power is calculated.

Identificat;on of design month
The data of the previous format sheets are filled in in the sheet for design month
identification, Table D.12. The ratio of hydraulic power to specific wind power is
calculated to give the reference area.
In this particular case, in which the system is not designed to meet a demand but to
avoid over-exploitation of the well, the design month is the month having the lowest
referen- area, i.e. May.
For this month a reference area of 0.8 ma is found. From Table D.12 one seesthat a
wind pump designed on this basis is large enou h to exploit the well at close to the
desired capacity throughout the year, except i!or the months of July, August and
September, for which a referencearea of around 3 ma would be required.
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Wind pump system sising
The five steps indicated in the format sheet for wind pump sizing must be carried out
(see table D-13).
A standard tower height of 12 m is chosen.
From Table 2.2, Chapter 2 one finds a value for the energy production coefficient of 0.40,
and for the peak overall power coefficient of 0.30.
Using the nomogram in Figure 3.,1, Chapter 3, one finds a rotor diameter of 2.9 m. For
practical purposes one choosesthe closest size in the standard range, i.e. 8 ft or 2.44 m.
From Table 2.2, Chapter f! one finds a value for vd/Y of 0.6. With the average wind
speed in the design month of 7.3 m/s, one would find a design wind SPC~ of 4.4 m/s.
However, the type of wind pump is structurally not strong enough to allow a higher
design wind speed than approximately 3 m/s. Using the nomogram of Figure 3.4,
Chapter 3, one finds a stroke volume of 0.55 liters.
This ma be realized with a pump of 2+” diameter (63.5 mm) and a stroke of 74”
(191 mm{, giving a stroke volume of 0.60 1.
A storage tank of 40 ms is chosen, corresponding to 2 days of consumption for the village
and some consumption for livestock. The relatively large size of the tank is justified,
since water is a vital resourcein this dry region.
The diameter of the pipes is chosen to be 2”. This was found t\, be a minimum in order
to reduce shock forces in the pump rod, and avoid breaking of pump rods.
Note that the relatively low value chosenfor vd leads to a lower output than aimed at
ori inally. For calculating the actual output, one must use the output prediction method
of x ppendix B.2. This will be needed in the financial analysis.

Wind pump performance specification
Using the information obtained above, the specification sheet can be completed in a
straightforward way.

hit

water

cust

for a wind pumping system

First the annual water output must be established. It is assumed that a.ll water pumped
will be put to some use. Therefore one should calculate the total volume of water
pumped by the windmill. This may be done using the graph in Figure B.l.
The annual average wind speed can be calculated from the sheet in Table D.ll to be
6.1 m/s. Now, one finds a ratio of design over average wind speed of 0.49, an energy
production coefficient of 0.35 and an avera e power production of 67 W, corresponding
to 5400 ms per year (which is close to what %as been measuredin practice, reference 24).
For the interest rate a value of 10% is taken.
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For the rest, the sheet in Table D.15 may be completed in a straightforward way.
The extremely high costs of storage tank and tubewell, US $ 16,370, are to be noted. The
well is particularly expensive: US $ 12,750!
The result is a water CAstof US %0.50/m3.

Unit

water

cost

using a diesel pump

Subsequently the cost of the alternative, using an engindriven pump is examined by
filling in the data sheet for unit water costs of a diesel pump (Figure 0.16).
In this particular casethe size is dictated by the capacity of the well, 0.5 l/s (see above).
Normally diesel pumps are operated for 4, 6, or 8 hours per day. However, in order to
pump as much water as possible it will be assumed that the pump is used for 10 hours
per day, leading to the indicated monthly and annual pumping rates.
For this purpose the smallest available diesel pump set may be used (see specifications
above). In order to reduce the pumping rate a regulating valve wil.l be used on the outlet
of the pump and adjusted in a way as to give a pumpin rate of 0.5 l/s. Doing this the
power demand of the pump will slightly decrease, the f ‘esel motor is not fully loaded,
and the fuel consumption will decreasesomewhat, assume approximately 1.5 l/hr. As a
result the efficiency of the engine pump is very low (less than 2%).
Operating the diesel pump for 10 hours per day leads to a lifetime (10,000 hours) of
3 years. Now, the format sheet may be completed further. The cost of operation includes
an operator and the fuel costs.
A unit water cost of 80 $cts/ml is found, considerably higher than for the windmill.
In this particular casethe use of a wind pump is far more attractive than a diesel pump.
This is partly due to the high wind speedsat the site, but also to the low capacity of the
well; even the smallest size of diesel pump is under-utilized on this well.
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Appendix E
BLANK E'ORMAT SHEETS

contents

-

Format sheet for assessmentof hydraulic power requirements (page E-2).

-

Format sheet for assessmentof wind power resources(page l3-3).

-

Format sheet for identification of design month (page E-4).

-

Format sheet for wind pump system sizing (page E-5).

-

Format sheet for specification of wind pump performance (page E-6).

-

Format sheet to calculate the unit water cost of a small-scale pumping system
(Page

E-7).

-

Format sheet for determining Weibull parameters of wind speed distribution
(page E-3.

-

Format sheet for generalized cost comparison (page E-9),.
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ion...............

..*a.....*...........*..................

power requiremen

Format sheet for aamsment

of hydraulic

power req~ts.
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WIND POWER RESOURCES

Location

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Height
. . . . . ..a................

Hub height

Combined correction

Month

..m

.................
factor

Average
potential
wind
speed at 10 m
(m/s)

for

above sea level........m

Terrain
hub height

roughness ..............
and roughness ........

wind
speed at hub
height
(m/s)

Average

Jan
Feb
March
April
May
June
July

Sept
Ott
Nov
Dee
Ibmat 8heetfor sraancntofwindpowtr==r.

Density
of air
(kg/m3 1

Specific
wind powe:
(W/m* 1
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DESIGN MONTH
...............................

Location:........................
Month

Average
hydraulic
power
‘h

(4

dr

Average
wind speed
at
hub height
(m/s)

Specific
wind power

Reference

bind

Phydr/Pvind

area
.

(m*)

Jan
Feb
March
April

June
July

Sept

Ncv

Dee
Format

sheet for identifbkion

of design month.
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WIND PDHP SYSTEM SIZING

Location

I

..Heigh t above sea level ......

.....................
........................

..m

Design month ...................................................

I Design

month water

requirements

I

Pumping rate...........................................m3/da

y

Pumping height .............................................

.m

Hydraulic

power requirement,

Phydr . . . ..*....................

W

Design month wind power resources
Average
Air

wind speed........................................m/

density

Specific

(standard

s

1.2)..............................kg/m

3
W/m*

wind power pvind ................................

Design month reference
Type of wind pump

o
0
0

area Phvdr/pvind......................m2
Classical
deepwell
Classical
shallow well,
starting
Recent design,
pump rod

balanced pump rod
nozzle,
balanced

Step

Calculations

1. Tower

Height.......................................m

2. Rotor

.................
Energy production
coefficient
.............
Maximum overall
power coefficient
Diameter .....................................

3. Pump

4. Storage

Design wind speed..........................m/
Design tip speed ratio ........................
Transmission
ratio ............................
Stroke volume ................................
Stroke ......................................
Diameter ....................................
tank

5. Pipe work

Volume ......................................
Height .......................................

m
s
1

m3
m

Diameter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . m
lIrormatrheet

forwindpumpeymtantii
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WIND PWKP PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION

Location

.................
...................

..Heigh t above sea level

...........

..m

1. Water source

TYPe ................................
Distance
(for surface pumping) ... ..m
Diameter (for wells) ..............
Water level
(when pumping) .......
..m

2. -Delivery

Type ................................
Length .............................
Pipe diameter ...................
Efficiency
......................

3. Storage

system

system

4. Design month details

5. Wind regime

and water

pumped water
re irement
(m9u per day)
6. Windmill

Type ................................
Volume ............................
Height .............................

m
..mm
...%
m3
m

Month ...............................
End use water reguirement.....m3/da
y
Pumped water reguirement......m3/da
y
Hydraulic
power requirement ......
..W
Average wind speed at
..m/ s
hub height .....................
requirement

!
specification

I
Tower height ....................
Machine type .......................
rotor diameter .................
stroke ..........................
pump tn= ..........................
cylinder
diameter .............

..m
..m
..mm
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Design month
pumping reguirement.............m"/da

Design month ..........
Total

Annual water

Design month hydraulic
power requirement ..................

..m
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tank

Economic

Size...,.

size................m

Real interest

rate..................
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...............

3
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Interest

..W

reguirement.........m'

Power source .......................
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y

rate..........
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rate..........

costs

System component
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......................

Investment

Lifetime...................year

s
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annual
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Average

annual

cost

System component
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Average
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cost

Unit

cost
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vater

................
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Average

Total

and repair

2: ................

..................

Lifetime

Annual

of maintenance

.......................

Investment

Annuity

co& ..................................

of operation
costs
costs

cost.......
of maintenance

...........................
and repair................

of the system.........................
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Appendix F
EXAMPLETENDERDOCUMENTS
PROCUREMENTOFWIND

FORTHE
PUMPS

The tender document presented here was developed by the Global Solar Pumping
Project of the World Bank and UNDP, carried out by II’ Power znd Halcrow and
partners and published in the solar pumpi handbook (reference 1). With some minor
Y e for wind pumps.
modifications it has proved to be very suitab
A more elaborate procedure for organizing a call for tenders has been established by the
FIDIC, International Federation of Consulting Engineers (reference 16a). As it was
developed especially for large civil engineerin projects, it is not very suitable for the
procurement of wind pumps. However, it may %e a useful guideline when subcontracting
projects requiring large numbers of wind pumps.
Contents
1. Instructions to tenderer
System specification
Questionnaire for tenderers
4. Price and delivery

2.
3.

Notes for purchaser

The following tender documents are given for guidance only and may need modification
for a particular purchaser’s needs.
The items listed below must be completed by the purchaser prior to issue of the
document:
- F.l.l.
- F.2.1.
-

F.2.2.

- F.2.3.
- F-2.6.
- F.2.9.

Complete dates for tender procedure.
Specify application and location of system.
Specify maximum sizesfor containers in the shipment.
Insert environmental conditions for application.
Details of the site and application to be provided. Table 1 should
specify the month by month water requirement, and Figure 1 should
indicate the layout of the proposed site for the system.
Specify the language in which installation instructions are to be
submitted.
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F.l. Instructions to tenderers
F.1.1. Tender p.rocedure
Tenders are required for a wind pump system as described in the specification. The
schedulefor purchase of the system is as follows:
Tender forms issued by

.......(day) ...........(month) ....(year)

Completed tenders to be returned by

....... (day). .......... (month). ...(year)

Tenders awarded by

....... (day). .......... (month). ...(year)

Systems to be delivered by .................................. ...... ...... .................. .
The original tender shall be in the ................ lan uage and shall be filled out in ink or
typewritten and will be made a part of the awardet! contract.

F-1.2. Adjudication procas
Tenders will be primarily considered for:
- Performance
- Durability
- Cost effectiveness
The purchaser will not be bound to award a contract to the lowest, or any tenderer.

F-2. Specification
F-2.1. Scope
This specification is for the design, manufacture, supply and delivery of a complete
self-contained wind pump system suitable for irrigation*/water supply* use in
.................. ............................*..............................................
( delete as appropriate)
l

The system to be supplied shall include:
- Windmill: head, rotor, transmission, vane, safety system
- Tower
- Well top and related parts such as pump rod sealing, air chamber(s), check valves
- Pump with pump rods and connection parts
- Pipework (inside/outside well)
- All fixings and auxiliaries necessaryfor complete construction and commissioning
- Tools needed for assembly and maintenance
- Spare parts
- Documentation
The clauses which follow outline the design parameters and other requirements to be
observed for the fulfilment of the contract.
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F.2.2. Design
The complete system shall be robust, and capable of withstanding hard usa e in a harsh
environment. It shall be resistant to damage from accidental misuse an9 reasonably
resistant to vandalism and the attentions of animals, wild or domestic.
The system shall be designed for assembly, operation and servicin by unskilled
personn;i under the guidance of a trained technician. The requirement Por special tools
or instruments to install and maintain the system shall be minimized and all special
tools needed for installation shall be supplied with the system except for the hoisting
tools, for which the specifications must be clearly indicated. Foundations or other
preparatory work shall be as simple as practicable, and will be clearly specified by the
tenderer.
The system shall be designed for assembly from units which can be packed in containers
small enough to be easily handled and transported. The maximum permitted dimensions
for any one unit are:...............................,.............. ...............,...
The system shall be designed to operate for a long lifetime with minimum deterioration
of performance. The design life of the whole system shall be at least ten years with a
minimal need for replacement of moving parts and wearing components such as cup
leathers and pump rod sealings. Routine maintenance shall be minimized and
maintenance work necessary shall be as simple as possible, requiring only a few basic
tools for its execution.

F-2.3. Environmental amditions
The syste1.tshall be resistant to the following environmental conditions:
-

Wind speedsup to ...... m/s (e.g. 40 or 50 m/s)
Typhoon or hurricane winds up to ...... m/s
Sand storms
Salty atmosphere
Water containing particles up to ...... mm (e.g. 0.3 mm)
Water containing dissolved solids up to ...... mg/l (e.g. 500 mg/l)
Main type of dissolved solids: .............( e.g. NaCl)
- Overnight freezing temperatures
............................... ...... ...... ................

The contractor shall state the limits of environmental conditions under which the system
is designed to operate.

F-2.4. Materiala and workmanship
All materials used shall be of first class quality in accordance with relevant national
standards, carefully selected for the duty required, with particular regard given to
resistance against corrosion and long-term de.gr-.dation. Workmanship and general finish
shall be in accordance with the best modern pr&ice.
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F.2.5. Standards
The design and construction shall comply with current standards for mechanical
constructions. Any performance tests shall comply with the IEA recommendations for
wind turbine testing.

F-2.6. Performance requirement
F-2.6.1. Location
The pumping system to be supplied by the contractor is to be located as detailed below:
-

Name of nearest village/town
country
Latitude
Longitude
Water source (river/canal/open well/borehole)
Height of location above sea level

F.2.6.2. Reqnired perfomce
The required performance of the system is summarized in Table 11,alon with the typical
environmental conditions for the location. The system should provi 8e average daily
outputs as specified in Table 1 for each month, provided that the specified monthly
mean average wind speedfor the month is met or exceeded.The tenderer shall complete
Table 1, item 6, using performance data for the system offered.

F-2.6.3. Installation details
A sketch of the site is shown in Figure 12. The total static head at the site is detailed in
Table 1 and includes ........ meters head for discharge above ground level (Figure 1).
The well/borehole details are (when applicable):
-

diameter ........ m
lining casing depth ........ m
drawdown ........ m at ........ l/set
location of intake filter

Alternatively, if installation details are not yet known, the tenderer may indicate
recommendedpumps for different pumping heights and different wind regimes.

1

set page F-11.

2

Set page F-10.
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F.2.7. Spare parts
The contractor shall supply with the system sufficient consumable items such as cup
leathers, and pump rod sealing material, which may need replacement to last for 10,000
hours of operation. Spare nuts, bolts, washers etc. likely to be lost during shipment and
erection shall also be supplied at the time of shipment.

F-2.8. Packing for shipment
All equipment shall be carefully and suitably packed for the specific means of
transportation to be used, so that it is protected against all weather and other conditions
to which it may becomesubject.
Before despatch all equipment is to be thoroughly dried and cleaned internally. All
external unpainted ferrous parts and machined surfaces shall be protected by an
approved proprietary preservative, all openings shall be covered and all screwed
connections plugged unless otherwise agreed.
Where moisture absorbants have been used for protection from corrosion during storage
or transit, adequate information of their location and warning as to their removal shall
be clearly indicated.

F-2.9. Documentation
Prior to shipment of the equipment, the contractor shall submit to the purchaser the
following documents: (Copies should also be shipped with system.)
- A list of components and assembliesto be shipped including all spare parts and
tools.
- The size, weight and packing list for each package in the shipment.
- Specifications for the foundation.
- Assembly instructions.
- Operating instructions.
- Instructions for all maintenance operations and the schedule for any routine
maintenance requirements.
- Sufficient descriptions of spare parts and components to permit identification for
ordering replacements.
- Revised drawings of the equipment as built if different from the approved
proposals.
All documents shall be in the ................ language.

F-2.10. Tools
The contractor shall provide with the pumping system two sets of any special tools and
other equipment that are required for operating, maintaining and repairing the
equipment. Clear specifications will be provided for hoisting equipment, such as gin pole
and winches.

-
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F.2.11. Technicd support after shipment
The contractor shall be prepared to provide advice during the installation and warranty3
periods of the equipment supplied under the contract. For this purpose he shall nominate
a member of his executive or technical staff who may be contacted during normal office
hours.

F-2.12. Insurance
The contractor shall arrange for the equipment to be comprehensively insured for its full
value from the time it leaves his premises until clearance from customs at the point of
entry into the country of installation/until arrival at the si.te of installation.

F-2.13. Warranty 3
The contractor shall specify the period of the warranty together with a list of items
covered under the warranty.

F.2.14. Service by others
The following servicesafter delivery of the equipment will be carried out by others:
-

3

Clearance of the equipment through customs.
Transport to a location specified by the purchaser, (including insurance).
Storage prior to erection if necessary.
Construction of foundations.
Erection and setting to work of the equipment.
Operation of the equipment.
Routine maintenance (as distinct from any repairs or maintenance required under
the terms of the warranty) 3.

A fully effective warranty will probably only bt given if the rystem haa ktn completely iketakd
and commia’ ~ontd by the contractor.
Othtrwiet
it will bt difficult
to dbtinguish
whether a
breakdown was caused by the equipment or its installation.
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F-3. Questionnaire for tenderers
Tenderers are asked to supply the followin information to demonstrate their ability to
meet the requirements of the project. All i n!ormation will remain confidential.

F-3.1. General information
F.3.1.1. Name of tenderer
Individual contact ...........................................................................................
F.3.1.2. Address ..........................................................................................................
....................... Tel .................................. Telex ................................................
F.3.1.3. Legal status (e.g. limited company).................................................................
F.3.1.4. Country in which registered.............................................................................
F.3.1.5. Total number of employees..............................................................................

F.3.2. Associated or subsidiary companies
F.3.2.1. Briefly describe relationship with associated or subsidiary companies.
F.3.2.2. Overseasmanufacturing/assembly subsidiaries (location and scope).
F.3.2.3. Licenseesoverseasfor products (location, products).

F-3.3. Experience of tenderer
F.3.3.1. Number of years of experience with wind pump systems.
F.3.3.2. Products developed.
Experience with water pumping windmill systems:
F.3.3.3. Number of years involved ................ ...... ...... .................. ..................................
F.3.3.4. Number of systems installed worldwide ................... .........................................
F.3.3.5. Number of systems installed in developing countries .... ...... ........................ .......
F.3.3.G. Number of systems now operationA .... ........................ ............................-........
F.3.3.7. Special feature(s) of systems developed............. .................................... ...........
F.3.3.8. List of attached literature on systems currently available.
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F.3.4. Source of supply
F.3.4.1. Items manufactured by contractor
F.3.4.2. Items bought in from suppliers

F-3.5. Maintenance requirements (detail and frequency)
-

Machine, windmill head
Yawing and safety system
Transmission
Pump
Pipework and ancillaries

F-3.6. Spare parts and tools
Tenderer to list all spare parts supplied as required to last for 10 years of operation.
Tenderer to list all tools or equipment supplied for erecting, operating, maintaining and
repairing the equipment.

F-3.7. After sales service
Tenderers to list names, addresses, telex and telephone number of persons and
organizations who may be contacted for advice during the period of installation and
operation of the equipment:

-
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F.4. Price and delivery
Terms of payment:
Item Description
1.

Wind pump system, including packing
ready for despatch.

2.

Transportation from place of manufacture
to point of entry\ of complete pumping
system, including insurance.

3.

Other

Currency

Total contract price
4.

Spare parts
-

cup leathers
pump rod sealing
pump rods and couplings
bearings
springs
others

Delivery of complete pumping system to be .. ...... .. weeks from receipt of order.

Annexes
Table 1

For format, seepage F-11 (see also example Table 3.8).

Figure 1

For examples of typical layouts, see Figure F.l (page F-10).

Price
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WIND

Location

FUHP

PERF’ORMANCE

SPECIFICATION

..Heigh t above sea level

.................
...................

...........

..m

1. Water source

Type ................................
Distance
(for surface pumping) ... ..m
..mm
Diameter (for wells) ............
..m
Water level
(when pumping) .......

2. *Delivery

Type ................................
Length .............................
Pipe diameter .....................
.........................
Efficiency

system

3. Storage

4. Design

I 5.

Type ................................
Volume ............................
Height ...........................

system

and water
Jan

Feb

%
m3
..m

Month...............................
End use water reguirement.....m3/day
pumped water reguirement......m3/day
Hydraulic
power reguirement........W
Average wind speed at
hub height . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..m/s

month details

Wind regime

m

requirement

I

Mar Apr May Jun Jul

Aug Sep Ott Nov Dee

average wind
speed at hub
height
(m/s)
pumped water
re irement
(m9u per day)
6. Windmill

Table

specification

1. Format

ahe& (E-6)

Tower height......................m
Machine type............,..........
rotor diameter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . m
stroke..........................mm
pump type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
cylinder
diameter...............mm

for apaification

of wind

pump performance.

-
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pumping sptem (WJ3P.Y) on Cape Verde. A Lagerwey uind
of 10.6 m rotor Ziameter ia installed on an kchada ‘, well
ezpposed to the wind, ar;d drines an electric deep-well pump in the
valley. Note the hydraulic jack at the tower base for erection
without the need far a cram.
turbine

-
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Appendix G
GLOSSARY, LIST OF SYMBOLS
AND CONVERSION OF UNITS
G.1. Glossary
Anemometer

Instrument to measure wind speed.

Average annual capital mt

Fixed annual amount to be paid to make a
certain amount of capital available.

Annuity fktor

Multiplication of the cost of investment by
this factor yields the average annual capital
cost.

Annual -t

UMts

Availability
- Output availability

Costa which occur every year in more or less
the same way, related to operation and
maintenance.
Percentage of time during which sufficient
wind is available to operate a wind pump at
more than 10% of its average output.

- Technical availability

Percentage of time that the wind pump is
fully operational, and ready to pump water if
sufficient wind is available.

Back--gearedwind pump

Wind pump having a gear box to reduce the
rpm of the pump.

BahUK4Xi

A wind pump with a balanced pump rod is
equipped with some kind of counterweight
(on a lever, or on the spokes of the rotor) to
counterbalance the weight of the pump rod,
and sometimes (part of) the weight of the
water column.

Darriew rotor

Type of a vertical axis wind machine with
two or three aerofoil shaped blades, iooking
like an “eggbeater”.
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Deep well turbine pump

Multistage centrifugal pump, to be installed
in a tubewell and to be driven by a long
rotating shaft, guided inside the delivery
pipe.

&rating factor

Ratio of mechanical power demanded by a
pump and the rated mechanical power of the
engine used to drive the ~11-3~.

Design month

The “worst” month, i.e. the month with the
highest ratio of power demand (for pumpin )
.
to power resources (such as wind and
A pumping system must be designed for thrs
month.

Design tip speed ratio

Tip speed ratio at which a wind rotor delivers
its maximum power.

Design wind speed of a wind
P-P

Wind speed at which the wind pump has the
highest overall power coefficient.

Diurnal wind pattern

Average course of the wind speed during the
day.

Doldrums

Region of low wind speeds around the
equator.

Drawdown

Lowering of the water table inside a well due
to pumping.

Dynamic head

Total pumping head, including static head,
drawdown and pressure loss in pipes.

Dynamic level

Water level in a well below ground level when
pumping, i.e the sum of static level and
drawdown.

Efficiencies
Field application efkiency

Ratio of useful water taken up by the crop to
water delivered to the field.

Mechanical efkiency of a wind
P=P

Energetic efficiency of the transmission and
pump, i.e. the ratio of hydraulic power
output and mechanical power delivered by
the wind rotor.

subsystem daiIy energy
efficiency of a solar pump

- Ratio of hydraulic energy output over a day
to electrical energy output of a PV array.

Volumetric efficiency of a
Pan P-P

- Ratio of water delivered per stroke to
volume displaced by the piston.

-
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- Water conveyance efficiency

Ratio of water delivered to the field to water
provided at the outlet of the pump or storage
tank (if installed).

Energy production coefkient of a
wind pump

Coefficient used in calculating the average
output of a wind pump. It reflects the
matching of a wind machine and pump in
relation to the wind regime.

Evapotraxupiration

Loss of water through the leaves of a crop;
water requirements for crops are calculated
based on the evapotranpiration rate.

Field capacity

The maximum amount of water held in the
soil that is useful to the crop.

Headloss

Pressure drop over pipes (transporting water)
due to friction.

Hub height

Height of center of rotor of windmill above
ground level.

Hydraulic power

Power needed to pump water.

Hysteresis

The dependence of the state of a system on
its previous history, generally in the form of a
lagging of a physical effect behind its cause.

Matching of a wind machine and
PumP

Choosing the size of the pump in relation to
the size of the wind machine in such a way
that a good compromise is obtained between
the conflicting demands of high output and
high output availability.

Nomogram

Graphical representation of a calculation
prcedure.

Output of a wind pump

Amount of water pumped.

Overall power coefficient

Coefficient indicating the instantaneous
effectiveness of a wind pump in converting
wind power into hydraulic power.

Peak watts (Wp)

The output of a PV module or array under
reference conditions, a.0. a solar irradiation of
1000 W/ml.

Perma3lest wilting point

Quantity of water held in soil, below which
the crop dies.

Potential wind speed

Wind speed which would be observed in
completely flat and open terrain.
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Power coefficient

of a wind rotor

Coefficient indicating the instantaneous
effectiveness of a wind rotor in converting
wind power into mechanical shaft power.

Prime mover

The power source for a pumping system.

Pumping head

Pressure difference to be overcome by a
pump, expressedin units of equivalent height.

Pumping height

Vertical geometric distance over which a
pump has to lift water.

PV or solar cell

A semi-conductor device which can convert
solar radiation directly into electricity.

Quality factor, or output quality
factor

Factor relating average hydraulic power
output of a wind pump to its rotor size and
the average wind speed. It summarizes the
effects of overall power coefficient and energy
production coefficient.

Roughnessor terrain roughness

Parameter related to the type of terrain and
used to calculate the retardatio;i of wind flow
above the terrain.

Rural water supply

Includes water supply for drinking, washing,
cooking, general domestic use, and for
livestock.

Savonius rotor

Type of a vertical axis wind machine having
two or three blades in the shape of “half oil
drums”.

Safety system of a wind pnnip

System to protect the machine in storms. For
mechanical wind pumps it is usually
combined with the system to direct the
machine into the wind at lower wind speeds.

Sensitivity analysis

If a quantity (e.g. a price which depends on
a number of parameters has been calculated
for a base set of prescribed values of these
parameters, then a sensitivity analysis aims
at calculating the relative change of the value
of the quantity by varying each of these
parameters separately relative to their base
value.

Solarirradiation

Power received per unit area from the sun.

Starting nozzle

Small hole in the piston of a piston. pump,
f&z$atind starting of a wind pump in light
.
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Start wind speed

Wind speed at which a wind pump just starts
running in a gradually increasing wind.

Static head

The vertical height over which water must be
pumped.

Stop wind speed

Wind speed at which a wind pump just stops
running in a gradually decreasingwind.

Stroke volume

Geometric volume displaced by the piston of
a piston pump in each stroke.

Submersible pump

Assembly of centrifugal
multistage) and electric
installed under water.

Tip speedratio of a wind rotor

Ratio of the speedof the tip of the blade of a
wind rotor to the wind speed.

Transmission of a wind pump

Complete system transmitting the shaft
power of the wind rotor to the pump.
Including shafts, gear box, excentric, pump
rods, pump rod guides.

WEPS Wind electric pumping
system

Stand-alone wind electric generator, driving
an electric pump.

Wind machine

Prime mover driven by wind power. It may
be used to drive any kind of load: pump,
electric generator, etc.

Windmill

General term, meaning wind machine, wind
electric generator, wind pump, etc.

Wind pump

Water pumping device driven by wind power.
The most common type is the classical wind
pump in which a piston pump is driven
through a mechanical transmission. The term
is general, and is also used to indicate wind
electric pumping systems, systems with
pneumatic or hydraulic transmission, etc.

pump (mostly
motor together
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G.2. List of symbols
b”)

A

Rotor area
A=+rDz

AAC

Average annual cost

AACC

Average annual capital cost

ANN

Annuity

ARC

Annual recurrent cost

CE

Energy production

coefficient

(-1

Fhydr
CE =
3 p A v3 (CP q)max
CP

Power coefficient
P
cp =
3PAV3

t-1

CP 77

Overall power coefficient

t-1

Phydr
cpq=
3PAV3

CQ

Torque coefficient
CQ

=

(-1

Q

+pAVsR

D

Rotor diameter

DP

Pump diameter

(4
(4

E

Energy

(J) or (kWh)

g

Acceleration of gravity
g = 9.8

(m/s’)

H

Height

b-4

I

Investment

i

Transmission ratio
i < 1 for back-geared wind pumps

n

Number of years

P

Power

t-1
W)
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Phydr

Hydraulic power
with
P=pwgqH

pw =

1000 kg/m3

(3

Pwind

Specific wind power
P=3PV3

W/m2)

Q

Flow rate, pumping rate

(l/s) or (ma/s) or (ms/day)

Q

Torque
Volume of water

W
t m3)

R

Radius of rotor (= 3 D)

(4

r

Interest rate

(%)

S

Stroke

(4

T

Time duration

00 or 04

V

Wind speed

(m/s)

v

Average wind speed

b/S)

Vd

Design wind speed

b/s)

V start

Start wind speed

(4)

V stop

Stop wind speed

b/s)

zo

Roughnessheight

04

a

Output quality factor

(-1

Phydr
8=

A i73

= 3 P (CP fl)max CE

rl

Efficiency

7mech

Mechanical efficiency

qvo1

Volumetric efficiency

VS

Stroke volume
v, = ) rDp2s

A

Tip speedratio

Ad

Design tip speed ratio

a

3.14

P

Density of air
Common value: p

=

1.2

c-1
t-1
(-1
(1)
t-1
(4
o%P)

-
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Density of water

Pw

P = 1000 kg/m3 = 1 kg/l

Angular velocity

n

G-3. Conversion of units

Power

’ w
1 kWh/day
1 MJ/day
1 md/day*
*

Conversion

W

kWh/day

MJ/day

m4 /day*

1
41.67
11.57
0.1134

0.024
1
0.2778
0.002722

0.0864
3.6
1
0.0098

8.816
367.3
102.04
1

based on 9.80 m/62, an average value between latitudes

1

from -500 to + 500.

Pumping rate
l/e
l/s
m3/hr
as/day

1
0.2778
0.01157

1 US gallon = 3.785 1

m3/hr
3.6
1
0.4167
1 Imp. gallon

ma/day
86.4
24
1
= 4.546 1

Wind speed

m/e

I
1
1
1
1

m/s
km/hr
mph
krlot

1.000
0.278
0.447
0.514

km/hr

mph

knots

3.600
1.000
1.609
1.852

2.237
0.622
1.000
1.151

1.944
0.540
0.869
1.000

I
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1. The “Handbook for comparative evaluation of technical
and economic performance of water pumping systems’*
This Annex deals with procedures for testin and monitoring wind pumps used by the
owner and suppiying drinking water or water f or irrigation under field conditions.
The recommendations presented here have been derived from the “Handbook for
Comparative Evaluation of Technical and Economic Performance of Water Pumping
Systems” (reference 1). This Handbook deals with the evaluation methodology for six
alternative pumping techniques:
Grid Connected Electric Pumps
Fuel Engine Pumps
Solar Pumps
Wind Pumps
Hand Pumps
Animal Traction Pumps
At the moment the Handbook is being prepared as a jointdonor effort (CIDA, Canada;
DGIS, The Netherlands; FAO, United Nations; GTZ, Federal Republic of Germany;
USAID, United States of America). Draft versions have been presented and discussedat
a workshop in West Sussex(En land, January 1986 and at the Botswana Conferenceon
Water Pumping and Water Li f ting (April 1987). 1 lthough formulated and commented
on by a broad group of experts in the field of rural energy supply, the monitoring
procedures given here have not yet been tested in the field; their try-out is planned to
start at the end of 1988and should lead to a final version of the Handbook.
The methods laid down in the Handbook are aimed to standardize the collection of data
on alternative pumping systems in field conditions. The data gathered are primarily
meant for local use. However they should also be collected in one central point for the
sake of comparison, analysis and distribution of results.
For these reasons the user is kindly requested to mail to the editors any comments
she may have regarding the procedures given here together with a copy of the data
ected. Comments and data should be addressedto:

CWD, Consultancy ServicesWind Energy Developing Countries
PO BOX 85
3800 AB AMERSFOORT
The Netherlands
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1.2. Overview of the test procedures
The evaluation procedure starts off with a System Description. During this activity the
system in its %-found” condition is described. System Description is dealt with in
Chapter 3 of this Annex.
The next step, treated in Chapter 4, is the so-called Short-Term Test. This test
primarily provides technical performance information about the pumping s stem (i.e. the
windmill, the transmission and the pump). Moreover it is a diagnosis oP the technical
condition of the system at the start of the evaluation that can be repeated during the
testing period as often as desired, e.g. after repairs, overhauls or when the pumping
system seemsto fail. As a reference, performance data from the manufacturer or designer
may be used. Where possible ranges within which values of important parameters
normally lie are indicated.
If the Short-Term Tests do not generate contra indications, such as obvious
malfunctioning of the system, a Long-Term Test is the next step in the procedure.
During a longer period of time (at least one year) information on system performance,
operation, quality and costs will be athered. Long-Term Testing produces information
on the long-term overall system perf ormance expressed in values averaged over longer
periods of time, e. a pum ed water volume of X cubic meters per month at a monthly
averagewind spee%’of Y mPs. Long-Term Testing also includes recording chronologically
all relevant occurrencesduring the test such as system breakdowns, repairs, well running
dry, expensesfor operation and maintenance of the system, benefits, etc.
The owner/operator will be the major resource person during Long-Term Testing. He
takes care of the windpump system daily and he will be asked td keep a regular logbook
of all relevant data. The owner/operator needsto be properly motivated to perform this
task. Some training might be required to ensure proper logbook keeping. This is an
important issue, becausean owner/operator will often not be convinced of the need and
usefulness of the data to be collected or of the accuracy required. Also recording data
may interfere with his own priorities. Establishing a contract with him might be a
solution. Regular visits by the team leader and/or the technician will be required to
assesswhich logs are being kept properly and to assure that inadequate records will not
be included in the datz analysis.
Other resource persons may be the mechanics/technicians taking care of maintenance
and repair and extension staff providing guidance advice in the use of the water. Such
persons may fill in relevant information in the logbook and comment on the quality and
functioning of the system.
Long-Term Testing is dealt with in Chapter 5.
The tests and procedures are described basically for wind pump systems without
back-up systems. If a wind pump system including a back-up system is to be evaluated,
there are two possibilities:
1. If the back-up system is very small and is only rarely used it should be neglected.
Describe its effects qualitatively in the logbook.
2. If the back-up system produces a substantial output compared with the main
system, it is recommended to carry out a simultaneous evaluation of the back-up
system. In most cases the back-up system consists of a diesel pump or a hand
pump. Seereference 1 for the test procedures.
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Chapter 2
PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
2.1. Personnelqualifications
Table 1. gives a survey of the staff required for the system evaluation. It is assumed
that the persons working with the recommended procedures are sufficiently educated in
the related fields.
For the technician the following skills are required:
- general knowledge of water lifting systems,
- experience in measuring techniques and in the installation, calibration and use of
measuring instruments,
- experience in simple data reduction techniques.
It is recommended to appoint someoneas team leader during the testing activities. An
important task of the team leader is to organize additional training for the technician
and owner/operator, if necessary.

Qualification

Activity

Data Cokticm
-

at the dart of the Tests

General information
System description
Description of the site

Short-Tcxm Tding
- Data collection
-

Technical

data reduction

Long-Term
Testing
- Daily observations
- Periodical vi&s to the site
- Technical data reduction

Table 1. Pemuxmcl rsquiremartr

Team leader
Technician
Technician

Technician
Technician

Owner/operator
Team leader
Technician
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2.2. Measurementequipment required
In this section the measurement equipment required for Short-Term Testing and
Lon -Term Testing is described. The selection is based on accuracy, reliability,
avaif ability and easeof operation of the equipment.
Apart from the recommendations ‘ven in this section, one should consider thoughtfully
the instructions for installation, cif ibration and use provided by the manufacturer of the
instruments.
The various instruments are arranged according to the quantities to be measured.

Time
To time the start and completion of each measurement a clock should be used. For the
timing of the lo-minute periods during Short-Term Testing a clock with a second hand,
a digital watch or a stopwatch is required.

Head
a. suction head
For surface water sourcesor dug wells, the suction head should be measured directly
with a measuring stick or tape. Where the horizontal distance between water source
and pump is long, a level should be used to get a more accurate reading of the
vertical distance. For example a U-shaped transparent hose partly filled with water
can be used to indicate points of constant height, even at large distances apart. For
bore holes where the water surface is not accessible, a well dipper should be used to
measurethe suction head.
b. discharge head
The discharge head should be measured directly using a measuring stick or tape.
During Short-Term Tests, particularly for systems with long or narrow discharge
lines a pressure gauge at the pump discharge should be used.
C.

pressurehead
The pressure head should be measured at the boundary of the pumping system by
meansof a bourdon type pressure gauge.

Water volume pumped
Water flow should be measured using an integrating flow meter that is able to measure
irregular and pulsating flow. Because meters of this kind are usually rather sensitive to
clogging, they have to be checked, cleaned and calibrated regularly to prevent errors,
especially when the water is not too clean (e.g. when pumped from open dug wells).

-
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In order to avoid these problems as much as possible, it is strongly recommended to use
a turbine flow meter of the dr running type, characterized by a turbine axis parallel to
the piping in which the water i ows more or less straight without change of direction.
This will reduce sensitivity to pollution to a high degree. Finally, in order to keep
friction losses as low as possible it is important to select a flow meter with a capacity
that can easily meet the mtimum water flow.
To ensure proper functioning of the flow meter it is very important to prevent air from
entering it. The piping should be such that the flow meter cannot run dry when the
pumping system is in operation.
As an example Figure 2.1 shows two flow meters (indicated by ‘IF”) installed in such a
way that when measuring they are always full of water. For this reason flow meters
should never be installed at positions “A” or “B”. Please note the length of straight pipe
upstream of the flow meters.
When there is a risk of a certain air content in the water being pumped (e.g. when part
of the system is sub-atmospheric or when an air chamber is fitted with an air supply
system), a deaeration vesselis recommended(Figure 2.1). Its diameter should at least be
three times the diameter of the discharge pipe in order to generate a sufficiently low
vertical water velocity for the air bubbles to escape. In order to minimize turbulence in
the vessel, the pipe entering it should be bent at the end towards the wall (see “C” in
Figure 2.1).

-

DEAERATION
VESSEL
(OPTIONAL)

FRDH
WINWWP
--

Figure 2.1. Irladl&on

of flow meter0

-
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When the pump is of the reciprocating type, the deaeration vessel might serve a second
function of reducing the flow fluctuations in the meter. As a result a smaller flow meter
can be used selected on maximum averageflow instead of maximum peak flow) and the
accuracy of t6 e meter will be improved.
Note: For wind pumps with a storage tank two integrating flow meters are required.

Pump strokes or rotations
a. reciurocating numns
For a reciprocating pump a stroke counter attached to the pump rod should be used.
This could be done by means of a simple button-actuated mechanical counter, driven
by a disk mounted on the pump rod. Also an internal powered electronic
LCD-counter could be applied (at least 8 digits). Alternatively the number of strokes
can be obtained by visual observation.
b. rotational pumps
For centrifugal or screw pumps a revolution counter should be used (e. . a car
odometer attached to any shaft. Take into account the transmission ratio %etween
that shaft and the pump shaft).
For pumps with an essentially constant speed, the rotational speed should be
measured by means of a vibrating reed or other mechanical tachometer.

Wind speed
An integrating rotating cup anemometer (e.g. wind-run meter) should be used. It should
be positioned at the height of the rotor shaft and at such a place that it is outside the
wake of the wind pump during most of the time. This can be achieved by two different
methods:
1. If the terrtiFi :“a flat and wrthout major obstacles (resulting in wind speeds not
varying very much over larger distances , place the anemometer at a distance of
about 20 times the rotor diameter away L om the wind pump: then wake effects for
all wind directions can be considered negligible.
2. If the terrain does not meet these conditions, place the anemometer at a distance
between 2 and 8 times the rotor diameter away from the windpump and at such a
place with respect to the wind pump that it is outside the wake of the wind pump for
the predominant wind directions.
To avoid disturbance of the wind speed measurements by the tower in which the
anemometer is mounted, the tower height should be chosen such that the anemometer
can be installed on top of it.
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Chapter 3
DATA COLLECTION ATTHE

STARTOFTHETESTS

This chapter describes data collection prior to carrying out the tests. The chapter deals
with information that is available at the start of the tests; no measurements are required
at this stage.

3.1. General information
Through completion of Data Sheet 3.1. a general identification of the system under
consideration and the personsassignedto carry out the tests will be obtained.
General
Type of pumping syskm
Year of installation

....................................................
:
.....................................................

Owner of the Pumping System
.............................................................
:
Name
..............................................................
Address
..............................................................
Telephone
Location of the Pumping System
...........................
Town/village
:
District
*
...........................
............................
Country

supplierof

:
:
:

...............
...............
...............

the Pumping

systr!m
...............................................................
.............................................................
:
.............................................................
:

NUX
Address
Telephone
Institution
Name
Addrm
Telephone

Latitude
Longitude
Altitude

supporting
:
:
:

the evaluation
.............................................................
.............................................................
.............................................................

Naman of persons in charge of the tuta and cvduation
Team leader
Technician

:
:

Data sheet 3.1. General

.............................................................
.............................................................

informationon pumpingaymkm(to be completed

by tam

lcsdcr).

-

Persons
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Function

LName
Address
Telephone

: (see data sheet 3.1.)
:
:

Owner

2.Name
Addrese
Telephone

:
:
:

Operator

3.Name
Address
Telephone

:
:
:

Guard

4.Name
Addreaa
Telephone

:
:
:

5.Name
Address
Telephone

:
:
:
1.
Owner

Operation
Guarding
Maintenance
Repair
Selling of water
Cleaning

-

of site

B~in of involvement

Experience

2.

3.

4.

5.

Operator

Guard

. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .

.. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .

-
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3.2. Personsinvolved
It is important to determine the persons involved in keeping the pumping system in
running order and their respective tasks and responsibilities. Such information will be
noted in Data Sheet 3.2. It contains three suggestions for functions and six ideas on
tasks. Others may be added if deemed appropriate. Further information relates to the
basis on which persons involved contribute to the operation of the system (direct
beneficiary, family member, paid, etc). In the logbook more information on the types of
tasks of the various personsinvolved may be noted down.

3.3. Water sourceand well construction
Data sheet 3.3 gives a summary of quantitative information on the water source. Not all
items are relevant for all types of water sources;please skip them if not applicable.

Source type
Identification

: dug well/river/tube
well/. ..........
.....................................
:

Number

Diameter
Depth

.
:

Stati; ground water level (i.e. without
Maximum value
M! nimum value

* circle or complete
Data sheet 3.3.

...... . ..... ..
.. ... . ...... ..

water extraction)
: ...... . ..... . .
: ..... .. ..... ..

Capacity
Corresponding
lowering
of ground water level

.

[m below ground
[m below ground

level]
level]

..

..............

[m3/hour]

:

. . . ..*......*.

[meter draw down]

or [ms/day]

*

the correct answer

Water mme

(to be compktal

by tahnician).

\

Because every water source or aquifer has a limited recharge capacity, its capacity
should be recorded together with the corresponding lowering of the groundwater level, if
available.
To enable a proper assessmentof longer-term developments and the use of the water
additional information is required that doesnot refer directly to the pumping system but
may provide a framework for explanation of certain aspects. Information on the
following items may therefore be useful and added into the logbook.
-

Quality of the water
. Salt contents (taste!). Include a copy of lab tests, if available.
. Temperature.
/
. Presenceof solid particles.

-
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-

Variations of the water level
. What are the normal seasonalvariations in water level?
. Reasonsfor these variations.
. Long term variations of the water level over the past years, if any. Known or
possible causes.
. Is the well at times pumped dry?
. Does salt content change appreciably if water level drops?

-

Sourceconstruction
. Please add a drawing of the source. In case special filters or filter pipes are used,
specify their length, diameter, depth and porosity, kind of filter gravel used, etc.
. Describe the protection of the well against pollution of different origin, such as
spill water return flow into the source, non-hygienic treatment of water carrying
equipment, pollution by natural, human or animal waste or contamination of the
aquifer by dung pits, latrines etc.

3.4. Summary of operating experience
A serious attempt should be made to describe the history of operating and maintenance
experience in the logbook, covering, if possible, the past operating years. Any routine
inspections and maintenance carried out should be noted, describing the type of
maintenance and how frequently it was done.
The history should summarize any breakdowns and repairs to the pumping system. If
possible, it should include for each failure its description, the date of occurrence, time
that the system was out of service, descriptions of the causeof failure (if known), and of
the maintenance action (repair, replacement, or modification) that was carried out.
A note should be made in the logbook as to whether the average water flow rate or the
system efficiency may have changed over time from the nominal values supplied by the
manufacturer, or as measuredwhen the system was new.

3.5. System description wind pumps
Data Sheet 3.4. serves to describe the pumping and stora e system. The capacity of the
storage tank may be calculated by L x W x H for rectanguPar tanks or by +u x D2 x H for
cylindrical tanks. Use the line “Capacity” for deviating shapes.
In addition to Data Sheet 3.4. supply the following information:
o

Make a sketch or drawing of the pumping system. The sketches should indicat.e the
distance above or below a reference ground level of the water intake, the windmill,
the mechanical transmission, the pump, the water storage tank (if used) and the
water discharge pipe. The sketches should show the dimensions (lengths and
diameters) and locations of piping fittings, including valves, tees, elbows, etc.
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wii
Year of manufacture
Make, type
Rotor diameter
rower height
Zontrol/safety
system

:
:
..
:
:

. . . . .. . . . . . .
. .. ..I........................
. . . . . . [meters]
. . . . . . [meters]
automatic/manual*
on-off/continuous*

. .
r
n
Make, type
Zear ratio
stroke of pump rod

: . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . ..
: . . . . . . [rotor revs per pump stroke]
: . . . . .. [meters]

:
:
:
:

. .. . .. . . . . . .
. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Piton/Centrifugal/Mono/
*
. .. . . . [meters below ground level]

Storage tank (if any)
Year of manufacture
Type, structure
Length, Width, Height
or: Diameter, Height
or: Capacity
Minimum water level

:
:
:
:
..
:

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..
. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. ..*......
. . . . .. . x . . . . . . . x . . . . . . . = . . . . . . [m3]
0.7854 x (...)2 x . . . . = . . . . . . [mJ]
. .. . . . WI
. . . . . . [meters ahove ground level]

BacL-nP mm
(if =Y)
Year of manufacture
Make, type
Capacity

: ... ... . .. . .
.. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..
.. . . . . .. [kw]

Year of manufacture
Make

Me
Position
(Only for piston pumps)
Pump diameter
: . .. . .. [mm]
(Only for centrifugal pumps)
Nominal rotational speed : . . . . . . [rev/r&r]
Nominal capacity
: . . . . . . PLWI

* circle the correct answer
Data sheet 3.4. System dcaription

NiUIlG
Address

: . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Serial no. : . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. ... . .. ... . .. . .. . .. . ..

Manufacturer
: . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .
N8IllC
Address
: . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .

Serial no. : . .. . ...*.............*..*...........

Manufacturer
Name
: . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
: . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . ..
Address
Serial no . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Manufacturer
: . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
Name
: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ..
Address
Serial no . : . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . ..

Manufacturer
: . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Name
Address
: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .
Serial no. : . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .

(coniinued on nezt page)
wind pump (to be campkted by tabicb).

-

I

Initial

invcstmentr
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(specify currencies:)

(4
cost,

ITEM

insurance,
freight (CIF)
OR: off-works

I

04

(4

(4

(a+b+c-d)

Import
duties,
taxes

Handling,
storage,
overheads
etc.

Subsidies

Total

Pump
Windmill & tower
Piping/rising
main
Above ground piping
Pumphouse and works
Storage tank
Installation/
site preparation:
-low skilled labour
-high skilled labour
-local transport
Other

(confirmed)
NOTE:

NOTE:

Data ahe4 3.4. Sy~~tcxndaxription

wind pump (to be completed by technician).

in case of local manufacture
of pump, windmill,
etc. one may distinguish
where possible
between: material,
low skilled labor, high skilled labor and overhead cost to enable the
different economic calculations as mentioned in Chapter 6 of reference 1.
if changes in the well conetruction
are needed, because of the choice of this particular
technology, the additional costs for well adaptation
need to be included. Common costs for the
well construction
that would also be needed for other technologies are not to be included (see
also Chapter 6 of reference 1).

Add photographs showing details of the components of the system as mentioned in
the previous paragraph.
Describe the measurement equipment applied during the tests. Give relevant
arameters like make and type, maximum and minimum) capacity, resolution
Psmallest unit indicated), accuracy o/o)and address of supplier. Indicate the position
of the instruments in the drawing oI the p-aping system mentioned above.
Give a listing and the location of available documentation, describing the system,
e.g. assembly drawings, instruction books, performance test results, etc..

-
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3.6. Description of the site
A detailed map of the surroundings of the wind pump system shall be provided,
including location, size and height of any major obstacles like hills, valleys, trees, forests,
housesor buildings. Add a series of 8 to 10 photographs taken at the wind pump site in
various directions (panoramic view).

Source of wind data

0 Meteo Station in
o Other source
0 References

Height of measurements
Type, make of equipment
Exposure

: . . . . . . . . ..[m]
:

Units:

[m/s]

Year
19..
19..
19..
19..
19..
1988
Average
Data sheet 3.5.

JFMAMJ

S~umlMly

OGOOd
0 Remarks

... . . ... .. . ..... ........... . .... .. . ... .. .
.. .. . .. ... ... ... ...... ...... ... .. . . ..... .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..a........................

.. ...... ..... . ...... .. ... . ............ .. .... ... ..
.............. . .. ... .. .... ...... ...... ... .. . .. ...
JASOND

Average

of wind data (to be completed by technih).

Give information on wind and climate conditions including a description of the wind
conditions prevailing over the year at the test site. This can be in the form of seasonal
probability distributions of wind velocities and directions obtained from meteorological
stations, if present. Data on daily fluctuations are also of interest. If wind data are
available from a nearby site with similar terrain, these should be added to the logbook,
along with the name and location of that site.
Becausethe form of the data available may vary strongly for different sites, Data Sheet
3.5. servesonly as an example on how to summarize available information.
Specify the end-use of the wind pump system:
- Number of people using the system for drinking water.
- Area of land irrigated by the system.
- Number of cattle watered by the system.

-
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Chapter 4
SHORT-TERM TESTS
4.1. Objectives
The objective of the Short-Term Tests of the windpump system is to obtain curves
showing system water pumping rates, energy inputs and outputs, and efficiencies as a
function of ten-minute average windspeeds covering the normal range of wind speed
expected at the site.
Additional data will be obtained on the performance of the windmill and of the pump.
These include rotor speedcharacteristics as a function of windspeed and load, and water
pumping rate as a function of rotor speed.

4.2. Test Protocol
4.2.1. Data mkction prior to the

start

of the tests

Before the short-term tests are begun, the data collection described in Chapter 3 should
be completed.

4.2.2. Pretest inspection and preparations:
The following inspections should be carried out prior to field tests. The results should be
included as comments in narrative form in the logbook, with notations as to which
component or part was inspected and the results of the inspection. If a component listed
below is not inspected, that fact should be noted. However, unless the system is not in
operating order, do not carry out any maintenance at this time based on the pretest
inspections.
Inspect the windmill rotor, the transmission and the pump assembly visually. Determine
the condition of the blades, shaft and bearings, both those used for transmitting power
and for yawing. Note changesfrom the original form or spacing of the blades. Comment
on the visible wear of all the moving parts including bearings and transmission gears.
Note whether lubrication appears adequate.
Observe the windmill during operation. Note whether the rotor turns freely in its
bearings and whether it turns easily with the changes in the wind direction. Note
excessivevibration of windmill shaft or transmission, if any, while the rotor is rotating.
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Listen to the pump during operation. Note if the system does not appear to be in
satisfactory physical condition (e.g. look for excessive corrosion, lack of lubrication,
lubricant leaks, worn seals) or if the system performance during operation appears to be
clearly unsatisfactory (e.g. very low water flow rate, excessive leaks, excessive pump
vibrations, noises).
Inspect system piping and valves visually. With the windpump furled, open and close all
valves. Note valves which do not operate. Note on a sketch the location and severity of
leaks in valves and piping, if any. Also where possible, note the physical condition of the
interior surfaces of piping and valves. Determine whether a build-up of scale or other
deposits has formed that reduces the effective diameter of the pipe or that causes the
interior surface to be extremely rough. Note where the wall thickness has been reduced
significantly by corrosion.
Note: Following inspection of tie valves, it should be determined that all of the valves
leading to and from the pump are set in their open position prior to beginning the
tests.
Inspect the storage tank if included in the system. Note any leak. Clean the sight glass if
present.
Inspect the water intake. Examine screensif they are accessibleand note their condition,
i.e. whether they are intact or have visible holes, whether they are clogged, etc.
Install test equipment as described in Section 2.2. and ensure that the equipment is
calibrated and functioning properly. Enter in the logbook a description of the test
equipment used.
For bore hole wells, measure the static suction head (vertical distance from the water
level in the borehole to the pump inlet when no water is being pumped and the pump
has been off for at least two hours).

4.2.3. Pumping perhormauce
The pumping performance tests will consist of sets of measurements taken during ten
minute time intervals. It is recommended to take the sets of measurements as a
continuous series. The measurements then just reduce to recording every 10 minutes the
readings of the various instruments. Accuracy will greatly improve when the integrating
instruments (time, wind speed, flow and stroke/revolution counter) are read in the same
order every time.
Data Sheet 4.1. (column “MEASUREMENTS”) gives a layout to be used for noting
down the results of the measurements and an example of how to fill in the sheet. When
the ten-minute measurementsare consecutive, the end of a measurement coincides with
the beginning of the next one (see lines 0 to 6). Single measurements need two lines in
the sheet (see lines 10 and li . After every interruption a new measurement or block of
measurementsrequires a new I‘O”-line (seelines 0, 10 and 13).
A total of 100 sets of ten minute measurements should be taken over a period of several
days. If wind conditions warrant, the sets of measurements should cover periods when
the wind speed is high as well as periods when the wind speed is low. If the rotor does
not rotate at all during a IO-minute period, that period should be omitted.
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Engage the rotor and pump early in the morning (just after sunrise) cf a day with
expected normal wind speed. After the wind speed has become so high that the rotor is
turning steadily, take a series of ten-minute measurements as follows:
SET OF TEN-MINUTE MEASUREMENTS:
The following constitutes a set of measurements:
Time
Record the time t hour, minute, second) of the beginning and end of each ten-minute
measurement peri 06.
Windrun
Record the readings (kilometers) of the integrating anemometer (windrun meter) R, at
the beginning and at the end of each ten-minute measuring period.
Water volume numned
Record the readings (cubic meters) of the integrating flow meter QB at the beginning
and at the end of each ten-minute measuring period.
Rotor rot ations
Record the readings (revolutions) of the integrating rotation counter attached to the
rotor N, at the beginning and the end of each ten-minute measuring period.
Pumo strokes
(Only as an alternative for rotor rotations; Pump strokes and rotor rotations are related
by the transmission ratio).
For reciprocating pumps, record the readings number of strokes) of the integrating
stroke counter N, at the beginning and the end oi each ten-minute measuring period.
Suction head
Record the reading (meters) of the suction head Hi, at the beginning of each ten-minute
period.
Note If the pump is below the water surface in the well the suction head should be
recorded as a negative number. See Figure 5.1. and the discussion on head
measurementson page 27.
Discharge head
Record the reading (meters) of the pressure gauge at the pump discharge Hdis at the
be ‘nning of each ten-minute period. During Short-Term Tests the discharge head is
deI!?ned as the head the pump “sees”, including pipeline friction losses(see Chapter 6).
Note: Not all pressure gauges read in meters. Other possibilities are bar, At
(atmosphere), psi (pound per square inch) and kPa (kiloPascal). The following
conversion factors should be used:
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Preliminary cahlationn:

LenPth of neriod T
Calculate the exact length of the “ten-minute period” T. T simply equaIs the difference
in time (seconds) between the start and the end of the measuring period.
Example: If the first measurement starts at 7:30:30 and ends at 7:41:25, the length of the
period T equals 653 seconds(seelines 0 and 1 of Data Sheet 4.1.).
Average wind sneed
CaIcuIate the average windspeed for each ten-minute period:
VT

=

where:

1000 . (Rpp,e - Rl,b)
T

(m/f4

is the integrating anemometer reading (kilometers) at the
beginning of the measuring period.
is the integrating anemometer reading at the end of the
measuring period.
is the length of the measuring period.

Rw,b
R w3e
T

ExampIe:If RW,b = 162.53 (km) and RW,e= 164.69 (km), the average wind speed is
VT= 3.72 (m/s) (see lines 3 and 4 in Data Sheet 4.1.).
AveraPe water flow rate
Calculate the average water flow rate for each ten-minute period:
PBT

=

where:

1000 - (QP,e - QP,b)
T

Qp,b

is the inte rating flow meter reading (cubic meters) at the
beginning of each ten-minute period.
is the integrating flow meter reading at the end of each
ten-minute period.
is the length of the measuring period.
is the conversion factor (liters per cubic meter)

Q&e

T
1000
&MnpIe:If

(l/4

Qp,b = 764.98 (ma) and QP,~ = 765.20 (ms), then the average flow rate is
qpT=
0.35 (l/s) (seelines 10 and 11 in Data Sheet 4.1.).

Average rotational rotor sneed
Calculate the average rotational speedof the windmill rotor for each ten-minute period:
rim

where:

- ha

N&e

=

T
N&b

%e
T

(rcvt+)

is the integratin rotation counter reading at the beginning of the
measuring perio! .
is the integrating rotation counter reading at the end of the
measuring period.
is the length of the measuring period.
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and Nbe = 6999
lines 15 and 16 in

then the average rotational speed
ata’ Sheet 4.1.).

Average stroke rate (oDtional)
Calculate the average stroke rate na of the reciprocating pump for each ten-minute
period:
ns

Nse - Nsb

=

where:

T

(etrokcs/e)

is the integrating stroke counter reading at the beginning of the
measuring period.
is the integrating stroke counter reading at the end of the
measuring period.
is the length of the measuring period.

Nsb
NSe

T

Averape effective Dlunger caDacity (optional)
Calculate the average effective plunger capacity of the reciprocating pump:
PC

= $$-

(liter/stroke)

4.3. Data Reduction
Data reduction will make use of the results of the preliminary calculations to arrive at
estimates of the overall performance of the windmill system which can be compared to
what vi-ould be expected based on the manufacturer% information or to earlier or later
data.
The data reduction will consist of the preparation of the following curves based on the
experiment&l measurements:

Water Output Curve
For each of the ten-minute measurement sets, plot the average water flow rate qBTalong
the vertical axis versus the average wind speed VT along the horizontal axis. Figure 4.1.
gives an example.
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Figure 4.1. Euunple of water output curve

Rotor Rotational Speed Curve
For each of the IO-minute measurement sets taken with the rotor engaged, plot the
average rotational speed nm of the windmill rotor along the vertical axis versus the
average wind speedVTalong the horizontal axis. Figure 4.2. gives an example.

I
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4.2. Example of rotor rotational spd

curve.

IIydrauLic power output curve

For each of the ten-minute measurementssets, calculate the hydraulic power output
PhrTfrOm
qpt, H in and Hdis using the following equation:
Ph,T

=

where:

9.81 . qm- (Hi, + Hdh)
9.81

(Watt)

ISthe acceleration due to gravity.

Example: If qpT = 0.29 (l/s) and Hi, and Hdis are 3.6 (m) and 31.5 (m) respectively,

then Ph,r= 99.9 (Watt) (seeline 20 of Data Sheet4.1.; result not recorded).

Plot the hydraulic power output Ph,T as calculated for each ten-minute measurement
along the vertical axis versusthe averagewind speedVralong the horizontal axis.
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Power input

For each of the ten-minute measurements sets, calculate the power input Pi,Tusing the
following equation:
(Watt)

Pi,‘!= O.393. /Ia . D2. V$
where:

0.393

is conversion factor equalling r/8,
is rotor diameter (m),
is average wind speed(m s),
is density of air, obtained from the table below.

:T
Pa

D = 8 (m), VT= 2.91 (m/s) and pa = 1.23 (m3 kg), then Pi,T= 762 (Watt)
(see line 20 of Data Sheet 4.1.; result not recordedI .
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OvetaU windpump perCormance factor curve

For each of the ten-minute measurement sets, calculate the overall windpump
performance factor Cpu from the following equation:

where:

Ph,T
P-1rT

is hydraulic power output,
is power input, both as calculated above.
and Pi,T= 762 (Watt), then Cpq = 0.13 (see line

20

of

Plot the wind pump performance factor Cpq for each ten-minute measurement set along
the vertical axis versus the average wind speed V~along the horizontal axis. Figure 4.3.
gives an example. The large scatter in the region with average wind speedsbetween 1.2
and 2.8 (m/s) is caused by the so-called hysteresis effect; Within this range of wind
speedsa running wind pump will continue to run and a not-running wind pump will not
start.
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Chapter 5
LONG-TERM TESTS
5.1. The “System” during Long-Term Tests
During the Long-Term Tests the system under observation includes the following parts:
1. Windmill
2. Transmission
Technical system as considered during Short-Term Test.
3. Pump
I
4. Storage tank, ii any
5. Back-up system, if any
6. Resources: - Manpower
- Water
- Wind
- Money
7. output:
- (Useful) water.
In most cases a back-up system, if any, consists of a diesel pump or a hand pump.
According to the considerations in Chapter 1 it mi ht be subjected to a Long-Term Test
simultaneously. Seereference 1 for test proceduresBor other pumping techniques.

5.2. Measurementsand data collection during Long-Term Tests
5.2.1.

Measurements

Measurement equipment required and recommendations with respect to its installation
have been described in Section 2.2.
Within the framework of Long-Term Testing measurements shall be performed on a
regular basis. The maximum period of time allowed between two measurements depends
on the capacity of the storage tank that usually is part of a windpump system. The time
between two successivemeasurements should be about equal to the time during which
the end-use system can function without major problems when it starts with a storage
tank full of water, while no further water is being pumped during that period. Given the
most common storage tank sizes for the various applications for irrigation purposes
usually a period of one week between the measurements is sufficient. For drinking water
systems this period will vary between one day and half a week.
It is recommended to choosefixed times in the week to carry out the measurements; by
doing so their regular performance is guaranteed and the chance of forgetting
measurements is minimized. Possible schemescould be for an irrigati xr system every
Monday morning, for a drinking water system every Tuesday and Friday at noon, etc.
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Data Sheet 5.1. (column “MEASUREMENTS”)
ives a layout for noting down the
numerical information required and an example of how to fill in the sheet. Fol every
measurement one line on the data sheet is available. At the start of the Lon -Term Test
the first reading of the various instruments is recorded on the first line (marPed by “0”).
When during Long-Term Tests a new Data Sheet is opened, the first line is used for
copying the last measurement of the previous Data Sheet.
The two bottom lines of Data Sheet 5.1. are used for average and cumulative values over
a longer period of time. It is recommended to choose the number of lines in Data Sheet
5.1. in such a way that averages and cumulative values are calculated over a proper
period of time i.e. a month, a quarter or half a year. Dependent on the chosenperiod of
time between two successivemeasurements (see above) the following lengths of Data
Sheet 5. I. could be applied:
Tie
between two
successive measurements
1 day
half a week
1 week

Number of lines
in Data Sheet 5.4.1
31

26
26

Length

of averaging
period

month
quarter
half a year

Date and Time
Write Date and Time in the format ?‘Y/MM/DD;HH, e.g. 87/01/03;11 is equivalent to
3 January 1987 at 11 a.m. Recording the time in whole hours is sufficiently accurate for
the present purpose.
Wind weed (Wind run)
For Long-Term Tests the integrating cup anemometer (wind run meter) shall be used.
Write the results in km (kilometers).
Water volume DUmDed and water volume actually used
During Short-Term Tests for wind pump systems with a storage tank the flow meter was
installed at the pump outlet. During Long-Term Tests a second meter (same type) shall
be placed at the discharge of the storage tank.
In order to obtain information on the effect of the storage tank, during Lon -Term
Testing the owner should preferably not switch off the pump when the tank is Pull. TO
avoid spillage of water the system should be equipped with an overflow pipe to a place
where excess water can be utilized. Do not feed back the excess water to the well; it
might contaminate the water source.
By doing so the flow meter between the pump and the tank measuresthe potential water
volume pumped at the given circumstances. The second flow meter measuresthe water
volume actually consumed by the end user or the end-use system. Under certain
conditions it might be difficult to require the owner to operate his pumping system
continuously, e.g. when the water is scarce. A compromise might be to operate the
system continuously during a shorter period of time. Also an indemnification might be
offered to the owner to compensatefor the extra running hours.
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If for any reason only one flow meter is available, it should be installed at the storage
tank outlet.
Check the flow meters regularly in order to detect malfunctioning (e.g. due to
contamination) as soon as possible (see Section 2.2.). Care should be taken to record
whether and when the flow meters passedtheir maximum number of digits and started
at the zero reading again, especially if for any reason readings are taken over longer
intervals than prescribed.
The water volume pumped is read from the flow meter between pump and storage tank,
the water volume actually used is read from the flow meter at the storage tank outlet.
Note the results down in cubic meters (ma).
Head
a. Suction Head
If the level of the water source showed large variations during the Short-Term Tests,
the accuracy of the tests may be improved by taking an additional measurement of
the suction head Hi,, e.g. halfway through the measuring period T. Put all values in

the logbook and record the average value (in meters (m)) in Data Sheet 5.1.

b. Discha.rgeHead
In many casesthe discharge head Hdis is constant. It is simply the vertical distance
between the pump and the discharge pipe outlet at the top of the storage tank. If the
discharge pipe enters at the bottom of the storage tank, the discharge head should be
measured up to the average water level in the tank (e.g. halfway between top and
bottom). Write the results in meters (m).
Pressure Head
In most wind pump applications a storage tank functions as a water tower to generate a
pressure head as required for the end use system. Then this pressure simply forms part of
the discharge head from pump level to storage tank water level and must not be
measured separately. If alternatively for example a wind pump directly feeds a system
requirin a pressure at its intake, e.g. a sprinkler system (which is not common
practice 7, the discharge pressure H, should be measured at the sprinkler system intake
by means of a bourdon type manometer. Write the results in meters (m).
In Figure 5.1. some examples are given to illustrate the measurement of the different
types of head for a number of situations:

Casea.

A shallow well is equipped with a surface pump and a storage tank. The
suction head Hi, is measured from the water level to the center of the
pump, the discharge head Hdb from the center of the pump to the end of
the pipe above the storage tank. In this casethere is no pressurehead.

Caseb.

A tube well is equipped with a deepwell pump and a storage tank. Because
the pump is below the water level, Hi, is negative. It should be calculated
by the difference between the water level (meters below ground level) and
the position of the pump (meters below ground level).

Case c.

A tube well feeds a storage tank at a long distance L. Note L down in the
heading of Data Sheet 5.1. The suction head is calculated as in case b.
Becausethe pump is situated above the water level, Hi, is now positive.
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Cased. The storage tank is fed through its bottom. Therefore Hdis is measured
between pump level and the average water level in the tank.
Casee.

i Initials

The pumping system feeds an end use system requiring a pressure. The
correspondin pressure head is measured by means of a manometer at the
system bounx ary.
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5.2.2. Additional data collection
The logbook should describe in sufficient detail all events occurred e.g. the activities
carried out with regard to servicing, maintenance (i.e. preventive actions , repair (i.e.
corrective action) and overhaul. It should specify the date of the event, t he amount of
time spent and the costs (distinguish between skilled and unskilled labor, parts,
materials, lubricants and transportation). It is recommended to make this description by
systematically treating the following issues:
- Maintenance
. Actions performed (by whom?). If standard, refer to users manual.
. Replaced parts
. Lubricants used
- Break downs of the system
. Description of system failure
. When was it discovered?
. Who was warned, how?
. (Possible) causes
. When was repair started?
. Actions performed (by whom, time spent?)
. When was the system ready for operation again?
- Operation of the system
. Periods of intentional furling of the windpump, reasons
. Periods of water shortage, reasons
- Water source
. Occurrence of abnormal water levels in water source.
. Well running dry.
Data sheet 5.2. gives a layout and a hypothetical example of how to complete this sheet.
It can be used as a summary of all events and simultaneously serve as a table oi contents
to refer to logbook pages with detailed information. The first lines of Data Sheet 5.2.
give information on the people contributing to the logbook. The subsequent columns of
the data sheet contain the date of the event, the initials of the reporter it is very
important that any person putting down information in the logbook is identi ii ed bq~his
initials; he is an important source of additional information when needed), a short
description, the time during which the system was out of order (down time), the time
spent on maintenance or other activities, the costs and the page number of the lo book
where detailed information, if any, is recorded. The example shows how the di ff erent
kind of costs can be distinguished by using more lines for a single event.
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5.3. Data reduction of Long-Term Tests
Data analysis should be initiated as soon as possible after data collection to quickly
indicate possible problems with either the pumping system or the data collection
instruments.
Early detection of any anomalies in the data will not only lead to more reliable data, but
will also eliminate potential problems resulting from incorrect installations of equipment
or oversights in the design. Also deterioration of performance in time may be detected
by doing so.
If during the Long-Term Tests large deviations from expected values are found, it is
recommendedto perform (part of) a Short-Term Test in order to identify possible causes
of these deviations.

5.3.1. Performance
The results of reduction of data on system performance are recorded in Data Sheet 5.1.
in the column indicated by “CALCULATIONS”.
Two steps of data reduction are performed, both using essentially the same types of
calculations and formulas.
1. After each measurement cumulative and average values are calculated over the
pericd of time between that measurement and the previous one. The length of the
eriod of observation T equals the time between two successive measurements
Pe.g. 1 day, half a week, 1 week). The calculations are performed using pairs of
two successive measurements. The results are noted down in Data sheet 5.1.
behind the corresponding measurements.
2. After a certain period of time e.g. a month, a quarter, half a year, a year), when a
data sheet is fully completed, cumulative and avera e values over that longer
period are calculated. Now the length of the period oei observation T equals the
time between the two measurementsat the beginning and the end of that period.
For the calcnlations the latter two measurements are used. The results are noted
down on the two bottom lines of Data Sheet 5.1. and in Data Sheet 5.3. under the
heading “Performance”.
Length of period T
The length of the period of observation T simply equals the length of time between two
measurements.
Example:The first measurement took place on 3 January 1987 at 11.00 A.M.
(87/01/03;11), the second one on 10 January at 08.00 A.M. (87/01/10;08). The
length of the time period T is 7 days minus 3 hours equalling 165 hours (see
lines 0 and 1 of Data Sheet 5.1.).
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Average wind sueed
When the wind run meter readings R, are registered in km, the average wind speed over
a period T is:
VT

=

where:

R wse - Rw,b
3.6 T

Rw,b
$be
3.6

(m/4

is wind run meter reading at the beginning of period T,
is wind run meter reading at the end of period T,
is length of observation period in hours,
is conversion factor 3600/1000.

Example:On 7 February 1987 the wind run meter indicated 35153 km Rw,b); a week
later the reading was 37123 km (Rw,e . Then the formula lea s to VT = 3.2
(m/s) (see example in lines 5 and 6 in II ata Sheet 5.1.).
Water volume numned
When the flow meter readings Qp are registered in ma, the water volume pumped over a
period T is:
Q PT =

&he - Qp,b

where:

Qp,b
QP,~

b3)

is the reading of the integrating flow meter at the beginning of
period T,
is
T the reading of the integrating flow meter at the end of period

Ekample:On 21 March 1987 the flow meter at the pump outlet indicated 4184 m3
Qp,b). A week later the reading was 4249 m3 (QP,~). Application of the
Iormula leads to QP,T= 65 m3 (seelines 11 and 12 in Data Sheet 5.1.).
Water volume actuallv used
When the flow meter readings Qu are registered in m 3, the water volume actually used
over a period T is:
QUT =

Qu,e - f?u,b

where:

Qu,b
Q Ihe

(m3)

is the reading of the integrating flow meter at the beginning of
period T,
is the reading of the integrating flow meter at the end of period
T.

-

Hvdraulic wind Dump outnut
The hydraulic system output
&,T

=

where:

2.73 . Q~T.

Hb

Bb ;

Eh,TOVer
He
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a period T can be calculated from QPTby:

(Wh)

is total effective head (see Chapter 6) at the beginning of period
T,
is total effective head at the end of period T,
is conversion factor (9.81x1000/3800).

He
2.73

Example: During the week from 9 to 16 May 1987 the hydraubc system output was:
Eh,T

=

2.73 . 242 . ( 4 ;

3-5 +

37 ) = 26922

(Wh)

Seelines 18 and 19 of Data Sheet 5.1. (The number 37 stands for the discharge
head Hds, seeheading of the Data Sheet).
The result is not recorded in the Data Sheet. It is used in the next calculation:
QuaIitv factor
The quality factor e is obtained from the quantities above by:
e

=

where:

Eh,T
A.

A
Ph,T
VT

V$

.T

is rotor area calculated from the rotor diameter D by:
A = 0.785 . Da (ma)
is hydraulic windpump output
is average wind speed.

Example: During the week from 9 to 16 May 1987 the hydraulic output was 26922 Wh
(see previous example). In this period the quality factor equals:
e

=

26922
0.785 . (5.18)3 . 4.23

. 169

=

O-l

Seelines 18 and 19 in Data Sheet 5.1.
Wind uumn exnloitation factor
The wind pump exploitation factor fweover a period T is calculated by:

bple:During

the week from 7 to 14 February 1987 the water volume pumped was
134
m3. The water volume actually used was QUT= 165 m? As a result
QPT=
fweequals 1.23. Seeline 6 of Data Sheet 5.1.
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AveraPe and cumulative values over a longer rxriod of time
The bottom lines of Data Sheet 5.1. are used for noting down average and cumulative
values over a longer period of time. In the example this period has a length of 26 weeks.
The Total 1 h of period T (bein 4368 hours in the example) can be obtained by
summin all 3 culated T-values or 3 ternatively by the difference between the first and
the last f ‘Date and Time” (lines 0 and 26).
For the Long-term average wind speed, the Total water volume pumped and the Total
water volume used the formulas explained in the beginnin of this section are applied
using the integrating meter readings on line 0 and line 26. T Pe result is:
Half-yearly averagewind speed = ‘“x”i i fiii”
Half-yearly water volume pumped = s& - 1680
Half-yearly water volume used
= 97495 - 93753

= 3.51m/e
= 4302 m3
= 3742 m3

The Half-yearly average windpump exploitation factor (in the example being 0.87)
results from the quotient of the half-yearly water volume pumped and half-yearly water
volume used.
For the Half-yearly average quality factor the half-yearly hydraulic wind pump output
E
has to be determined:
:
h,T:+Y

E
.

=

h,T=iY

Where:

2.73

x Qp T =iy x Haverage
9

(Wh)

is half-yearly averagetotal effective head.
is half-yearly water volume pumped (4302 ms),

H average
Q

P,T=iy

The last quantity is most accurately calculated when all 27 suction head measurements
available in Data Sheet 5.1. are used. The result is:
H-m raverage

=

(2.0 + 2.5 + 1.75 + ...... + 3.5)/27 = 3.34 m.

Becausethe discharge head is constant (37 m), the average total effective head becomes:
Haverage

=

37 + 3.34 = 40.34 m.

Using these results the half-yearly hydraulic windpump output is:
E

h ,T=iY

=

2.73 x 4302 x 40.34 = 473,772 Wh.

Finally the Ha&yearly average quality f&or
earlier in this section:

is calculated using the formula presented

Inserting the average and cumulative values from above the result is:
e4Y

=

473,772
0.785 x (5.18)1 x

3.513 x 4368

= 0.12
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iuMMAaY

OVER 19...

Location : .................................................................................................................................
Dintrict : .................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
3wner

Pdolmrmce
Average wind speed
Yearly water volume actually ueed
Yearly water volume pumped
Quality factor
Wind pump exploitation
factor

:
:
:
:
:

...............................................................................
..............................................................................
..............................................................................
..............................................................................
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FT
pl
1-l

Opuaiicm
Operating time of the system
Total time needed for maintenance
Total time needed for repairs
Total down-time
Total time “put out of the wind”
Number of breakdowns
Mean down time
Mean time between failures
Availability
...................................................
...................................................
...................................................
...................................................

Bacumntw

: ..............................................................................
: ..............................................................................
: ..............................................................................
: ..............................................................................
: ..............................................................................
: ..............................................................................
: ..............................................................................
: ..............................................................................
: ..............................................................................
.........................................................................................
: .......................................................................................
: .......................................................................................
: .......................................................................................

(

E-iours

bd

t”l
Hob-l
f;“““’

1’

................................................................................................
........................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
...............................................................................................
l

Indicate

currency;

note replacement

Data sheet 5.3. summary of idormation

types C time in log
of Wiid

pump System (to be compltted

by tccanician).
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Notes: 1. The quality factor e of the wind pump system relates the hydraulic output of
the windpump to the energy content of the air flowing through the rotor over a
longer period of time. For “classical design” windpumps the quality factor
varies between 0.08 and 0.11. For modern design windpumps its value lies
between 0.10 and 0.15. A measured quality factor of a wind pump system
much lower than previously measured or lower than expected based on
information supplied by the windpump builder or vendor might be caused by:
-

a low volumetric efficiency of the pump
a worn leather cup,
.
worn valves,
H problem in the windmill
.
deformation of blades,
defect in control mechanism,
a dr well.
a suLo ptimal matching of the system (too small or too large a pump).

2. The windpump exploitation factor fwe relates the water volume pumped to the
water volume actually used. Its maximum value is 1.001,which means that all
water pumped is usefully applied. A hi h value of fwe is important; when it is
halved, the cost of the water is doublerf. Low values of fwe might be caused by
such factors as:
- too large a windpump
- too small a storage tank
- low water requirements in a windy period
- a leak in the storage tank.
The average and cumulative data over the period of a year (to be calculated as described
above) should be put in Data Sheet 5.3. under the heading “Performance”.

5.3.2. Reliability of the wind pump system
As stated, Data Sheet 5.2. shows information on reliability e.g the number of system
failures, their type and duration, repair types and times, maintenance problems,
climatological or natural phenomena affecting delivery reliability, any inherent design
faults, etc.
In Data Sheet 5.3. this information will be summarized for a period of a year under the
heading ‘“Operation”. Some items are already suggestedin the sheet.
The various total times asked for might require some explanation. Operating time is the
time during which the system was runnin during the length of period T. Total time
neededfor maintenance and total time nes4ed for repair equal the number of man hours
spent on maintenance and repair respectively. Total down-time is the total time the
system was not in operating order due to svstem failures. Total time “put out of the
wind” is the total time during which the windpump has been intentionally put out of
operation.
1

As ahown in the example (line 6 of Data sheet 5.1., the value of fwe might be higher than 1 over
shorter periods of time. The effect ia caused by the storage tank that can “produce” water even if
there is no new water input at all.
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The reliability of the system can be expressedby three different indicators. These are the
mean down time (MDT), the mean time between failures (MTBP) and the availability.
They are calculated as follows:
Total down-t ime
number of break-downs

MDT

=

MTBF

=

Length of period - Total down-time
number of break-downs

Availability

=

Length of period - Total
Length of per iod

(hours per break-down)

down-time

(hoursl

(-1

These indicators a3l refer to different aspects of reliabilit . E.g. if a short MTBF is
causedby many break-downs of short duration (due to quit 3:repair service), the MDT is
low and the availability of the system is high.
In addition other events could be summarized, for instance those having occurred
strikingly often (e.g. pumping dry of the well). Careful consideration of Data Sheet 5.2.
should result in meaningful summaries of events.

5.3.3. RtYxxmentcosts
The data on recurrent costs collected during the Long-Term Test, recorded in Data
Sheet 5.2., will be summarized in Data Sheet 5.3. under the heading “F&current Costs”.
Details on types and times of repairs will be noted down in the log.

-
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Chapter6
TOTAL EFFECTIVE HEAD
For the Long-Term Tests described in this Handbook the total effective head H is an
important notion. It stands for the useful head over which the water volume pumped is
transferred by the pump. It is used to calculate the useful hydraulic system output Ph,T
Basically it consists of four components, some of which may be zero under certain
conditions:
H=

Hti + &is + Hhor + HP

where:

Hi,
&ii,
&or
HP

(m)

is suction head
is discharge head
is equivalent head for horizontal transport
is pressure head required at the boundary of the pumping system.

The suction head is the vertical distance that the water must be lifted in travelling from
the water level of the water source to the pump.
The discharge heads is the vertical distance that the water must be lifted in travelling
from the pump to the end of the discharge pipe.

I

I Illlli

Egurc 6.i.
2

-Ekpivaknt

head iax horisontai

transport

aa a function

of the dbtance

L.

Thb definition
of discharge head holds for Long-Term
Testing only. For Short-Term
Testing,
where only the pumping system b considered, the discharge head simply is defined an the head
“seen” by the pump.
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The equivalent head for horiscmtal transport is a term to reward the function of the
system when water is transported over (long) horizontal distances. It is recommended to
use Figure 6.1. for determining Hhor, starting from L being the distance along which the
water is transported horizontally. The curve in Figure 6.1. has been derived as an
average of properly designed water pumping systems. It is based ou the following
assumptions:
- Average flow velocities in pipesbetween1 and 2 m/s.
- For long horizontal distances optimal values of the average flow velocity are lower
than for short distances.
- The optimal averageflow velocity increaseswith the pipe diameter.
ExampleAf the horizontal distance L equals 100 m, the factor I&,/L = 0.1 see Figure
6.1.). As a result, the equivalent head for horizontal transport I! her equals
100x0.1 = 10m.
If the horizontal distance L is longer, e.g. 10,000 m, the factor Hhor/L = 0.02.
Now Hhor = 10,000x 0.02 = 200 meters.
The pressurehead required at the boundaq of the pumping system is the head required
for example to operate a sprinkler installation.
The total effective head H is used to calculate the hydraulic power output of the
pumping system Ph,%
h,T

=

where:

Qmpw-g.H

Qm
PW

g

(Wattseconds)
is water volume pumped ma)
is density of water (kg/m s),
is acceleration due to gravity (m/$3).

This hydraulic power output of the system is used to calculate the overall system
efficiency 7jeot:

where:

Pi

is the measured power input to the pumping system.

The function of a pumping system to be rewarded is transport of water to a higher head,
to a higher pressure and/or over a certain horizontal distance. This function is quantified
by the total effective head as defined above. It rewards a vertical lift (Hi, and Hdb), a
and a pressure at the
horizontal transport in terms of a reasonable friction head
pumping system boundary (HP). If a system is badly designe , e.g. by having high
internal friction losses, the measured power input to the system P&T will be high. AS a
result the overall system efficiency qtot will be low for such a system.
If a storage tank functions as a water tower to generate the discharge pressure required
by the end-use system, this pressure is included in the discharge head from pump level
to storage tank water level and must not be measured separately. If alternatively a
windpump directly feeds a system requiring pressure, the discharge pressure should be
measuredat the intake of that system by means of a simple manometer.

-
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NOTE:

The map follows

Description

Worldwide

Wind Energy

Resource

Distribution

Estimates
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of Map

This map is a preliminary
estimate
of the annual mean wind energy available
at
The average energy in the
typical
well-exposed
locations
throughout
the world.
wind flowing
in the layer near the ground is expressed
as a wind energy class.
the higher
the wind energy class,
and the
The greater
the average wind energy,
corresponding
to classes
of
darker the shade of green on the map. The colors
wind energy are defined
in the table at the upper right.
The wind energy class is defined
in relation
to the mean wind energy flux
(WEF) at 50 meters above ground level.
The WEF is the rate of flow of wind
energy through
a unit vertical
cross-sectional
area perpendicular
to the wind
direction.
At IO meters,
the WEF estimate
represents
large
areas that are
relatively
free of obstructions.
Local terrain
features
can cause the mean wind
energy to vary considerably
over short distances,
especially
in coastal,
hilly,
and mountainous
areas.
There will
be local areas of higher or lower wind energy
than can be shown on a worldwide
map.
Background

Information

The relation
between the mean WEF and the mean wind speed in the table at the
upper right
assumes a Rayleigh
Distribution
(Weibull
with k=2) for the wind
speed frequency
distribution.
A l/ 7 power law for mean wind speed and a 3 / 7
power law for mean WEF relates
the 50-meter estimates
to the lo-meter
estimates.
Because the wind energy estimate
generally
applies
to typical
well-exposed
locat ions, the fraction
of the land area represented
by the wind energy class
depends on the physical
characteristics
of the land-surface
form in the region.
For example, on a flat open plain close to 100 percent
of the area will
have a
similar
wind energy class, while in hilly
and mountainous
areas the wind energy
class will
apply only to a small proportion
of the area that is well exposed.
On the map, areas where mountainous
relief
generally
exceeds 1500 meters are
shown using lines with tick marks.
Within these areas wind resource
estimates
are for exposed ridge crests.
The mean wind energy may vary considerably
with time of year and time of
day. Thus regions with the lowest wind energy class may have considerably
higher
part of the year or day, or both.
wind energy during
regions with
Conversely,
the highest wind energy may experience
considerably
lower mean wind energy during
part of the year.
Only a few areas of the world have persistently
high wind
energy year round.
Vast
areas
of the world
have
little
or no wind
data,
and there
is
disturbingly
little
data from exposed sites
in many windy regions
of the world.
Of the large amount of wind data available
from specific
areas at ;he time of
preparation
of the map, only a small proportion
of the stations
had information
on anemometer
height
above ground
level
or on site
exposure.
Thus regional
climatological
information.
air
wind
data,
and
other
appropriate
uwe r
information.
where available.
were used in the assessment.
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